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Introduction 
“I think that the order of ritual, in its present format, is a bit confusing. I’d appreciate a breakdown of the 
‘standard,’ explaining why certain things are done at certain times.” --respondent, ADF Solitaries Survey 
2007 

ADF's Core Order of Ritual (COoR) is powerful and elegant, yet it can be daunting at first. Help is often 
necessary when starting out. 

The present work is designed as a reference guide, so you can turn directly to the step that's giving you 
trouble. Alternatively, you can read it straight through from beginning to end, to gain a basic foundation in all 
the COoR's aspects. Finally, you can mine it for history, links, and other tidbits, for your continuing COoR 
studies. 

Solitaries may find it especially useful. The COoR's spirit can be difficult to discern without seeing rites 
performed live. This work can help discover that spirit. 

How to Use this Tutorial 
We assume you are already familiar with ADF at a basic introductory level. If not, bring yourself up to speed 
by exploring the web site, reading the Membership Guide and Dedicant Manual, and subscribing to the email 
lists. The latter is a highly-recommended tool for asking questions. 

If you are already familiar with the basics, you can begin here. First you'll find an overview of the COoR, its 
themes, and its drama. Then we'll proceed to explore each step in detail. Finally, you can learn about a few 
supplementary steps that are not in the COoR, but are commonly added to it by ADF members. 

For each COoR step, we'll cover the following topics: 

COoR Step - the step as presented in the COoR 

Key Terms - a checklist of terms you should understand by the time you are done 

Function - the nature and purpose of the step; what it is and what it does 

Placement - the placing of the step within the sequence; why it comes when it does 

Techniques - potential methods and practical considerations; how to do it 

COoR History - historical introduction of the step, and development of over decades of experimentation; 
useful for understanding rationales; also helpful for understanding ritual scripts composed under previous 
versions of the COoR 

Ancient and Modern - a frank discussion of what aspects of the step are ancient and what are modern 

Examples - excerpts from published ADF ritual scripts demonstrating the step as actually practiced; note 
that you may see abbreviations such as PD (Presiding Druid) or D1 (Druid 1) -- these are various ways that 
the authors denote who is speaking 

Related Reading - links and books for further research 

Self-test - basic, open-ended questions to measure your command of the matter, and encourage reflection; in 
each case, a challenge is posed to write the step for your own ritual, since the best test is not to explain it but 
to do it 

Last but not least, the Epilogue suggests a few themes for deeper contemplation. The COoR is explored as a 
basis for Pagan spirituality. 

This Tutorial  and the Dedicant Path 
Those working on the Dedicant Path (DP) may wish to combine it with this tutorial. While the two stand 
alone, they dovetail nicely. The COoR concretely applies DP concepts, while the DP contextualizes the 
COoR within a way of life. Rites developed using this tutorial will count as "ADF-style" for DP requirement 
#8. 
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Final Words 
The Core Order of Ritual is a complex, nuanced, and sophisticated model. It can be intimidating at first, but 
with time and effort you will begin to catch its spirit. Soon you'll have a powerful apparatus at your 
fingertips. Eventually, you'll find it so internalized that you can do ritual with little or no planning at all. The 
path to mastery is patience and effort. Good luck! 

An Overview of the Core Order of Ritual 
Ritual binds ADF together. Ours is a religion not of orthodoxy (shared doctrine) but of orthopraxy (shared 
practice). For ritual we share a common liturgical outline, called the Core Order of Ritual. 

In a moment, we will have a first look at the COoR, and get a feel for its drama. But first, let's take care of a 
few preliminary questions. 

Why do we use the COoR? 

It has been said that a Druid from one grove or area should be able to attend a rite in another, and still have a 
chance of understanding what's going on. The COoR gives us that chance. 

Specifically, the COoR's purpose is three-fold. 

• First, it defines the minimum necessary steps for a rite to qualify as an "ADF" ritual. Many groves 
add their own traditions as well, but all must fulfill at least these steps. It is, as its name suggests, the 
"core" of our rites. 

• Second, the COoR sets the sequence in which the minimum steps should proceed. 

• Finally, the COoR specifies certain things that are not used, including monotheistic expressions, 
blood sacrifices, certain Wicca-esque elements, and non-Indo-European motifs. 

By the way, we also have the term "Order of Ritual" (OoR) for any liturgical outline. Groves typically have 
their own OoRs, based on the COoR but fleshing it out with more detail, additional practices, or local grove 
customs. The COoR is the most universal and basic OoR, and defines an "ADF" ritual. 

What is an "ADF" ritual? 

Not all rites are "ADF" rites, which may be confusing. In the strictest sense, an "ADF" rite is one that 
adheres to the COoR structure. Usually it also avoids mixing pantheons, and otherwise maintains common 
ADF conventions. Public High Day rituals put on by groves are always ADF rites. Solitary High Days may 
be as well. Rituals fulfilling requirement #8 of the Dedicant Program ("ADF-style") are also ADF rituals. 

But these are not the only rites performed in ADF. There are also blessing rites and devotionals, both of 
which are somewhat more flexible. Generally speaking, blessing rites treat needs other than High Day 
observance. These needs may include rites of passage, magical workings, or community-bonding efforts (e.g. 
the "Unity Rite," a.k.a. "Organizational Rite"). Devotionals are small, personal rites, often done on a daily 
basis. Both blessing rites and devotionals inevitably encounter special needs. Therefore they are more 
relaxed in terms of following the COoR. It is the High Day ADF rite which follows the COoR most strictly, 
so that is the kind of rite that will be treated in this tutorial. 

How does an ADF ritual work? 

Let's take a moment to understand the basic idea behind ADF rites. They are modeled after the ancient Indo-
European principle do ut des, "I give, so that you may give." Worshippers give gifts to the worshipped, and 
the worshipped give gifts in return. This is how ADF rituals work. 

In essence, worshippers invite the Kindreds to be their guests for a time. This invokes ancient laws of 
hospitality, which dictate that a guest must give a gift in return to the host. The gods are thus obliged to 
return the favor. Furthermore, the greater being is honor-bound to give a gift proportionately greater. So our 
small offerings of ale or incense can be balanced by healing, protection, or other great boons. Finally, two 
beings that once exchange gifts are forever bonded in an ongoing relationship. The Proto-Indo-European 
word for this was *ghos-ti, describing those in a guest-host relationship. Through ghosti, we experience 
communion and bring the divine into our lives. 

Is this really how the ancients did it? 
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As mentioned above, our rites are modeled on ancient principles. We honor our Indo-European ancestors as 
much as possible. We study their worldviews, and draw inspiration from their symbols. We are not 
reconstructionists, however. The COoR is a mix of old and new. We make no pretense about that. The old 
connects us to our ancestors, and the new responds to our modern needs. 

The new things mainly concern energy-working and visualization, both common to Neopagans. The 
prominence of the Earth Mother is another difference, addressing environmental care in our time of 
overpopulation and pollution. 

What we don't do is claim that something is ancient when it isn't. We will be looking at parts of the COoR 
that are ancient and parts that are modern, and we'll try to be as clear as possible about which is which. 

A First Look at the COoR 

Now let's take a look at the COoR itself. Here is the version we use today. The following is reproduced 
verbatim from the article in which it was introduced. 

Core Order of ADF Ritual for High Days 

The following is the Core Order of Ritual (COoR) for ADF High Day rituals as approved in late 2006 by the 
ADF Clergy Council. 

This is not a complete re-write of our current Order of Ritual, but rather a clarification of what we're already 
doing, meant to answer the questions, "Just what ritual steps are the minimum necessary for a High Day rite 
to be considered an ADF ritual?" and "In what order should these steps take place?" 

Certain actions/concepts below are "suggested", often listed as "may include" or "is most commonly 
represented or included". In these cases, the main heading is required for a rite to be called "ADF", just not 
all the choices listed—and there may be other acceptable choices as well that aren't listed. 

However, where the word "must" appears, this is a required action. Remember that there is usually a strong 
cosmological or theological reason for each part of the rite to appear where it does. Some modifications to 
the COoR are expected, including additions to the main headings and particularly steps from past Orders of 
Ritual not specifically listed here, but any such modifications should have a particularly strong justification. 

Note also that following the Core Order is a listing of things an ADF ritual does not include. 

1. Initiating the Rite - May include: 
• Musical Signal 
• Opening Prayer 
• Processional 
• Establishing the Group Mind 

2. Purification - This must take place prior to Opening the Gates 
3. Honoring the Earth Mother 
4. Statement of Purpose 
5. (Re)Creating the Cosmos 

• Sacred Center must be established in a triadic Cosmos 
• The Three Worlds or Realms must be acknowledged 
• The Fire must be included 
• Sacred Center is most commonly represented as Fire, Well and Tree 

6. Opening the Gate(s) - Must include a Gatekeeper 
7. Inviting the Three Kindreds 
8. Key Offerings - This will commonly include: 

• Invitation of Beings of the Occasion 
• Seasonal customs as appropriate 
• Praise Offerings 

9. Prayer of Sacrifice 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
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10.Omen 
11.Calling (asking) for the Blessings 
12.Hallowing the Blessing 
13.Affirmation of the Blessing 
14.Workings (if any) 
15.Thanking the Beings 
16.Closing the Gate(s) 
17.Thanking the Earth Mother 
18.Closing the Rite 

Items that ADF Rituals Do Not Include 

1. Elemental Cross Symbolism (the 4 Elements) 
2. Casting Circles in public ritual 
3. Calling Watchtowers or Elemental Guardians 
4. Calling the dualtheistic "Lord" and "Lady" 
5. Acknowledgement of one divine being with power over all 
6. Blood Sacrifices 
7. Non-Indo-European mythic and deity motifs 

So that's the COoR. For now, let's ignore the "don't"'s at the end and concentrate on the "do"'s. 

The Do's 

The first thing you will notice is that the COoR is broken down into 18 units, which we'll call "steps" (they 
are also called "modules"). Rituals can be written a step at a time, and steps from one ritual can easily be 
compared with those from another. 

A closer look reveals a broad pattern of dramatic movements or phases. The broadest breakdown divides a 
rite between the sending of energy (steps 1-9) and the return flow (11-18). 

The COoR in Two Phases 

steps phase 
1-10 sending of energy 
11-18 return flow 

In the first half, worshippers send their reverence to the Kindreds. In the second half, the Kindreds send their 
blessings in return. This is the basic drama of an ADF rite. Gifts are given, then received in return. It 
expresses the principle mentioned above, do ut des, "I give, so that you may give." It also binds worshippers 
and Kindreds together in the bonds of hospitality. These concepts will become clearer as we go on. For now, 
just remember: power in, power out. 

Flow of Energies in a Rite 

  sending of energy ►   
worshipper   worshipped 

  ◄ return flow   

A more nuanced five-phase breakdown looks like this: 

The COoR in Five Phases* 

steps phase 
1-4 I. Starting of the Rite and Establishing the Groupmind 
5-7 II. Recreating the Cosmos and Preliminary Power Raising 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
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8-10 III. Major Sending of Power to the Deities of the Occasion 
11-14 IV. Receiving and Using the Returned Power 
15-18 V. Unwinding and Ending the Ceremony 

*Based on pattern divisions in the 1991 liturgy. 

In the table above we can see how a rite gets the group together, gathers energies, and builds toward the 
climax: the offering. Then the energy flow reverses, blessings return from the Kindreds, and the rite draws to 
a close. 

Here's another way to look at it: 

Rise and Fall of Energy in a Rite 

    III. Major 
Sending     

  II. Recreating and 
Raising   IV. Receiving and 

Using   

I. Starting and 
Establishing       V. Unwinding and 

Ending 

The Don't's 

Now that we've looked at the prescriptive part of the COoR, let's recall the proscriptive part. It enumerates 
seven things that are not part of ADF rites. They mainly concern our Indo-European focus. Points 1-5 
describe things arising out of the modern Pagan revival. Our ancestors were polytheistic, not dual-theistic, 
and tended to do things in threes more than fours. ADF is very much a part of the revival, but in order to 
maintain our distinct identity and style, we focus on historical Indo-European motifs (summed up in point 
seven). 

The exception is point six, blood sacrifices. Ancient Indo-Europeans sacrificed animals (as did most religions 
at some point in their history), but we have no interest in reviving that practice. This includes both killing 
and drawing blood. Such things are forbidden in ADF rites. Human blood-letting, even if only a few drops, is 
also forbidden. 

A Word on "Must" 

"Must" is a word that causes a knee-jerk reaction in many people. Therefore, let's be totally clear about how 
and why it is being used (if it isn't apparent enough already). 

The COoR "must" be followed for a rite to be an ADF rite, not for it to be effective ritual. In other words, it 
is a matter of identity, not theology. Worship that departs from the COoR can be both powerful and correct. It 
just won't be an ADF rite. 

Compare it to music. For a song to be considered "blues," it must follow the 12-bar structure. Other songs 
are still great music, they just aren't blues. In the same way, non-COoR rites are still effective worship, they 
just aren't ADF rites. 

Within the COoR, the word "must" appears a few times. For example, the Fire "must" be represented. This is 
the same idea again, expressing what is most vital to the structure of the rite. 

That structure, which expresses our identity, has been developed over many years. A brief outline of this 
development may be in order. 

A Very Brief History of the COoR 

Research and experimentation leads to revision every so often. Here is a simple chart of the COoR's history. 
For simplicity's sake, it covers only the major revisions introduced by archdruids or archdruids emeritus; it 
does not reflect the innumerable important contributions made by local groves and individual liturgists. 

Development of ADF and the COoR 

date significance 
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1983 ADF founded; Isaac Bonewits becomes first Archdruid 

1984 First liturgical outline published, with a ritual script to demonstrate, in Druid's Progress 
#2; some elements carried over from Reformed Druids of North America (RDNA) 

1987 Liturgical outline updated and expanded, and a step-by-step guide published, in Druid's 
Progress #4 

1991 
Major revision of the outline in Druid's Progress #6; cosmology becomes a major 
component, and most RDNA elements are dropped; from this point on, changes in the 
outline are mainly re-presentations and clarifications 

1996 Isaac Bonewits resigns due to illness; Ian Corrigan becomes Archdruid till elections can be 
organized 

1996 John (Fox) Adelmann elected Archdruid 

1997 
New presentation of the outline in fewer steps and different language, published as a step-
by-step guide in the first Dedicant Manual and in Oak Leaves #3, largely thanks to Ian 
Corrigan 

1997 Liturgists Guild forms 

2003 

Reformatted outline, using the title "The Core Order of ADF Ritual" for the first time, 
appears in the Dedicant Manual; meditation moved to pre-rite preparation; back to back 
with the COoR is the "An Ar nDraiocht Fein Order of Ritual As Practiced In Many Groves 
In The Early 21st Century", which elaborates it in more detail; these were later clarified in 
2006 

2001 Robert Lee (Skip) Ellison elected Archdruid 
2004 Skip re-elected Archdruid 

2006 Outline clarified to its present state and posted as the Core Order of Ritual by Clergy 
Council 

2007 Skip re-elected Archdruid 

We'll explore this history further in the next chapter, as we go through each step. For the sake of clarity, we'll 
be referring to past versions of the liturgy according to their date. So the major versions include 1984, 1987, 
1991, 1997, 2003, and 2006. The term "COoR" we will reserve for only the most recent version, the one 
adopted in 2006. 

Before we move on, two historical facts may be useful to note. The first is that the COoR was originally 
designed for large-group rites. This accorded with ADF's mission of providing public worship venues. Since 
then ADF has come a long way in expanding its scope, but it is still rooted in large-group dynamics. This 
may be relevant as you contemplate how things are done and why. 

The second concerns the use of "liturgical languages." As you browse ritual scripts, especially older ones, 
you will find various phrases in non-English. For example, Bíodh sé amhlaidh is Old Irish for "so be it." The 
fact is, when ADF began, nearly everything was said in both English and an appropriate non-English 
language. For example, a rite for Freya might've used Old Norse, and one for Jupiter, Latin. It was felt that 
this forged a closer link to the gods. Today, we have gotten away from this, except for key phrases like "so be 
it" or "let the Gates be opened." 

In most cases today you will find phrases from only the old tongues. But once in a while you will come 
across modern Irish or German. For a long time, groves experimented with modern languages for the 
following reason. Beginning members were more likely to know, or have the opportunity to learn, a modern 
language, as opposed to an ancient one. Thus, for example, modern Irish did well enough for the time being, 
acting as a stepping stone toward eventual fluency in the much more obscure Old Irish. Now that we have 
gotten away from translating everything, fluency is no longer needed and modern languages are rarely used 
anymore. You are much more likely to hear a few key phrases taken directly from ancient Indo-European 
vocabularies. 

Summary and Tips on How to Approach the COoR 

So now we have taken a look at the COoR and gotten a feel for its dramatic exposition. We have discovered 
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its basic principle: give and receive. And we have seen some of its history. Yet you may still have many 
questions. Why these steps and not others? Why in this order? What do these steps look like in practice, and 
how do they relate to ancient Indo-European ways? The step descriptions in the next chapter will answer 
these questions. They will flesh out your understanding on an intellectual level. 

Of course, effective ritual requires you to go beyond the intellectual. So, here are some tips for internalizing 
the COoR on a deeper level. 

First, it is recommended that you memorize the order of steps. It's okay to use note cards for your first few 
rites. Freedom within the COoR, however, only comes with memorization. The best way is to take it bit by 
bit, learn it in chunks, and practice daily. Design a devotional that incorporates all COoR steps, and do it 
daily till you know the sequence like the back of your hand. An example would be "An Anywhere 
Devotional" in Oak Leaves #37. Another useful technique is to write a poem to help you remember. For 
example, see "Sean's Poetic Ritual" by Sean, or "ADF Ritual Order Poem" by Grace. 

Second, don't worry too much about "doing it wrong." The COoR is not a Holy Writ handed down by an 
Almighty Archdruid. Rather, it is an ongoing experiment in liturgical development. If you depart from the 
COoR, the gods won't mind; you won't be struck by lightning. And if you make a mistake, laugh it off and 
figure out how to do better next time. Some mistakes may even turn into things you like, and eventually you 
will create a liturgy that is tailored to your needs. 

Third, remember that effective ritual is more than just a script. Other vital considerations include setting, 
timing, group dynamics, coordination, props, and so forth. Make sure you envision the COoR within a 
holistic context involving all these things. 

Last but not least, allow yourself to grow through the COoR. It is more than just a liturgical outline, it is an 
expression of our spirituality. There are many lessons it can teach us. In the Epilogue, we'll explore a few of 
these themes. 

Step One: Initiating the Rite 
COoR   Step 
1. Initiating the Rite - May include: 

• Musical Signal 

• Opening Prayer 

• Processional 

• Establishing the Group Mind 

Key Terms 
Opening Prayer 

Processional 

Establishing the Group Mind 

Function 
Every rite should have a clear-cut beginning. This tells the participants that they are leaving mundane time 
and space, and entering the sacred. All unrelated talking, joking, or milling about should end. It is important 
that this message get across on both conscious and subconscious levels. Musical signals, such as the ringing 
of bells, have been found effective in reaching all levels. The point is to define the exact moment that ritual 
begins. 

Included in Step One are a number of activities. All of them, including the Musical Signal, are optional and 
may be done in whatever combination and order works best, so long as the beginning is delineated in one 
way or another. Potential options include the following. 

First, the Musical Signal is an audible cue, such as the ringing of bells mentioned above, beating of drums, or 
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clapping of hands. 

Second, the Opening Prayer is a speech addressing the participants and Kindreds. It may extend a welcome, 
identify the grove or the participants, or ask for initial blessings from the Kindreds. One common practice is 
to include in it a request for inspiration (see The Appeal for Inspiration). 

Third, the Processional is an organized method of moving into the ritual space. This is sometimes 
accompanied by chanting or the playing of instruments. In this way, a ceremonial mood is created, and 
everyone finds their correct position. As an added bonus, everyone gets moving and thinking as a unit, so the 
procession overlaps somewhat with Establishing the Group Mind (see below). 

In addition, the Procession has the ability to demarcate the ritual space, if it is not already clear. It can, for 
example, march in a circle round the space. Note, however, that ADF rites do not close their circles as 
Wiccan ones do, and the boundaries may be crossed without disturbance. Note also that the final 
arrangement of the participants need not necessarily be circular. Roman rites were often conducted in 
squares, and Greeks sometimes used half-circles. Circles are, however, very Indo-European and are comonly 
used in ADF rites. No attention need be paid to gender arrangement. 

The last option is Establishing the Group Mind. As implied above in the discussion of the Procession, the 
point of Establishing the Group Mind is to get everyone acting and thinking in sync. A meditation such as the 
Two Powers is frequently used to accomplish this (see The Two Powers Meditation). By the end of this 
activity, everyone should be calm and focused on the ritual at hand. Note that this activity is not just for 
groups--solitaries may also benefit from preliminary meditation, achieving calm and focus. 

On a related note, this is one point where an offering to the Outsiders is common. In part, this banishes from 
the participants any stray worries, hostile energies, or un-focused thoughts, thus furthering the Group Mind. 
For more information, see The Outsiders Offering. 

Placement 
Naturally, Initiating the Rite must come at the beginning. Many supplementary steps, such as the Appeal for 
Inspiration, Two Powers meditation, or offering to the Outsiders, are placed here to avoid interrupting other 
important ritual movements, and to extend their influence through the whole rite. 

Note that Step One may be preceeded by any number of important preliminary activities, such as briefing the 
participants on procedures and chants, demarcating the ritual space (if necessary), lighting the Fire, and 
pouring the waters into the Well. It may even be preceeded by Step Two: Purification. 

Techniques 
The Musical Signal is commonly a bell, but other instruments work as well. Alternatively, the participants 
may begin with a joint clap, stomp, or shout. 

The Opening Prayer is usually verbal. It may also include a material offering, such as sweet wine to the fire 
of Hestia. The prayer can be rambly and impromptu, or it can be succinct and formal, such as "We are here to 
honor the Gods!" 

As for the processional, some organized technique is requred for it to go right. The first liturgy in 1986 
marched the participants across the space in a pattern that, if viewed from above, constituted the Druid Sigil 
(a circle crossed with two parallel lines). There is no need for it to be that complicated, though. Perfectly 
acceptable methods include circling the space, or parading to the space along a sacred route, or from a 
significant tree or landmark. If working at night, a torch-light Processional can be dramatic (but make sure 
you have a designated place to put the torches when you're done!). 

A chant can be combined with the Processional, but make sure it is simple, because the attention of 
participants will be divided between chanting and trying not to stumble. 

Pay close attention to your ritual setting when planning a Processional, and make sure everyone knows 
where to stand when it finishes. Also, pay attention to the time of day. For example, will there be enough 
sunlight or moonlight to avoid tripping over obstacles? 

The Processional is often combined with Step Two, with participants being purified as they enter the space. 

Establishing the Group Mind is usually accomplished by a guided meditation, such as the Two Powers. 
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Alternatively, it may be a chant or song. The Processional may properly get the group mind together, though 
it also tends to scatter energies a bit. Conceivably even a group trivia game could work in certain situations. 
Anything appropriate to the mood will do, so long as it gets people focused and working together. 

Before deciding on your Step One activities, you should think carefully about the mood and tone you want. 
Mystical rites may begin with a light trance induction, Nature Spirit rites with a trip through the woods, or 
light-hearted rites with a delicious pun. Whatever you do in Step One will set the mood for the rest of the 
rite. 

COoR   History 
The importance of a clear-cut beginning has always been stressed in ADF. The 1987 liturgy separated Step 
One into the Consecration of Time and the Consecration of Space. As mentioned above, a complex 
Processional tracing the Druid Sigil in the ritual space was originally suggested. Also, Establishing the 
Group Mind was a major part of the original liturgy. It used a Tree Meditation, which was the precursor to 
the Two Powers. 

Ancient and Modern 
The Processional was an extraordinary affair for the Greeks and Romans. The former's festivals often 
devoted a whole day just to the parade-like procession. It sometimes crossed great distances, such as the 
procession from Athens to Eleusis (roughly 10 miles). Also, when a Greek sacrifice was held, the 
participants circled the altar, led by a maiden carrying a basket of barley hiding the sacrficial knife and a 
person carrying a water jar. Musicians and bearers of incense were often in accompaniment. Today, ADF 
practices recall these ancient processions (the shorter ones at least). 

As far as Establishing the Group Mind, the guided meditation is a decidedly modern technique. This is not to 
say that the ancients did not get their minds together by other means. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Yule 2006" by Raven and Carrion Mann, words by Wolf of Winter Night, 2006 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Norse) 

Musical Signal: A Thor’s Hammer strikes the anvil 9 times. 

(Hammer strike) "Urd record the passing of our work!" (Hammer strike) "Verdandi watch over our work as it 
occurs!" (Hammer strike) "Skuld bless the work we have yet to complete!" 

Example 2. "Samhain Order of Service for Shining Lakes Grove" by Rob Henderson, 2005 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Irish) 

Processional and purification chant: We Approach the Sacred Grove 

"We approach the sacred grove, 

With hearts and minds and flesh and bone. 

Join us now in ways of old. 

We have come home." 

Bardic invocation for our eloquence and inspiration: 

"We call upon the spirits of the bards of old, to inspire us and to help us speak well during our ritual." 

Welcoming the Allies, the spirits of the People and their Gods who lived in this land before us: 

"We honor the people who lived here before us, and the spirits they worship. We offer them a place by our 
hearth." 

Unity chant: We Are One With the Mother 

"We are one with the Mother 

We are one with the Earth 

We are one with each other 
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By our lives, by our births" 

Example 3. "ADF Warrior Rite" by Jesse and Stephanie Stills, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

Opening Prayer: Shining Ones, we ask for your blessings in the spirit of these games. Let the spirit of 
Camaraderie connect us. We all share a common bond, the spirit of the Warrior. Standing next to you are 
your brothers and your sisters. Greet them and welcome them. 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• Ritual Chants   

• "Basic Meditation"   by Brenda Stumpp 

• "Letting the World Slip Away"   by Ladytoad 

• "Connecting with the Natural World"   by Ladytoad 

• "A Trance Journey to the Three Worlds"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "Garanus Meditation"   by Michael J. Dangler 

• "Meditation for the Type A Personality"   by Jenni Hunt 

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to start with a clear-cut beginning? 

2. Write Step One for your own ritual. 

Step Two: Purification 
COoR   Step 
2. Purification - This must take place prior to Opening the Gates 

Key Terms 
Purification 

Function 
Purification readies the participants, space, and/or tools for ritual. There are three ways it can do this: by 
removing, adding, or marking things. 

First, it can remove or temporarily suspend undesirables. What are these undesirables? There are two 
interpretations, one newer and one older. On the one hand, Neopagans point to negativities. These may be 
spiritual, as in counter-productive energies, or psychological, like disruptive thoughts and behavior. On the 
other hand, the ancients thought more in terms of ritual impurity. This is a state attaching to certain "grave 
dislocations of normal life," such as birth and death (Burkert, p. 78). In ADF, we tend toward the Neopagan 
interpretation. In any case, undesirables are things non-conducive to worship. Purification takes away or 
suspends them, so that we can approach ritual pure and focused. 

Second, purification can add desirables. For example, the ancient practice of fumigration with fragrant scents 
adds to that which it purifies. In this way, a thing is made especially conducive to ritual. Fumigation is quite 
common in ADF. 

Finally, purification can simply mark a thing as special. One of the most universal Indo-European 
purification practices was drawing a circle round the thing to be purified. For example, the Greeks carried a 
water jug and a basket around the altar and participants, thereby purifying the ritual space. Slavs did the 
same with a shovel or broom. The Irish had a custom of "beating the bounds" of their territory. In this way, a 
thing was marked as special in some way. 

All three of these functions--removing, adding, and marking--make a person, space, or item ready for sacred 
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interaction. 

There is some controversity over purifying the ritual space when working in natural surroundings. Some say 
there is no need. An argument for this would be that nature is already more "pure" than our efforts could ever 
make it, so the act is pointless at best, insulting at worst. An argument against this would be that purification 
clears negative energies leftover from previous users of the site, and claims the space for sacred use (here 
"sacred" is used in its more precise sense, meaning set-apart or separated from the normal, everyday world). 

In ADF, there are no hard and fast rules about who or what must be purified. The most common practice is to 
purify the participants as they enter the space. Some also purify the space, altar, tools, offerings, and other 
paraphernalia. Use your best judgment, and do what feels right. 

Placement 
Purification is unique among COoR steps in that its place is unfixed. It can come any time before the 
Opening of the Gates. This means it can come even before ritual starts. When the Gates are opened, however, 
divine interaction begins in full, and you want to be purified by then if not before. 

Techniques 
The ancients practiced a wide variety of methods. Romans commonly purified an object by tracing a circle 
around it (as described here. Heracles was purified for Eleusinian initiation by sitting on a ram's fleece with 
his head veiled, while a priestess held a torch under him (Burkert, p. 78). 

Two common methods well-attested by the ancients and workable today are asperging with water and 
fumigation with fragrant scents. The former might be done with water from a local spring, or "holy water" 
made by mixing the waters of three natural sources. For the latter, a common Neopagan choice is white sage, 
but it can trigger allergies and asthma attacks. Sandalwood incense may be an agreeable substitute. 
Processing the folk between two sticks of incense is an option particularly suitable for groups. This practical 
solution combines Step Two with the Procession from Step One. 

On a related note, a common ADF practice is to make an offering to the "Outsiders," powers that might work 
against the rite. This act is often seen as a purification, and may appropriately accompany Step Two. See the 
supplementary step The Outsiders Offering. 

COoR   History 
Purification first appeared in the 1991 liturgy, in response to a general consensus among Senior Druids that it 
was needed. Compared to the anxiety of ancients such as the Greeks and Romans, ADF has never been 
overly concerned about ritual purity. One reason is our mission of providing public, inclusive ritual. Our rites 
would quickly become exclusive if we decided to bar people in mourning or women following childbirth, to 
take just two examples. This attitude is consistent with a general tend in world religions today, where old 
rules of purity are de-emphasized in favor of a more inclusive approach. In any case, Step Two of ADF rites 
takes care of most all concerns a person today may have about purity. 

Ancient and Modern 
A number of ancient practices and beliefs have already been mentioned. Suffice to say that ancient Indo-
European cultures, especially the Greeks and Romans, put considerable energy into purification. There were 
purifications for rituals, for people generally, for property, for agricultural and grazing land, for cities, and so 
on. The most common and widespread practice was probably fumigation with incense. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Solitary Spring Equinox Ritual," by Amanda Lynne Orcutt, Oak Leaves #37 (Hellenic) 

Rub a pinch of salt between the palms. 

"Land firm beneath me, my body is as your soil and stone. Grant me strength and health through your 
bounty. Earth purify my body." 

Rinse hands with water. 

"Seas that surround me, my thoughts and feelings are as your waves and currents. Grant me your flexibility, 
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and wisdom as deep as you are. Sea purify my emotions and mind." 

Brush a feather over the face and hands. 

"Sky around and above me, through which I see the stars, sun, and moon. My soul sings as the many stars 
twinkle. May your numbers reflect the wealth of my spirit. Sky purify my energy." 

Example 2. "Whispering Lakes Grove Samhain Ritual" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

The aspersing bowl is filled from the Well and the censer is kindled from the Fire. Ritual participants are 
cleansed with water from the well and purified with smoke from the censor. After the participants are 
cleansed and purified the Nemeton is cleansed and purified as the following power building chant is led. 

"With the powers to create and destroy. And the strength to cleanse and purify." 

When all participants have been purified an officiate will step forward saying: 

"Through the union of fire and water, Our Nemeton is made whole and holy! Once more we have met the 
threat of chaos with order and laid claim to this place. We have made sacred this space that we may worship 
and honor the Kindred as one people." 

Related Reading 
• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, The Druids' Progress #8 

• "ADF Issues & Answers: Crime: Sacred or Profane?" edited by Deborah Kest, in Druids' Progress 
#11 

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to purify? 

2. Write Step Two for your own ritual. 

Step Three: Honoring the Earth Mother 
COoR   Step 
2. Honoring the Earth Mother 

Key Terms 
Earth Mother 

Mother of All 

Sky Father 

Function 
We begin with where we are: the Earth. As a Neopagan religion, ADF is nature-oriented and earth-centered. 
Accordingly, early on in ADF rites we recognize and honor our crucial relationship with the earth. 

Some view the Earth Mother as the planet, or the spirit of the planet, in the manner of the modern Gaia 
Hypothesis. She is a distinct entity, which may be addressed as the Earth Mother, or perhaps as Gaia. Others 
consider the Earth Mother more of an aspect or role taken on by other deities. For example, the Norse 
Hertha, Greek Gaea, or Slavic Moist Mother Earth all have a strong association with the earth, and could fill 
this role. Under this interpretation, rites honor one of these beings by name. They represent the terrestrial, but 
not necessarily the planet as a whole. 

In addition to the earth as such, there may also be a sovereignty aspect. Irish lore emphasized local goddesses 
of the land, who represented and conferred sovereignty. Niall won kingship by kissing a mysterious woman 
by a well in the woods. She revealed herself as the Sovereignty of Ireland, and Niall was thereafter 
recognized as the rightful ruler. This aspect of local sovereignty may fall within the sphere of the Earth 
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Mother. To give more leeway to the sovereignty aspect, some prefer to use the term "Mother of All." 

In addition to the Earth Mother, some also recognize a Sky Father. This balances genders, and honors a 
common Indo-European type. The Norse Tyr, Greek Zeus, Roman Jupiter, and Vedic Dyaus all share names 
descending from the Proto-Indo-European sky father, Dyeus Pater. The Sky Father is the masculine 
counterpart to the feminine Earth, and is often associated with order and rulership. 

Placement 
The Earth Mother is honored early in the rite to emphasize the primacy of nature in our religion. It happens 
before the Gates are opened because we are already in intimate contact with the earth; there is no need to use 
the Gates to connect. 

Techniques 
If you are working with the idea of a planetary entity, then you can address that being as the Earth Mother, or 
perhaps as Gaia. If working with the Earth Mother as an aspect or role filled by a specific being, then you 
can call out to that goddess by name. You can do likewise with a Sky Father, if you are using one. 

Common ways to honor the Earth Mother include appropriate songs or chants, or offerings of flour or corn 
meal sprinkled on the ground. Some kneel and kiss the ground instead. 

The Sky Father can be honored with offerings reaching the sky, such as incense. 

It would be appropriate to follow Step Three with a Two Powers meditation, connecting to and grounding in 
the earth and sky energies just honored. 

COoR   History 
Honoring the Earth Mother derives originally from RDNA practice. Over the years ADF has developed the 
concept, linking the idea to ancient Indo-European deities and expanding it to include aspects of locality and 
sovereignty. 

The Earth Mother was not specifically listed in the first liturgy, but she was included in the ritual script 
published in the same issue of Druid's Progress. She has been an important feature of rituals throughout 
ADF's history. In 1991 there finally appeared a step listed as "(6) Honoring the Earth Mother, Centering, 
Grounding, and Merging." 

Ancient and Modern 
The Earth Mother is a common type in Indo-European pantheons, as demonstrated by the examples above. 
The ancients had goddesses that fit the type, though they did not always pay them explicit cult. The Greek 
Gaea, for example, featured often in myth but only rarely in worship. The Earth Mother has risen in 
prominence in modern times, reflecting greater awareness and concern for the environment, as well as a new 
perspective following the first photos of the planet from space. 

Examples 
Example 1: "A Hittite Ritual of Offering" by Michael J. Dangler, Oak Leaves #36 Spring 2007 (Hittite) 

The Gods searched for her far and wide. In green meadows and underbrush In mud that stuck to their leg hair 
In mountains and flowing rivers In holy precincts the gods searched. The Mother Goddess was found in the 
forests that stretched about them though she smiled and said she was in all places they were searching. 

Mother of us all, be with us: This offering of pure honey reminds us that the bees found you. 

[an offering of honey is given] 

Example 2. "Yule 2006" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

Earth Mother kneeling before the well, Nerthus, Primal Mother of Earth, First and Eldest of the Van, You 
who cradles the World Tree in your loving embrace, Ancient Mother of Midgard, As children of the Earth 
and Sky, May our weapons be sheathed, May our thoughts be of peace, May our fields yield plenty, Nerthus, 
we call upon the life-giving magic of the Earth! 

Sky Father standing at the sacred fire, arms outstretched to the sky, Tyr, Ancient Mystery of the Sky, Boldest 
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and most courageous of the Aesir, You who makes fertile the Earth with your seed, Bright Father of Midgard, 
As children of the Earth and Sky, May we show courage in our battles, May we seek to do right by our kith 
and kin, May we learn the meaning of true sacrifice through your guidance. Tyr, we call upon the 
illuminating power of the Sky! 

Earth Mother and Sky Father, Great Earth Mother and Sky Father, Through your sacred union springs forth 
all life! Mother and Father of all that was, of all that is and all that will be, We come before you in love and 
respect and ask that you uphold and bless our gathering! 

(White bread & Clarified butter is offered upon the fire to the Earth Mother and Sky Father.) 

Earth Mother and Sky Father, accept our offering! 

All: Earth Mother and Sky Father, All Hail and Welcome! 

Example 3. "Slavic Spring Equinox Ritual" by Z.L. Bennett, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Slavic) 

PD: We are here to celebrate the arrival of spring, our Mother’s honeyed gifts. Let us take a moment to 
acknowledge her and to send her our gratitude and love for all that she continually provides. Please kneel and 
touch the earth. Feel her kindness and the moistness of life (pause briefly) and send back to her your love and 
thanks through your hands, as this druid so offers: 

D1: Great Mother of many names, the center of our life and abundance. You known as Matushka Zyemlyah 
(zyem-LYAH), Moist Mother Earth, Beloved are you among your people. Each day do you give without 
questioning, Each day does your beauty win hearts and praise. Honored are we to stand in your presence; 
Honored are we to feel your ancient, blessed pulse within us and all things. (offering of flowers and water) 

Slava tebe! Thanks and praise be to you from all the good folk! O Matka! Primi nashe podayanie! (Pri-MI 
Na-she po-da-YA-ni-ye) Great Mother! We ask that you join us. 

Accept our offering! ALL: Accept our offering! Da budet tak! (Let it be so). ALL: Da budet tak! (Dah 
BOOdyet tahk) 

Example 4. "Sonoran Sunrise Grove" (Beltane) by Kirk Thomas, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Scottish) 

Druid 1 says: Scotia! Earth Mother! Bearer of all life! We show you honor! 

The People kneel and kiss the Earth. 

Druid 2 says: Scotia! We build our fire upon Your bosom, claiming this place as our own. Bitheadh e mar 
sin! (BEE-uh ma-SHIN) So be it! 

Druid 1 offers the corn meal and dry oatmeal to the unlit Fire. Druid 2 lights the fire. 

The People say: Bitheadh e mar sin! (BEE-uh ma-SHIN) So be it! 

Rhythmic drumming begins to accompany the Bard. The Bard leads the People in singing: 

Earth Mother (Author Unknown) 

Earth Mother, we honor your body 

Earth Mother, we honor your bones 

Earth Mother, we sing to your spirit 

Earth Mother, we sing to your stones 

(repeat as necessary) 

Example 5. "Homeric Hymn to the Earth Mother" (standard in the rites of Sassafras Grove ADF; 
submitted by Earrach of Pittsburgh) 

(An ancient hymn to the Earth Mother of uncertain date, but possibly Roman and a thousand years older than 
our oldest surviving source: an 11th century book of herbal charms and medicine: MS. Harley 1585, FF. 12 
V.-13 R., Translation from "Early English Magic and Medicine" by Dr. Charles Singer, Proceedings of the 
British Academy, Vol. IV.) 

EARTH 

Divine Goddess, Mother Nature, who generatest all things and bringest forth anew, the Sun which thou hast 
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given to the nations; guardian of sky and sea and of all gods and powers; through thy power all Nature falls 
silent and then sinks in sleep. And again thou bringest back the light and chasest away night, and thou 
coverest us yet most securely with thy shades. Thou dost contain chaos infinite, yea and wind and showers 
and storms. Thou sendest them out when thou wilt and causest the sea to roar; thou chasest away the Sun and 
arousest the storm. Again, when thou wilt, thou sendest forth the joyous day and givest the nourishment of 
Life with thy eternal surety. And when the soul departs, to thee we return. Thou art duly called the Great 
Mother of the Gods; thou conquerest by thy divine name. Thou art the source of the strength of nations and 
of gods, without thee nothing can be brought to perfection or be born; thou art great, Queen of the Gods. 

Goddess ! I adore thee as divine; I call upon thy name; be pleased to grant that which I ask thee, so shall I 
give thanks to thee, Goddess, with due Faith... 

Related Reading 
• "Reclaiming the Indo-European Sky Father"   by Raven and Carrion Mann 

• "The Trees: Teacher and Guardians Part I" by RavenWolf, Oak Leaves #33 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to honor the Earth Mother? 

2. Write Step Three for your own ritual. 

Step Four: Statement of Purpose 
COoR   Step 
1. Statement of Purpose 

Key Terms 
Statement of Purpose 

Function 
Every rite should have a clear intent, even if it is simply to worship. The Statement of Purpose is the time to 
formally make that intent known. It is a declaration to the participants and the Kindreds. The question it 
should answer is, "Why are we here today?" At least three topics may be covered: the rite's nature, purpose, 
and precedent. The nature may be a Spring Equinox rite, Oath rite, or Unity Rite, for example. 
Corresponding purposes would be to honor the goddess Eostre and the season, to make an oath, or to 
encourage the solidarity of ADF members. The precedent may refer to ancient practices or ADF traditions. 
Declaring these things in the Statement of Purpose ensures that everyone, including the Kindreds, is on the 
same page. No one is sitting in Calculus 302 thinking it is going to be Math 101. The Kindreds also learn 
what's likely to happen, so they can decide whether to pay attention or take their leave. 

Placement 
The Statement of Purpose comes after the first ritual actions of beginning the rite and honoring the Earth 
Mother, but before things really get going with (Re)Creating the Cosmos. Step Four culminates the initial 
phase of the rite, whereas the next step begins a new phase building energies. 

You might be tempted to place the Statement of Purpose in Step One, alongside the Opening Prayer. The 
COoR reserves the Statement of Purpose for Step Four, but you could probably move this step without 
causing any trouble. 

Another temptation, especially for small groups, is to skip this step entirely. After all, everyone should 
already know the purpose. However, it only takes one newcomer or unexpected guest to create a lot of 
confusion. So it is wise to keep this step in public rites. 
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Techniques 
As one might expect, the Statement of Purpose is almost always verbal. Conceivably it could be done 
otherwise by, for example, tracing words in the dirt. Usually it's going to be a short speech, either formal and 
decorous or casual and impromptu. The Deities of the Occasion should be announced, and the participants 
should all be reminded of their goal. 

COoR   History 
This step has been part of the liturgy from the beginning. The 1991 liturgy phrased it well in two steps: (9) 
Stating Ritual Purpose and Historical Precedent; and (10) Naming Deity(ies) of the Occasion and Reasons 
for Choice. 

Ancient and Modern 
Variety in ancient cultic contexts makes it difficult to say whether this was important to the ancients or not. 
Certainly clarity of intent is a timeless treasure. But in many cases, the purpose may have gone unstated. The 
ancient Irish might not have needed to state the purpose of Samhain, just as modern North American families 
don't need to state the purpose of Thanksgiving. Nevertheless, in the context of Neopagan worship, where 
there is an enormous variety of different traditions, styles, and pantheons worshipped, it is good to apprise all 
involved of exactly what they are in for. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Yule, Solitary Rite" by Michael J. Dangler, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Romano-Celtic) 

"Today, the sun is renewed. The long descent into darkness is ended, the long night is halfway over. I look 
forward at this time, remembering what I have done, knowing what I will do. I make promises to myself and 
to the Gods. Most of all, though, I welcome in Sulis, the sun herself, and pray that the increase of her light 
also show an increase in my blessings. Hail the Sun!" 

Example 2. "Nemos Ognios PG" (Spring Equinox) by Ceisiwr Serith, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Proto-
Indo-European with Roman elements) 

Come we together on this holy day across the distances that lay between us to this time, to this place, For one 
strong purpose: To worship the Holy Ones in the proper manner, To give proper worship to Xausós, To 
welcome the spring. 

Example 3. "A Ritual for Yule 2005" by Michael Riley, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Welsh) 

Ritual Precedent from the Rebel’s Chorus, The Shortest Day -Jim 

So the shortest day came, and the year died, and everywhere down the centuries of the snow-white world 
came people . . . singing . . .dancing . . to drive the dark away. They lighted candles in the winter trees . . . 
they hung their homes with evergreen . . .they burned beseeching fires all night long to keep the year alive. 
And when the new days sun blazed awake they shouted . . . reveling . . . through all across the ages you can 
hear them . . . echoing, behind us . . .listen . . . (pause) . . .All the long echoes sing the same delight, this 
shortest day . . .as promise wakens in the sleeping land they carol, feast, give thanks, and dearly love their 
friends . . .and hope for peace and so do we. So here, now, this year and every year - - WELCOME YULE! 

All: WELCOME YULE!! 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to state the ritual's purpose? 

2. Write Step Four for your own ritual. 
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Step Five: (Re)Creating the Cosmos 
COoR   Step 
10. (Re)Creating the Cosmos 

• Sacred Center must be established in a triadic Cosmos 

• The Three Worlds or Realms must be acknowledged 

• The Fire must be included 

• Sacred Center is most commonly represented as Fire, Well, and Tree 

Key Terms 
Cosmos 

Sacred Center 

Three Worlds 

Three Realms 

Three Gates (Fire, Well, and Tree) 

Function 
With Step Five begins a phase of preliminary power raising. This is done by finding our place in the Cosmos, 
and finding the Sacred Center. We'll expand on these terms in a moment. For now, let's be clear about their 
function: when we link ourselves to the Cosmos and the Center, we plug into a vast web of power. Thereby 
we garner ground, orientation, and support for worship. 

Now let's look more closely at the concepts. First, there is the Cosmos--the universe as we know it. The 
Indo-European view of the Cosmos was usually triadic in structure, so that's what we use. Each hearth 
culture has its own version of the cosmic structure, but most fit into two basic patterns. The first pattern is 
what we call the Three Worlds: Land, Sky, and Sea. Vishnu crossed these worlds in three giant steps in the 
Rg Veda, and Celts reportedly swore oaths by these three worlds. The second pattern is called the Three 
Realms: the Heaven or Upper Realm, the Middle Realm, and the Underworld or Lower Realm. This pattern 
is also called the Vertical Axis. Greek myth divides rulership among Zeus in the sky (Upper Realm), 
Poseidon in the sea (Middle Realm), and Hades in the underworld (Lower Realm). Norse myth partitions the 
worlds into nine realms, but the basic triple structure (3 x 3 = 9) remains intact. By connecting to the 
universe through these basic patterns, we align our thoughts with those of our ancestors, and enter more fully 
into a mindset conducive to worshipping ancient powers. 

The Sacred Center is a rather more mystical concept. It is a point of power from which all other points in the 
Cosmos are accessible. This point is associated with the center or axis of the worlds. Zeus set two eagles 
flying from either edge of the earth, and they met at the center marked by the Omphalos, or world navel. The 
oracular priestess at Delphi sat on a stone at that Center point, and from there she prophesied. Similarly, 
Yggdrasil connects all nine worlds, and it is from that great tree, the axis mundi, that Odin hanged to gain 
knowledge of the runes. From these examples can be seen the relationship between power and the point at 
the center of the worlds. By standing at the Sacred Center, we can call out to all the Kindreds in the Cosmos. 

The Sacred Center is represented most commonly by the Fire, Well, and Tree. These are called the Three 
Gates, because together they open a portal to all the worlds. The first ADF rites used only the Fire, and this is 
still the most crucial (the only one that absolutely must not be left out). The Three Gates articulate the power 
of the Sacred Center to reach all the worlds. The Fire points upward, with its leaping tongues and rising 
smoke, toward the Heaven Realm. The Well leads down toward the Underworld. And the Tree, like 
Yggdrasil, connects all the worlds. These are three of the most sacred symbols in ADF. They express in Indo-
European imagery our ability to relate to the divine. 

To summarize thus far, Step Five connects us to the Cosmos in its triadic structure, and places us at the 
Center point. From there, our worship can easily reach all the Kindreds. 

But what does it mean to "(Re)Create" the Cosmos? This is a more advanced concept, so it has been saved 
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for last. We say that we create or re-create the Cosmos, because every such ritual act weaves and re-weaves 
the web of the Cosmos, in ourselves and in the world. This idea links to the creation myths of the Indo-
Europeans, which usually involved some form of sacrifice. The Norse myths say the slain body of Ymir was 
used to create the world. The Vedics say it was the body of Purusha. Even the Roman legend of the slaying 
of Remus by Romulus may be distantly related. When we make sacrifices in ADF we align with the sacrifice 
of creation, and thus make the Cosmos anew. In that sense, we "create" the Cosmos. Insofar as we also 
strengthen and affirm what is already there, we "re-create" the Cosmos. If you would like to learn more about 
this advanced concept, see Kirk Thomas's workshop, "The Nature of Sacrifice." If, on the other hand, it feels 
like a little too much, you can skip it for now and come back at a later time. 

Placement 
Step Five comes after the initial opening activities, and begins a phase of building energy. This is not yet the 
primary power raising, which will come in Step Eight. Rather, this is energy that will support us in that act of 
worship. 

Once established in the triadic Cosmos and the Sacred Center, we will have ample power to open the Gates 
in the next step. 

Techniques 
Step Five is a complex step that is done in different ways by different ADF members. Sometimes the triadic 
Cosmos section is distinct from the Three Gates section. At other times, the two are transposed or merged. 

A common technique is to first attune to the Three Worlds or Realms. Through speech and/or gesture, a clear 
image of the Cosmos is evoked. Then the participants attune to the Three Gates. The Fire, Well, and Tree are 
spoken to with respect, and requested to link us with the Kindreds. They may be addressed as an appropriate 
deity, such as Vesta for the Fire, or as corresponding items from Lore, such as Mimir's Well for the Well or 
Yggdrasil for the Tree. Or they may be addressed as entities in their own right, as in "Sacred Fire, carry this 
rite to the worlds above." 

Customarily, offerings are made to the Three Gates. The Well is usually "silvered," which means a silver or 
silver-colored object such as a ring or coin is dropped into the Well. This practice derives from two sources: 
the ancient Celtic habit of offering weapons and jewelry into bodies of water, and a Scottish custom of 
making holy water by dropping silver into it. The Fire may receive oil or incense, and the Tree may receive 
water or incense. These are typical offerings; others are certainly possible. 

Offerings are not usually made to the Worlds or Realms. 

COoR   History 
This step entered the liturgy in 1991. It grew out of experimentation with Step Seven, and research into 
various Indo-European studies. The terms "Sacred Center" and "Vertical Axis" come from the work of 
Mircea Eliade, while the Three Worlds were identified by ADF members under the influence of scholar 
Georges Dumezil. The Three Gates emerged in the years leading up to the 1991 liturgy, when the Fire was 
complemented first by the Well and later by the Tree. The concept of the Gate itself was inspired, 
interestingly enough, by modern Voudoun, where an offering is made to Eshu Eleggua, opener of gates. 

Ancient and Modern 
The symbols and triads used in Step Five attempt to find basic common denominators shared across ancient 
Indo-European cultures. The Fire in particular is held up as one of the most common features of ancient 
Indo-European religions. Indeed, the Greeks were never without one. The Celtic need-fires are well-known. 
The Romans personified their sacred hearth fire as Vesta, and the Vedics prayed to the fire as Agni. Even 
today, the Fire is still prominent in Indo-European descendent religions like Zoroastrianism and Hinduism. 

Of course, any attempt to extract generalized symbols from so many different cultures is going to run into 
problems. The symbols don't always square perfectly with ancient lore. In such cases, ADF members usually 
look for a way to honor the ancient lore first, rather than hammer it into the modern model. 

Particularly troublesome is the Tree in the Hellenic hearth. Many solve this problem by associating the Tree 
with either Mount Olympos or the Omphalos stone at Delphi. 
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Examples 
Example 1. "Whispering Lake Grove Samhain 2006" by Raven and Carrion Mann, Liturgists 
Yearbook 2006 (Irish-Celtic) 

Fire, Well & Tree (a.k.a. The Portal Song) 

All in song 

By Fire and by Water, between the Earth and Sky 

We stand like the World-Tree rooted, deep, crowned high. 

By Fire and by Water, between the Earth and Sky 

We stand like the World-Tree rooted, deep, crowned high. 

Come we now to the Well, the eye and the mouth of Earth, 

Come we now to the Well, and silver we bring. 

Come we now to the Well, the waters of rebirth 

Come we now to the Well, together we sing. 

CHORUS 

We will kindle a Fire, Bless all, and with harm to none, 

We will kindle a Fire, and offering pour, 

We will kindle a Fire, a light ‘neath the Moon and Sun, 

We will kindle a Fire, our spirits will soar. 

CHORUS 

Gather we at the Tree, the root & the crown of all 

Gather we at the Tree, below & above, 

Gather we at the Tree, together we make our call, 

Gather we at the Tree, In wisdom and love. 

CHORUS 

© Stone Creed Grove, ADF 

Offerings of silver to the well, incense to the fire and cense and asperge the bile during the song. 

COMPLETING THE COSMOLOGY 

To Land, Sea & Sky 

The waters support and surround us. The land extends about us. The sky stretches above us. And at the center 
burns a living flame. Let us pray with a good fire. May all the Kindred bless us. May our worship be true. 
May our actions be just. May our love be pure. Blessings and honor and worship to the holy ones. 

(Land, Sea & Sky Text by Ceisiwr Serith) 

Example 2. "Lupercalia MMDCCLIX" by Michael Riley, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Roman) 

The waters support and surround us, The land extends about us, The sky stretches out above us. At the center 
burns a living flame. May all the Kindred bless us. May our worship be true. May our actions be just. May 
our love be pure, Blessings, and honor, and worship to the Holy Ones, Macte virtute esto! All: Macte esto! 
("Well done.") 

Establishing the Hallows through the Focus, the Mundus, and the Portus 

Sacred Fire – the Focus 

Vestal - Randi says: 

We kindle the sacred fire, For by worshipping at a common hearth, We are made one family, one people. 
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Queen of the hearth, Vesta Mater, your household is here. The fire of Vesta’s hearth burns bright, This is the 
center of the world, Let none stand against us, Let the world turn around us, Let us have a good fire, As we 
call the Kindred forth. 

She lights the sacred fire, then says: 

We kindle the sacred fire in wisdom, love, and power. Sacred fire, burn within us. All: Sacred fire, burn 
within us. Fiat! 

Sacred Well - the Mundus 

Magister I – Jim - says: 

I silver the mundus, the eye and mouth of the Earth. The sacred well, from which the river Tiber flows, 
Source of all waters, and the great inland sea, This is the center of the world. Let none stand against us, Let 
the world turn around us, Let the well be deep with wisdom, As we call the Kindred forth. 

He silvers the well, then says: 

In the depths flow the waters of wisdom. Sacred waters, flow within us. All: Sacred waters, flow within us. 
Fiat! 

Sacred Tree – the Portus 

Magister II – Jack - says: 

I tend the sacred tree, Standing here as a doorway, to be a pathway for our prayers between the worlds. 
Together, we gather at this sacred portal. This is the center of the world for it is said that all roads lead to 
Rome. Let none stand against us, Let the world turn around us, Let the tree be tall and strong, As we call the 
Kindred forth. 

He blesses and censes the tree, then says: 

From the depths to the heights spans the world tree. Sacred tree, grow within us. 

All: Sacred tree, grow within us. Fiat! 

Example 3. "Nemos Ognios PG" (Spring Equinox) by Ceisiwr Serith, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Proto-
Indo-European with Roman elements) 

The Fire Tender offers butter to the páxur, while the Priest says: 

With the burning of the fire we take possession of the land it lights, of the world it warms. From here to there 
we take possession. 

With the last sentence he gestures from side to side. 

The Fire Tender transfers a briquette from the páxur to the ngwnis with the butter spoon, while the Priest 
says: 

In the world's very center we light our fire, here where the sacred and the mundane meet. Here we light a 
living flame. Receive our offering and bless our rites. 

The Fire Tender blows on the briquette to enflame the tinder. As she does this, the Priest says: 

With our prayers we feed you, with the breath of our mouths. 

Once the fire is going well, the Priest says: 

Listen to my words; see the cosmos about you. 

He sings: 

The waters support and surround us. 

He makes a semi-circle with both his hands, extending upwards from a point. He sings: 

The land extends about us. 

He puts his hands in the middle of the top of the semi-circle, palms downward, and brings them out to the 
ends of the semi-circle. He sings: 
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The sky stretches out above us. 

He makes another semi-circle upwards from the edge of the other one, with his hands meeting at its top. He 
sings: 

At the center burns a living flame. 

He holds both of his hands, joined together, out towards the fire, and then brings them in to touch his heart. 
He sings: 

May all the Kindreds bless us. May our worship be true. 

Others: May our worship be true. 

The Priest: May our actions be just. 

Others: May our actions be just. 

The Priest: May our love be pure. 

Others
May our love be pure. 

All: Blessings, and honor, and worship to the Holy Ones. 

Related Reading 
• "ADF Cosmology and Sacrifice" in the Dedicant Path Manual, 2008 Edition (forthcoming) 

• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #8 

• "New Complexities in Indo-European Caste Systems and Cosmologies" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's 
Progress #8 

• "The Proto-Indo-European Hearth"   by Ceisiwr Serith 

• "The Nature of Sacrifice,"   audio of a workshop by Kirk Thomas 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. What is the point of (Re)Creating the Cosmos? Note that there may be many answers. 

2. Write Step Five for your own ritual 

Step Six: Opening the Gate(s) 
COoR   Step 
6. Opening the Gate(s) - Must include a Gatekeeper 

A Common Elaboration of the Step 
6. Opening the Gate(s) 

a. Invoking the Gatekeeper 

b. Opening the Gate(s) 

Key Terms 
Gate(s) 

Gatekeeper 

Sacred Center 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://archives.adf.org/festivals/desert-magic/2007/
http://www.adf.org/articles/cosmology/pie-hearth.html
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf


Function 
The Gates stand at the Sacred Center, and open a clear channel to the Kindreds. There is general agreement 
that the Kindreds can hear us without the Gates--when we cry out for help before an immanent traffic 
accident, for example, we can be assured that they'll get our call. However, in a ritual the connection to the 
Kindreds is not always clear, strong, or efficient, nor apparent to all participants. The Gates address this. 

Not only do the Gates enable clear communication, they also enable the transference of energy. Once the 
Gates are open, worshippers focus energy through the Gates toward the Kindreds. Later, in the Return Flow, 
energy from the Kindreds comes through the Gates toward the worshippers. Mediation of energy is a primary 
function of the Gates. 

Opening the Gates sanctifies a connection to the Kindreds, and closing them de-sanctifies it. In modern 
worship, where the ritual site may be a non-permanent sanctuary, such as a park, backyard, or living room, 
opening and closing the Gates ensures sacredness unperturbed by casual, profane use of the space before or 
after the rite. 

This opening and closing is assisted by a Gatekeeper. A Gatekeeper is a being that aids us in working the 
Gates. We'll discuss the specifics of such a being in a moment. For now, let's be clear about the role. The 
Gatekeeper is a power that opens and closes the Gates with us. The work is a joint act of worshipper and 
Gatekeeper, where powers are mingled and merged. We have power to communicate with the Kindreds; the 
Gatekeeper greatly enhances that power. 

Now let's look more closely at the kind of being that may fill the role of Gatekeeper. For each ritual, a 
specific, named power appropriate to the hearth and ritual intention should be chosen. It is usually a deity, 
but could also be an ancestor or nature spirit. Traditions of favorites have developed, such as Manannan for 
Celtic rites, but no single power is THE Gatekeeper for a hearth. Good candidates are liminal characters, 
associated with boundaries and passage between worlds. They may be guides, messengers, or psychopomps, 
such as Hermes, or keepers of boundaries, such as Heimdall or Janus. Gatekeeper deities are the easiest of all 
to contact, as they are already halfway into this world already. As mentioned above, the Gatekeeper need not 
be a deity--one grove has experimented with using Garanus, the crane, standing on both land and sea while 
looking up to the sky. The important thing is for the candidate to be associated with multiple worlds. 

Before we move on, we should address one more question--why are there parentheses in the term "Gate(s)"? 
It's because the gates can be considered plural insofar as they are triple (Fire, Well, and Tree), or singular 
insofar as they together open a single portal. 

Placement 
Opening the Gates culiminates the sanctification of the Grove. As such it follows after purification and the 
establishment of the Sacred Center. With the opening of the Gates, the Grove is fully ready for interaction 
with the Kindreds. The step immediately following therefore addresses the Three Kindreds. 

Techniques 
In the first ADF liturgy, the invocation of the Gatekeeper was, ipso facto, the opening of the Gates. Since that 
was the Gatekeeper's function, that's what the Gatekeeper did immediately upon being called. Later, many 
groves came to distinguish between the invocation of the Gatekeeper and the opening of the Gates. Both 
methods are in practice today. 

Chants, gestures, and visualizations powerfully support the opening of the Gates, for it is a dramatic moment. 
Gestures in common ADF use include tracing triskels or spirals in the air, with the direction reversed for the 
closing. One member even spins. Your technique need not be so dramatic; it need only fit what feels 
comfortable and powerful for you. If you like to use visualizations, you can envision a portal opening at the 
center of the Grove, above the Hallows. This and other visualizations are described in Isaac's "Step by Step 
through a Druid Ceremony." 

To summarize, a simple procedure would be: a) call the specific, named being which is to be Gatekeeper, by 
speech or chant, b) give an offering to that being, and possibly also c) combine a ritual gesture and/or 
visulaization with a firm statement like "Let the Gates be opened!" 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/stepbystep.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/stepbystep.html


COoR   History 
The Gates and Gatekeeper have been part of ADF ritual from the beginning. Significant inspiration came 
from Voudoun and West African religions, specifically the practice of invoking first in ritual Eshu Eleggua, 
guardian of the centerpost and opener of the gates. 

Ancient and Modern 
The use of the Gates to transfer energy as such is Neopagan in character. The ancients did however employ 
methods of transfer similar in both symbol and intention. The smoke of the sacrificial fire, which rises 
upward toward the heavens, was said by the Greeks to carry the delightful scents of burning fat and incense 
to the gods. A similar thought process may be glimpsed in the practice of offering into wells and pits, which 
lead down to earthly and underworld powers. The tree carried offerings as well, as in the case of Roman 
oscilla or the myth of Odin hanged from Yggdrasil as an offering of himself to himself. Through these 
ancient uses of Fire, Well, and Tree, offerings went from human to divine hands. Thus, if the use of the Gates 
to transfer energy is Neopagan, it nevertheless hints at Paleopagan ways. 

As for the opening and closing of the Gates, that is also modern. Ancient sanctuaries were permanent, and 
held open a constant channel to the divine. Taboos against desecration preserved the sanctity of this channel. 
Modern worship, on the other hand, frequently finds itself in temporary, public settings. As our religion 
grows and establishes permanent sanctuaries, the necessity of opening and closing the Gates may change. 
Until then it is good to sanctify a new channel in each ritual, and de-sanctify it at the rite's end. 

Finally, there is the question of the Gatekeeper. As the Gates are Neopagan, it should come as no surprise 
that the Gatekeeper is modern too. On the other hand, the figure of the one who crosses boundaries, the 
walker between worlds, is a very old type. Manannan and Ogma, Odin and Heimdall, Hermes and Hecate, 
Janus, the Zori--all these share a liminal character, an aspect of the betwixt and between. Ancient powers 
such as these are honored with the modern role of Gatekeeper. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Slavic Spring Equinox Ritual" by Z.L. Bennett, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Slavic) 

PD: We call now on the Keepers of the Gates, The Zori (ZOHri), to make open the portals for our rite here. 

D1: Dear Guardians of the Gates of the Heavens, Daughters of the hinges of time and reality, Spirited Steed-
Riders into the Dawn, Dusk, and Darkest Night, You who join disparities into timeless truth, And guard the 
world from the terrible hounds. 

Who better to ask than you, The Triple Ones, The Zori, Guardians of the Worlds, To open the portals and to 
protect us in our rite. Radiant and lovely are you, each in your trek to us, and honor be to your Ancestors. 
Cover us with your lustrous veils. Keep us worthy and our steps safe. 

Participants chant “Zori” as druid (or three female druids) wind veil(s) in the Nemeton using movement, 
building energy. D1: silently offers to each of the hallows during chanting and visualizes them as ready for 
opening. When the energy is ready D1 says: 

Zori, otkroite vrata! Let the Gates be opened! 

ALL: Let the Gates be opened! 

Example 2. "Beltaine 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

AT calls to Manannan, god of the sea and the misty ways leading to the Otherworld: 

AT: Oh Manannan, powerful son of the sea, holder of the magics of the crane bag, we ask you to hear our 
call. Oh Lord of the Otherworld, bearer of the silvered apple branch, join with us this day so that you may 
guide us safely in our workings. Mist-shrouded rider of the maned waves, accept our offering and open the 
gates between our realm and yours. 

AT makes an offering of apple to Manannan and says: Manannan, accept our offering! 

All: Manannan, accept our offering! 

All: We invoke Manannan, opener of every gate 

We invoke Manannan, opener of every gate 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
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You will reach us, you will teach us, and reveal our fate. 

You will reach us, you will teach us, and reveal our fate. (1x) 

AT: Let the Fire open as a gate, let the Well open as a gate, and let the Tree connect all the worlds as 
Manannan walks with us in all ways. Osclaítear na geataí! (os-kluh-TEER na GA-thay) 

All: Let the gates be opened! 

Example 3. "A Solitary Yule Ritual" by Kimbelie Edwards, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

I kindle the sacred fire in wisdom, love, and power. Sacred fire, burn within me. 

In the depths flow the waters of wisdom. Sacred waters, flow within me. 

From the depths to the heights spans the world tree. Sacred tree, grow within me. 

Heimdall, guardian of the gates, walk beside me. 

Guide me across the Bifrost bridge. 

Heimdall, allow me across the other side, 

And open the gates to me. 

P: Let the fire open as a gate, let the well open as a gate, let the tree open as a gate between the worlds, and 
let Heimdall walk with me in all ways. Let the gates be open! 

P makes an offering 

Example 4. "Yule, Solitary Rite" by Michael J. Dangler, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Romano-Celtic) 

Gatekeeper invocation: (face the well) 

Cernunos, lord, sitter in the doorway, God of equilibrium, terrible, merciful: You who hold the opposites 
apart, You in whom all opposites unite, My prayer goes to you to open the passage, To clear the threshold, To 
make the way clear. 

Opening the Gates: 

Open the way 

Open the way 

Lord Cernunnos 

Open the way 

(make an opening triskel over the Well; envision it as a gate to the Underworld) 

Open the way 

Open the way 

Lord Cernunnos 

Open the way 

(make an opening triskel over the Fire; envision it as a gate to the Upperworld) 

Open the way 

Open the way 

Lord Cernunnos 

Open the way 

(make an opening triskel over the tree; envision it as the crossroads of the Worlds) 

Let the Gates be Opened! 

Example 5. "Dionysos Rite, Sassafras Grove" by Earrach of Pittsburg, et al., 2004 Liturgists Yearbook 
(Hellenic) 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2004/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2004/
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Calling the Gatekeeper: Ariadne Aphrodite, Holy of Holies, Queen of the Cretan Labyrinth 

Diana: 

Cave-dwelling Ariadne, She who rules the darkest passages, Ariadne Holy One, Show us the Way! 

Sacrificer lights the candle. 

Congregation: 

Ariadne Holy One, Show us the Way! 

Diana: 

Light-bearing Ariadne, She who guides our souls through the Labyrinth, Ariadne Holy One, Show us the 
Way! 

Sacrificer unspindles the thread 

Congregation: 

Ariadne Holy One, Show us the Way! 

Diana: 

Thread-giving Ariadne, She whose mysteries are as sweet as the priestesses who bear them, Ariadne Holy 
One, Show us the Way! 

Sacrificer offers honey to the Melissa bowl 

Congregation: 

Ariadne Holy One, Show us the Way! 

Diana: 

Honey-tongued Ariadne, She who bestows the dance of life, death and life again, Ariadne Holy One, Show 
us the Way! 

Sacrificer bangs a frame drum 9 times 

Congregation: 

Ariadne Holy One, Show us the Way! 

Diana: 

Sacred-dancing Ariadne, She who rises by Her love of the wine-dark god, Ariadne Holy One, Show us the 
Way! 

Sacrificer Strews red roses/rose petals 

Congregation: 

Ariadne Holy One, Show us the Way! 

2. Opening the gate: Diana picks up the red thread and takes it around the periphery of the hallows and spins 
it into a spiral/labyrinth shape. When completed, she announces: 

Diana: 

Ariadne, Most Holy of Holies! She has shown us the Way! The Gateway is open! 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• "On Opening a Gateway in ADF Rites" by Diana Par, Oak Leaves #29 

• "Garanus Meditation" by Michael J. Dangler, Oak Leaves #33 

• "Opening and Closing the Gates" by Michael J. Dangler, Oak Leaves #36 - shows gestures 

• "Simple Shrine Ritual"  , video of solitary rite by Ian Corrigan - note the spiral gesture 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/videos/simple-shrine/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL36_final.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL33_web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL29_final.pdf#page=18
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf


• "A Grove Blessing Rite - Part 3"  , video by Sonoran Sunrise Grove - note the spinning gesture 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. What is the difference between (Re)Creating the Cosmos and Opening the Gate(s)? 

2. Why is it important to open the Gate(s)? 

3. By whose power are the Gate(s) opened? 

4. Write Step Six for your own rite. 

Step Seven: Inviting the Three Kindreds 
COoR   Step 
10. Inviting the Three Kindreds 

Key Terms 
Three Kindreds 

Function 
Step Seven reaches out to the Three Kindreds: the Ancestors, Nature Spirits, and Gods and Goddesses. They 
are invited, via the Gates, to be present at the ritual. There are at least two different motivations for this. The 
first is relatively simple: to honor them. We worship them just as we do the Deities of the Occasion, albeit 
collectively rather than individually. By addressing the Kindrids collectively, we ensure that no important 
powers are left out, even those of which we are unaware. The second motivation is more complicated: we 
call to them that they may help us worship. They receive our attention, and in return they join us in worship 
or enhance our power to worship well. With the Kindreds supporting us, we can send more powerful energy 
to the Deities of the Occasion. Originally, this enhancing power was received just like the Blessings, in a cup 
passed once for each Kindred. Later, the passing of the cup was replaced variously by asperging, chanting, 
singing, or making offerings. In this way, StepSeven came to resemble more direct worship, akin to that 
offered to the Deities of the Occasion. Yet both motivations remain important today. 

A third motivation exists. There may be spellcasting to be done in the Workings section (Step Fourteen); if 
so, inviting all the Kindreds ensures that at least some energy will be available for any potential need. Thus, 
even if the Deities of the Occasion are fertility deities, a weather-working can still be performed because at 
least a few storm gods will have responded to the invitation in Step Seven. 

Finally, there is one more reason for Inviting the Kindreds. Recall the concept of ghosti, the guest-host 
relationship. When beings host each other, they are bonded in an ongoing relationship. So, when we invite all 
the Kindreds as guests, we establish relationships with vast multitudes of beings. Thereafter, we shall always 
have allies to call on in times of need. 

Some may feel uncomfortable inviting all the Kindreds to be present. After all, there are plenty of unruly 
powers out there, and some gods are enemies. For this reason, many supplement the COoR with another 
step: an offering to the Outsiders. This offering appeases disruptive powers and asks them to stay away. 

By the way, the Ancestors, Nature Spirits, and Gods and Goddesses are also commonly called the Mighty 
Ones, Nobles Ones, and Shining Ones, respectively. Common also is calling them by culture-specific 
designations, such as Sidhe for Irish nature spirits, Aesir and Vanir for Norse deities, and so on. 

Placement 
Step Seven calls to a vast number of powers. To reach so many, we can use all the help we can get, so the 
Gates are opened first. Then, via the Gates, we can call to all the corners of the universe at once. Once the 
broadest possible range of Kindreds are invited, then it is time to narrow our focus of worship. The Key 
Offerings to the Deities of the Occasion follow. 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/TheOutsiders
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/StepSeven
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://www.adf.org/rituals/videos/blessingrite/


Techniques 
As mentioned above, many techniques have been tried. Originally a cup was passed round for each of the 
Three Kindreds. This takes a long time in sizable groups though. A quicker option is asperging the folk once 
for each of the Kindreds. Most common today is a combination of praise and a material offering to each of 
the Kindreds. The praise may be a chant, song, or prayer. The material offering is usually tailored to the 
Kindred. Common examples are ale or food for the Ancestors, herbs, grain, or bird seed for the Nature 
Spirits, and wine, mead, or incense for the Gods and Goddesses. 

COoR   History 
The first liturgy in 1984 had a separate "consecration" (passing of the Blessing Cup) for each of the Three 
Kindreds. The point was to take in the power of the Kindreds in order to more powerfully worship the 
Deities of the Occasion. In the 1991 liturgy, other ways than the cup were mentioned as possibilities. The 
praise-and-offering style which predominates today arose thereafter. 

Ancient and Modern 
There is a precedent in ancient practice for calling to a collectivity rather than an individual power. The 
Greeks commonly raised altars to "all gods." There is also the phenomenon of plural gods, such as Pan (the 
Panes) or Silenos (the Silenoi). 

As far as calling for the help of a multitude of powers, that too has precedent. The Hittites, for example, 
called a terribly long list of deities to their rituals. In ADF we dispense with exhaustive lists in favor of brief 
names for collective categories of beings. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Imbolc 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

Ancestors 

DQ: Hear us, Old Ones, our ancestors and kin, You whose blood flows in our veins. From you we spring and 
with you we will grow in health. Ancestors, remember us as we remember you. 

DQ makes an offering of bread to the ancestors and says: Ancestors, accept our offering! 

All: Ancestors, accept our offering! 

All sing Mothers and Fathers of Old (1x): 

From far beyond this mortal plane, mothers and fathers of old 

We pray that you return again, mothers and fathers of old 

To share with us the mysteries and secrets long untold 

Of the ancient ways we seek to reclaim, mothers and fathers of old 

Nature Spirits 

KB: Hear us, Spirits of the Land, You of stone and stream, of beast and herb and tree. From you we learn to 
live in harmony with our world, and ourselves. Nature spirits, aid us as we aid you. 

KB makes an offering of bird seed to nature spirits and says: Nature spirits, accept our offering! 

All: Nature spirits, accept our offering! 

All sing Fur and Feather (1x): 

Fur and feather and scale and skin, 

Different without but the same within. 

Many of body but one of soul, 

Through all creatures are the gods made whole. 

Gods 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
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BC: Hear us, Shining Ones of eld, you who uphold the worlds. You who guide us and protect us, O patrons 
and matrons, In you we grow in wisdom, strength, and purity. Honor us as we honor you. 

BC makes an offering of oil to the gods and says: Gods and goddesses, accept our offering! 

All: Gods and goddesses, accept our offering! 

All sing Hail All the Gods (1x): 

Hail all the gods, 

Hail all the goddesses. 

Hail all the holy ones, 

We dwell together. 

Powers of the sky, 

Powers of the sacred earth, 

Powers of the underworld, 

We dwell together. 

Hail all the Gods! 

Hail all the Goddesses! 

Hail all the Gods...and Goddesses. 

Example 2. "Puanepsia" by Venus Clark, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook 

Nature Spirits P2: “Nymphs of waters, trees and flowers; Nymphs of air, underworld, and wilderness; Satyroi 
and Panes of mountains, pastures and the wilds; we offer you welcome. Come and join us as we praise Great 
Apollo. Nature Spirits, accept our offering.” Make a libation of olive oil into the fire. 

Example 3. "Invocation to the Three Kindred for a Druid Ritual" by Carey Reynolds, Oak Leaves #31 
(General) 

Ephemeral are the leaf and bud, But roots that nourish live on and on. So live the ancestors of our blood! 
Like sigils on stone, once clearly drawn, Our grandfathers' faces slowly fade, Fading back into history's 
dawn. Memories calling by oath and blade, Powers of blood that strike like a spear, Blessed forerunners, lend 
us your aid! Mothers and Fathers, be welcome here! 

When Mother Earth's birthing first began, And from that cauldron life did occur, The first children born were 
not human! Deep in the wild the animals stir; The fey-folk, land-spirits also rise: Our kindred of scale, 
feather, and fur. Cousins thriving on land, sea, and skies, We ask that you listen and draw near, Free-living 
creatures, untamed and wise! Children of Nature, be welcome here! 

Though plants do not see the sunlight's glow, Still they reach toward it with their leaves. Thus do the Gods 
inspire us to grow! Not eye nor ear, but the heart perceives The will and wonder of the Divine. Called by 
ancient names, the soul believes! We stand tall before you at this shrine As chieftain, sacrificer, and seer. 
May your light and blessings always shine! Gods and Goddesses, be welcome here! 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #8 

• "Sassafras Speak"   by Sassafras Grove ADF - note the Nature Spirits re-named and elaborated into 3 
sub-classes (scroll down to "Worldly Spirits / Spirits of This World") 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to invite the Three Kindreds? 

2. Write Step Seven for your own ritual 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://www.sassafrasgrove.org/cgi-bin/pmwiki/pmwiki.php?n=Sass.SassSpeak
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL31_final.pdf
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Step Eight: Key Offerings 
COoR   Step 
10. Key Offerings - This will commonly include: 

• Invitation of Beings of the Occasion 

• Seasonal customs as appropriate 

• Praise Offerings 

Key Terms 
Key Offerings 

Beings of the Occasion / Deities of the Occasion (DotO) / Patrons of the Occasion 

Seasonal Customs 

Praise Offerings 

Function 
Now for the heart of the rite. Everything prior has been leading up to this point. The Grove has been 
established in earth and cosmos, the Gates have been opened, and the Kindreds have been invited. Now it is 
time for worship. Step Eight presents offerings to specific beings. 

These beings are called Beings of the Occasion. They are the primary recipients of worship, and rites usually 
center around them. An Irish Lughnasadh might center around Lugh, or a Roman Saturnalia around Saturn. 
These Beings of the Occasion are also called Deities of the Occasion, or DotO, although they can be 
ancestors or nature spirits just as well as deities. "Patrons of the Occasion" is another synonymn you may 
hear. It is not to be confused with a personal "patron," which is a power with whom you have developed a 
special relationship. 

The DotO are one or more beings invited to be guests of honor and presiding powers. As guests of honor, 
they receive praise, works of art, material offerings, and the like. As presiding powers, they bless 
celebrations, witness oaths, guide initiations, power workings, and so on. The DotO arrive via the Gates, just 
as the Three Kindreds do. Your invitations/invocations may be much like those for the Kindreds, only more 
elaborate. 

Another possibility, less common but suitable to beginner's worship, is to worship the Three Kindreds 
generally. Specific DotO are not named; rather the Three Kindreds become the DotO. In this case, Step Eight 
merges with Step Seven. 

It is also possible to give offerings to beings other than the DotO. For example, you may wish to offer to 
your personal patron, even if that being is not direcly related to the occasion. This is a bit of a controversy in 
ADF currently. Some feel that too many such offerings can overshadow the DotO in importance. The DotO 
should receive the lion's share of attention. Others feel we should be free to offer as much as we like to 
whomever we like, so long as the DotO receive something too. The debate is not over forbidding non-DotO 
offerings, but rather over striking a respectful balance. 

In addition to offerings, seasonal customs may also be included in Step Eight. For example, lighting the yule 
log at a Norse Winter Solstice, or jumping over the need-fire at a Celtic Beltane would be appropriate. Such 
customs do not necessarily need to relate to the DotO, but should obviously relate to the time of year. 
Depending on the style of your rite, seasonal customs may even constitute the main fare. This will lend more 
of a folk flare to the ritual, as opposed to the ceremonious tone of a rite that is mostly offerings. 

Placement 
The Key Offerings occupy a central position in the rite. They are the gifts we give as hosts to our guests, and 
they initiate a gift-for-gift exchange which precipitates the Blessings (starting with Step Eleven). To worship 
properly, we need all the grounding and help we can get. That's why the Key Offerings are preceded by so 
many careful steps building up energies and aid. Now at last comes the primary power raising, which will be 
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focused and sent through the Gates in Step Ten. After that will begin the Return Flow. 

Techniques 
Offerings can be immaterial, such as praise in speech, poetry, story, song, or drama, or they can be material, 
such as gifts of alcohol, food, crafts, or works of art. Group dances are also possible, but take care because a 
little confusion can easily deflate the ritual energy. Likewise with seasonal customs which require some 
coordination, such as dancing round the May Pole. 

Immaterial offerings can be performed toward the altar or before the participants, depending on which feels 
more appropriate. Material offerings are usually offered into the Fire or Well, or placed on the altar. They 
might also be hung from the Tree. Liquid offerings might be poured on the ground. 

A notable feature of ADF rites is that material offerings are often intentionally destroyed in the process of 
offering. Flowers are burned in the Fire, jewelry is broken before dropping it into the Well, cups are 
smashed, and knives are bent. This practice is modeled directly on ancient Indo-European practices, and 
emphasizes the finality of offering. That which is destroyed cannot be taken back. It is not required, however, 
that you destroy offerings in this way. The important thing is that offerings go out of your hands 
permanently. Only in certain cases may they return to you, such as consecrated food that later becomes part 
of a shared feast, or donations to the community that benefit you indirectly. 

Speaking of donations, there is a small controversy there too. The objection is that what is physically offered 
should not be taken back. For example, for some people it doesn't feel right to place cash into the well, then 
take it back out to donate it. Therefore, if you want to donate money to a cause, it's best to offer a symbol of 
it instead, such as a receipt or written pledge. The money itself you can keep to donate after the ritual. 

Most scripts do not specify much for Step Eight, but do not be misled. It can be quite complicated for 
groups. Everyone will want to get up and offer something, but in what order? To preserve the dramatic 
tension, it is good to coordinate. Decide beforehand the order in which offerings will be given, so there is no 
dead time or confusion between offerings. Also, if at all possible you want to have a known, reliable offering 
come last. Untried performances can be hit or miss, and an awkward final offering will cast all of Step Eight 
in an awkward light. Rather, have Bard So-and-so do her special song, an old favorite sure to finish on the 
right foot. 

Then there is the question of who the offerings are for. As mentioned above, there is a controversy over DotO 
and non-DotO offerings. A compromise that seems to please both sides of the debate is to divide Step Eight 
into two sections. The first is for all offerings except those for the DotO. The second is for the DotO only. 
Some further subdivide the first section into non-DotO offerings for any Ancestors, then Nature Spirits, then 
Gods and Goddesses. 

The length of Step Eight is expandable. With public rites, you never know how many people will show up at 
the last minute, or how many of the attendants will give offerings. There are stories of large rites where Step 
Eight took two or three hours! You want to avoid this, or your participants will grow antsy and impatient. If 
there is danger of this happening, there are a few things you can do. First, limit offerings to one per person. 
Second, coordinate the order, processing people through their offerings with as little dead time as possible. 
Third, in truly large rites you may have to limit offerings to the DotO only. It is even conceivable to have 
multiple altars where people can present their offerings simultaneously. In all cases, careful planning is the 
key. 

Solitaries, of course, are spared most of this complexity. They may present offerings however, whenever, and 
to whomever they feel appropriate. One problem does present itelf though, and that is length. When only one 
person is making offerings, Step Eight can be over all too quickly. To avoid the heart of the rite flying by 
without notice, here are a few tips. First, take time and care to really reach out to the DotO. You might begin 
with an invocation or song, gradually visualizing them in ever-greater detail as they arrive at your ritual in 
full glory. Second, prepare a variety of different kinds of offerings. Offerings that are all material may come 
off rather flat, but a combination of material offerings, songs, and dramatic poetry-readings can nicely round-
out your ritual. Finally, don't be afraid to be spontaneous. After all, it is just between you and the Kindreds. 
Let inhibitions go. Spontaneous prayers, dances, or meditations can inject life into your otherwise 
predetermined script. 

For seasonal customs, as with offerings, take care that they are not inappropriately long, confusing, or poorly 
placed in the order of activities. 
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It may also be wise to consider the age range of participants. If children may come, some fun seasonal 
customs may keep them getting bored. For instance, at Eostre you could include an egg-tossing activity. It's 
also smart to give them easy but important roles, such as holding a special candle. That way, they can feel 
involved and engaged. Children are not the only age range to consider, though. The elderly may also merit 
special planning. If you center your rite around a vigorous dance, for example, senior participants may feel 
left out. Again, assigning significant roles, such as castanet-shaker to keep the dancers in rhythm, may 
balance the situation. 

COoR   History 
In the earliest rites, offerings consisted only of praise. Gradually, material offerings rose in importance. 
Today, a combination of the two is most common. 

Ancient and Modern 
Offerings, especially material ones, were crucial to all ancient Indo-European relgions. The operating 
principle of Indo-European ritual, do ut des or "I give, so that you may give", makes them central. Modern 
ADF rites are patterned after this ancient model. 

The ancients often took care to tailor their offerings to the beings worshipped. Deities were associated with 
specific animals, crops, drinks, and types of incense. Moreover, wild animals and plants were almost never 
offered; rather, it was the fruit of human labor--agriculture and livestock--that was sacrificed. That which is 
of human hands goes over to divine hands. The "first fruits" of human labor, such as the first corn of the 
harvest or the first wine of the new jar, were exceedingly common offerings. Votive gifts were also common. 
These either thanked beings for prayers answered, or fulfilled vows. These are but a few examples; the topic 
of ancient offerings is extraordinarily diverse. 

Seasonal customs were as common in ancient times as they are today, if not more. Some old customs were 
recorded by anicent ethnographers, but the large part of them come down to us through folk lore. The 
concept of "survivals"--modern folk customs hypothesized to preserve ancient practice--is another 
fascinating topic which is unfortunately too large to discuss here. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Mediosaminos" by Endovelicon, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Gaulish) 

“Tonight, at the year's shortest night, Today, that'll be the longest day, We celebrate the triumph of the Sun, 
And the Sun's deities:” 

“Hail Belenos, eye of Light, Golden shield, Wheel of the Sun!” 

A BELENOS, ROTASONNOS, SUBUTA TEI! 

“Hail Sulis, brightest face, Well of burning Waters, Orb of Solar Fire!” 

A SULIS, BELISAMA, SUBUTA TEI! 

“Hail Epona, White mare of green Hill, Soul's bearer Through Sun's daily path!” 

A EPONA, EPOVINDA, SUBUTA TEI! 

(Patrons' Offerings): “I give you these offerings, o Belenos, o Sulis, o Epona: Greetings to all of you!” 

ADBERTU UME SONDON ADBERTOS, A BELENOS, A SULIS, A EPONA, SUBUTA OLLOI! 

Example 2. "Beltaine 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

DA: Today we welcome in the first days of summer, feeling the quickening of vibrant life in ourselves and 
the natural world around us. In ancient times bright fires were lit at Beltane, festival fires which purified the 
cattle and the Folk, celebrating the light days of summer to come. As we bless this Maypole we share in the 
joy and laughter that is the heart of the Maypole tradition, reveling in the warmth of summer and the 
enjoyment of the senses. It is now that the Nature Spirits truly come alive, and as we honor them we also 
give thanks to the Land Spirits that support us, to the Kindreds that guide us, and to our Ancestors who walk 
with us. Let the Days of Summer begin! 

The folk perform the Maypole Dance, singing Hal an Tow as many times as necessary: 
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Chorus: Hal an tow, jolly rumble oh, We were up, long before the day oh, To welcome in the summer, To 
welcome in the May oh, The summer is a-comin’ in, And winter’s gone away oh. Take no scorn to wear the 
horn, It was a crest when you were born, Your father’s father wore it, And your father wore it too. (chorus) 
Robin Hood and Little John, Have both gone to the fair oh, And we will to the merry green wood, To hunt 
the buck and hare oh. (chorus) What happened to the Spaniards, Who made so great a boast oh, Well they 
shall eat the feathered goose, And we shall eat the roast oh. (chorus) May Bel and Danu bless you, With all 
their power and might oh, And bring peace to our sacred grove, 

Bring peace by day and night oh. (chorus) 

Honoring Bel 

AT: Great god Bel, Lord of Light and Fire, Guardian of sheep and cattle, You whose bright gaze lights the 
sky, Join us today in this rite. Let us light fires in your honor, Give praise to your glory, And honor to your 
name. Great King of Summer, Strong Shining One, Powerful force of life and creativity, Shine your 
brightness upon us, Bring blessings to our Rite and our Folk, And bring the light of Summer into our lives. 
Great Belenus, Be Welcome! 

All: Great Belenus, be welcome! 

AT offers oil, incense, and wool to Bel and says: Belenus, accept our offering! 

All: Belenus, accept our offering! 

Honoring Danu 

BC: Great goddess Danu, Lady of the Flowing Waters, Mother of the gods and consort of Bel, You who were 
born at the separation of the elements, Join us today in this rite. Let us pour waters in your honor, Give praise 
to your glory, And honor to your name. Great River Goddess, O Nourishing Source, Mother of things yet to 
be, Pour your bounty down upon us, Bring blessings to our Rite and our Folk, And bring the love of the 
River into our tribe. Great Danu, Be Welcome! 

All: Great Danu, be welcome! 

BC offers milk, ale, and a river stone to Danu and says: Danu, accept our offering! 

All: Danu, accept our offering! 

Praise Offerings 

DA: Have the Folk brought praise? 

All: They have. 

DA: Bíodh sé amhlaidh! (“bee shay ow-lee”) 

DA conducts three rounds of praise offerings: Ancestors, Nature Spirits, and Gods. 

Example 3. "Summer Solstice Rite" by Michael Luevane, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

•Praise Offerings, Dance, Libations, etc. 

Ritual Leader: Now dance 'round the flames, 

Dance to the might of Midsummer, 

Dance in weal, dance out woe 

Dance in honor of the gods and goddesses! 

(All dance) 

The Folk all dance about the fire and the Midsummer-tree. If they have made wreaths, the men and women 
may crown each other with them at this time. The woman who drew the marked lot must dance with the 
Carle. As the folk dance, they cast their twigs into the fire, saying, 

"All woe burn away with these leaves!" 

•The Sacrifice (while the dancing continues) 

When the dance begins to slow, the Ritual Leader stops and fills the horn with mead. Hold it up, saying, 
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Eagle's flood glittering falls down here, seed of Victory-Father's beak. Odin, awake us with Wod-Stirrer 
mead! Thy eye gaze on us this eve, light with thy lore this night. All of the Æsir's-Garth, awesome, share. 
The Vanir, all wise, have their share. Here we drink to the holy gods, with might that roars through mead. 

The Ritual Leader passes the horn around – all take a sip or pour onto the ground, while giving a toast to a 
god or goddess. 

The Ritual Leader passes the horn around again– all take a sip or pour onto the ground, while giving a toast 
to the Ancestors. 

The Ritual Leader passes the horn around one last time – all take a sip or pour onto the ground, while giving 
whatever they like – like a praise offering. 

The Ritual Leader pours what is left into the bowl and signs it with Sun-Wheel, Hammer, and Walknot. S/he 
sprinkles the sundry items as named with the mead, saying, 

"I hallow the harrow this holy night. Midsummer-tree, I hallow thee! I bless thee, Carle (or "longship"), 
given as gift; I bless the fire that burns. Here I bless all the airts" 

The Ritual Leader sprinkles in the eight directions, 

"those above and those below. I bless all the folk gathered here." 

The Ritual Leader sprinkles each of the folk in turn. 

"I give this gift to you, gods and goddesses all!" 

The Ritual Leader pours the blessing over the Carle and the tree. If there is a lot of mead, and the Carle is a 
small figure, care should be taken that he is not so well-soaked that he will not burn. 

The woman who danced with the Carle lifts him up, saying, 

"I bring my bridegroom, my Midsummer-man, holy and blessed for the gods. Let him be given, that green 
grow the earth, that well may wax all our works!" 

The Godwo/man sets a hand on the Carle, speaking or whispering a bidding or thanks to the god/esses. Each 
of the folk comes up to do so in turn, till all are touching the Carle. The Godwo/man says, 

"So we all give Midsummer-man! We heave him up for the high ones..." 

The folk all swing the Carle up and down once... 

"We heave him up for the holy wights..." 

They swing him again... 

"For gods and goddesses all!" 

They swing him up and toss him into the fire. As he burns, all cheer and hail him. 

Example 4. "Samhain Rite" by Cheryl Angst, Keith Baldwin, and David Wheeler, posted to ADF-
Liturgists 

RITUALIST: Let all who wish to honour their chosen deities or other powers do so now, as is befitting the 
occasion. 

Ritualist and Seer sit. 

Bard makes the first offering and then sits. 

Seer and Ritualist remain at the altar after making their offerings. Bard creates a rhythmic drum beat and 
leads the folk in singing the chant three times through. 

Hail All the Gods (Original Words by Paul Maurice, Richard Mac Kelly, Gwynne Green. Music by Paul 
Maurice, Sean Miller and Gail Williams. Lyric adaptations by Cheryl Angst, Keith Baldwin, Genevieve 
Lacombe, David Wheeler) 

Hail all the Gods, Hail all the Goddesses, Hail all the holy ones, We dwell together! 

Lords of the Sky, Ladies of the sacred Earth, Spirits and Ancestors, We dwell together! 

Bard sits. 
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KEY OFFERINGS 

RITUALIST: Welcome all the gods and goddesses, welcome nature spirits and the ancestors! Join us in 
worshipping our Patron of this rite, the Cailleach, in our sacred grove! 

Tonight we mark the passing of the old year, and with it the passage of life. This is the time when the veil 
between the worlds is thinnest and the dead walk freely among us. The harvest is complete and the land 
grows dark; yet be not afraid, for all those who loved us have returned. 

Let us honour the Cailleach, Goddess of the dark season. Let us acknowledge her power as it is manifest 
throughout the land. Tonight we offer our worship and devotion to the power of the winter winds! 

Seer readies first offering as Ritualist speaks. 

RITUALIST: Lady of Darkness and Death, Keeper of Shadows, Reaper in the fields, Accept from us this 
sacrifice! 

Seer offers acorn cakes to the offering bowl, saying: 

SEER: Lady of Darkness, accept our sacrifice! 

ALL: Lady of Darkness, accept our sacrifice! 

Seer readies second offering as Ritualist speaks. 

RITUALIST: Guardian of the Wild, Hunters’ guide, Warden of the herds, Accept from us this sacrifice! 

Seer offers antler to the offering bowl, saying: 

SEER: Guardian of the Wild, accept our sacrifice! 

ALL: Guardian of the Wild, accept our sacrifice! 

Seer readies third offering as Ritualist speaks. 

RITUALIST: Cailleach, Dark Lady, Queen of Winter, Accept from us this sacrifice! 

Seer offers fresh mint to the offering bowl, saying: 

SEER: Cailleach, accept our sacrifice! 

ALL: Cailleach, accept our sacrifice! 

RITUALIST: Let all who wish to honour the Cailleach do so now, as is befitting for the occasion. 

Ritualist and Seer sit as the first person steps forward to make their offering. 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #8 

• "Sacrifice, the Indo-Europeans, and ADF" by Ceisiwr Serith, Oak Leaves #16 

Self-test 
1. What kinds of offerings are made in Step Eight of ADF rituals, and to whom? 

2. What are some complications that must be considered in coordinating Step Eight of a ritual? 

3. Write Step Eight for your own ritual. 

Step Nine: Prayer of Sacrifice 
COoR   Step 
10. Prayer of Sacrifice 
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Key Terms 
Prayer of Sacrifice 

Function 
Everything done up to this point comes to a head in the Prayer of Sacrifice. The Cosmos has been recreated, 
the Kindreds have been invited, and all the key offerings have been made. Now it is time to sum up all that 
power and focus it into a single intent: to worship. This is what Isaac called the "moment of supreme 
tension"(see "Step by Step thru a Druid Worship Ceremony"). As one member put it, it is "the exclamation 
point on the whole offering section." As these quotes make clear, it is a culmination, climax, and grand 
finale. With it, the first half of the rite, the Sending of Energy, is accomplished. 

Placement 
The Prayer of Sacrifice defines the final moment of the first part of the ritual drama: the Sending of Energy. 
With the next step, the Omen, the direction of energies will begin to turn, hovering for a moment before 
flowing back toward the worshipper in the Return Flow of the Blessings section. 

Techniques 
It is good for the Prayer of Sacrifice to be brief and firm. This is not the time for confessional ramblings, nor 
petitionary requests (the latter are best done in StepEleven). Rather, the prayer should succinctly sum up the 
intent of the entire ritual and conclude with a powerful address to the beings worshipped. Commonly used 
are strong phrases like "O Dagda, accept our sacrifice!" 

Groups can employ call-and-response methods. For example, a single worshipper may speak the prayer, 
followed by all participants forcefully repeating "Accept our sacrifice!" 

A final material offering may accompany the Prayer of Sacrifice. Things that make the fire leap are 
appropriately dramatic. 

Gestures can be used to effect. Boldly raise your hands toward the powers, or make a final, forceful offering. 
The original liturgy from 1986 focused all the energy through a branch raised toward the Sacred Center. 

Visualizers should make this moment one of particular clarity. Really see the beings worshipped, and address 
your words directly to that vision. See the whirling energies focused and propelled toward the beings. 

Some groves elaborate this section into something more reminiscent of animal sacrifices in ancient days. A 
loaf of bread or flat pita, symbolic of the animal, is "killed" and offered up. In all cases, the relation is strictly 
symbolic--it is absolutely forbidden to harm animals in ADF rites. Through symbolic sacrifice, a close 
connection is made to the ways of the ancestors, and the prayer of sacrifice is given an especially dramatic 
character. 

COoR   History 
In the first liturgy in 1984, the Prayer of Sacrifice was quite dramatic. The technique derived from RDNA 
practice. A branch and a sickle, all the while sitting on the altar and soaking up energies, were taken up. The 
branch was touched by the sickle and offered as a symbol of the energies already sacrificed. The energies of 
the grove were focused through the branch and out the other side toward the deities of the occasion. Last 
came a moment of silence. This image gives some idea of what still happens today to the energy via the 
Prayer of Sacrifice. 

Ancient and Modern 
Both prayer and sacrifice were crucial to ancient Indo-European ritual, and they often went hand in hand. For 
the Greeks, the one was almost always accompanied by the other. Sallustius, a Roman writing in the 4th 
century C.E., said the sacrifice gives life to the words ("On the Gods and the Cosmos, Ch. XVI"). 

Modern monotheistic religions may lead us to believe prayer must be introspective and confessional. On the 
contrary, prayer in ancient days was much more about the presentation of offering than introspection and 
confession. Step Nine of ADF rites today employs a style closer to ancient ways. 
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Examples 
"Prayer of Sacrifice" by Emerald, posted to ADF-Liturgists 

With the aid of Mighty Hermes, I opened the ways 

I have given freely with devotion, love and praise 

Here I stand before you with my open heart ablaze 

Holy Ones, accept my offerings! 

Example 2. "Sonoran Sunrise Grove" (Beltane) by Kirk Thomas, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Scottish) 

Druid 1 says: 

O Mighty Oisîn (oh-SHEEN)! O Niamh (NEEV) of the Golden Hair! O Noble, Ancient and Shining Ones! 
Incense have we offered to Your shrines! Offerings have we made through the Well, Fire and Tree! And now 
our joy, love and reverence have filled this Wreath of Praise! 

Kindreds! All this we give to You. May our deeds be Your meat. May our devotion be Your bread. May our 
incense be sweet savor to Your nostrils. 

Mighty Kindreds, accept our offering! 

Druid 2 offers the wreath to the fire. 

The People say: 

Mighty Kindreds, accept our offering! 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #8 

• Ritual Chants   

• "A Grove Blessing Rite - Part 5"  , video by Sonoran Sunrise Grove - note the slaying of the bread 
symbolically recalling an animal sacrfice 

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to sum up and focus the ritual in Step Nine before moving on to Step Ten? 

2. Write Step Nine for your own ritual 

Step Ten: The Omen 
COoR   Step 
10. Omen 

Key Terms 
Omen 

Function 
The Omen is a very important step. Up till this moment, attention has been showered upon the Kindreds. 
Now it is time for them to speak in response. The Omen allows clear and structured communication to take 
place between worshipper and worshipped. Furthermore, the Omen augments the mood of the Return Flow. 
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Placement 
The Omen is taken after all the offerings have been made but before the blessings are received. It occurs just 
as the ritual is turning from the Sending of Energy to the Return Flow. At this liminal point, the Kindreds 
speak. 

Techniques 
Omen technique breaks down into two topics, question and method. The method used should match the 
question asked, so we'll discuss questions first and address methods in the process. 

The question you use may be phrased however you will, but two styles predominate in ADF. The first asks, 
in so many words, "Have our offerings been accepted?" The second asks, "What blessings are offered to us?" 
Let's look at these in more detail. 

Have our offerings been accepted? 

This is more or less a yes or no question. An affirmative omen means yes, they have been accepted. Then 
you can proceed to Step Eleven. A negative omen means that for some reason the Kindreds are not yet 
satisfied. Perhaps there is something important they want you to give, and are holding out for it. Perhaps they 
want to call attention to a particular need. Perhaps they simply wish to raise the bar, to keep you challenged. 
It usually does not mean "you fail." What you should do in the case of a negative omen is make another 
offering, and take the omen again (this means you should plan to keep some extras on hand for this 
eventuality). If after three tries the omen is still negative, then you should skip to Step Fifteen and wind 
down the rite. Later you can do further work to try to find out why the omen was ill, and make any necessary 
reparations. 

This question type is risky, but risk has power. If you know the Kindreds can say no, you may be more likely 
to really give your all. 

As for method, it is best to use divination systems that give clear yes or no results. Runes and Ogham are 
traditional in ADF, with the less positive characters constituting negative omens. The clearest answer may 
come from a simple coin toss, if you have the guts to do it. Tarot may be too nuanced to provide a clear 
answer. Always remember to listen to your intuition before pronouncing an Omen well or woeful. A 
traditionally negative answer can be positive in certain contexts, and vice versa. 

What blessings are offered to us? 

This is an open-ended question, quite different from the first. It does not comment on the acceptability of the 
offerings, assuming the Kindreds are always happy to receive gifts. Instead, the question inquires as to the 
nature of the gifts offered in return. In this case, negative-seeming omens represent challenges to be faced. 
Truth be told, with this question one need not think in terms of "positive/negative" at all. For example, if the 
omen indicates a journey, a challenge is implied but great potential for learning is also at hand. 

Once the Omen is taken, it can be applied to the Blessings in succeeding steps. The Blessing Cup may even 
be "charged" with the omen by, for example, placing the runes around the cup, or taking the Omen as the 
theme of your blessing prayers. 

Good methods for this question are those with nuance. A coin toss will not tell you much about the nature of 
the blessings, but a rune, ogham, or tarot will yield rich detail. Once again, always pay attention to intuition 
before standard readings. Also, take into account that the reading may be influenced by the seer's mood. 

Apart from these two questions, a third is used by some. You can ask for a comment on the overall state of 
the grove or worshipper. For example, a three-rune draw might reflect past influences, the present condition, 
and possibilities for the future. 

In a group setting, the seer is often different person than the main officient of the rite. This frees the seer to 
remain alert to subtle messages throughout the rite. 

COoR   History 
ADF began with the question style "Have the offerings been accepted?" This practice derives from RDNA 
rituals, where a sign from nature was expected. A wind might rise up, a bird chirp, or the sun come out of the 
clouds. Such a sign was considered positive in the summer, and negative in the winter. The question caused 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


some problems, however. Sometimes the best offerings were not given, being reserved in case of a negative 
omen. In response, ADF began to experiment with other question types. In 1991, the liturgy called for an 
"Omen of Return," where for the first time the question inquired about the nature of the blessings. Today, 
both questions are in common use, with the Omen of Return predominating. 

Ancient and Modern 
The ancient Indo-Europeans used a startling variety of divination methods. From bird augury to the 
inspection of spleens, the disposition of the gods was sought with enthusiasm. Lengthy lists of methods have 
been published; an informative sample is offered in The Solitary Druid by Robert Ellison. 

As for runes and oghams, we do not know exactly how they were used but we do know that the ancients cast 
lots. This method was called sortilege, and modern rune, ogham, and tarot systems fall into the same 
category. 

Examples 
Note: Most ADF ritual scripts do not feature prescribed phrases for the Omen. They usually just say 
something like "Seer takes the omen." 

"Solitary Spring Equinox Ritual" by Amanda Lynne Orcutt, in Oak Leaves #37 (Hellenic) 

"I take this omen so I may know the will of the gods, within this rite and within my life. May the Shining 
Ones be kind!" 

-Shuffle and pull three cards/runes/oghams at random. Think on their first impressions and on their deeper 
meanings as interpreted. 

"Rite of the Equinox of Autumn, and Invitation to Demeter (Designed Especially for Solitaries)" by 
Brandon Newberg, Liturgists Yearbook 2006 (Hellenic) 

Now let us consult the omens regarding our Sacrifice. 

The omen is woeful. Let us offer further Sacrifices. 

(or) 

The omen is well! Praise be to the Kindreds! Their blessings be upon us! 

Related Reading 
• "Concerning the Taking of Omens"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "Divination for Public Ritual"   by Meredith McDonald 

• "Hittite Divination" by Michael J. Dangler, in Oak Leaves #35 

• "Philosophical Foundations of Divination" by Anne Newkirk Niven in Druids' Progress #8 

• "Ogham Use in Divination" by Susan Kirsch in Druids' Progress #7 

• "Pyromancy" by Bryan Perrin in Druids' Progress #13 

• "Magical Skills in Druidic Ritual" by Ian Corrigan in Druids' Progress #12 

• "Basic Principles of Liturgical Design"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• Ritual Chants   

• "The Slavs from Myth to Ritual"  , audio of workshop by Francesca Hedrick - note the Slavic 
technique of digging a hole in the earth and listening to it 

• "Re: Vedic and other Eastern hearth culture divination systems,"   post by John Roza to ADF-Eastern 

• The Solitary Druid  , by Robert Lee (Skip) Ellison 

• Web Sites   - with links to resources for Runic divination 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/seers/resources/websites.html
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0806526750/qid=1127065007/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1?v=glance&s=books
http://lists.netspace.org/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0706A&L=ADF-EASTERN&P=R84&I=-3&X=57BD720D736D1F6112&Y=brandonmademedoit@gmail.com
http://archives.adf.org/festivals/desert-magic/2007/
http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/basicpr.html
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-12-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-13-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-7-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL35_final.pdf
http://www.adf.org/articles/working/divination-for-public-ritual.html
http://www.adf.org/articles/working/taking-omens.html
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL37_web.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0806526750/qid=1127065007/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1?v=glance&s=books


Self-test 
1. What are the two styles of omen question, and how do they differ in function and usage? 

2. Write Step Ten for your own ritual 

Step Eleven: Calling (asking) for the Blessings 
COoR   Step 
11. Calling (asking) for the Blessings 

Key Terms 
Blessings 

Waters of Life 

Function 
The Blessings, comprised by steps 11-13, is a key section in ADF rituals. Gifts have been given to the 
Kindreds, and according to the laws of hospitality a gift in return is proper. The Blessings balance the ghosti 
relationship, for the Kindreds as guests are bound to give back to the host. 

Furthermore, according to laws of hospitality the greater participant gives a greater gift. The Kindreds, being 
like us but far more powerful, therefore return gifts of value far exceeding what we offer. In this way, small 
offerings like incense and praise can yield great returns like healing, fair weather, and lasting relationship 
with the divine. The Blessings are thus vital not only to the drama of the rite but also to the life of the 
worshipper. 

The effect of the Blessings can be external or internal to the worshipper. That is, they may manifest in the 
world, as in agreeable weather, or in the worshipper, as in courage or wisdom. An ancient Greek proverb 
goes "Hermes will help you to get your wagon unstuck, but only if you push on it." That is to say, the gods 
often work through our own actions, by bringing our best qualities out in us. In the same way, the Blessings 
conferred in Step Eleven may be felt without or within. 

Step Eleven initiates the Blessings by calling for them. This is a cordial request which reminds worshipper 
and worshipped of the ghosti relationship. It also tells the Kindreds when and how to confer the Blessings, 
and in some cases what to confer. 

Who do the Blessings come from? There is variation of opinion on this point. Some say they come from the 
Three Kindreds, and perhaps also from the Deities of the Occasion (DotO). The first liturgy of 1984 passed 
the cup four times, once for each Kindred plus a final time in the Return Flow. Thus, it is well-precedented to 
find their source in the Three Kindreds. Others say that the Blessings come mainly from the DotO. If you are 
working with the idea that the Three Kindreds join in worshipping the DotO, then it makes sense that like 
you they should receive the Blessings, not give them. Both interpretations are valid, and you should choose 
the one that makes the most sense within your own conceptual framework. 

The Blessings come in the physical form of a beverage we call the "Waters of Life" (regardless of what type 
of beverage it is). One member describes them: 

"The "waters of life" vessel is a constant reminder of the whole picture of our rites--the old bargain between 
mortal and immortal, between man and the Kindreds. It represents the act of reciprocity: offering to the 
Kindreds and receiving their blessings in return--the creation of our own fulfillment of desires by honoring 
the pact of hospitality and seeing our desires infused with the essence of the gods and consumed" ("Axis 
Mundi: Updating Your Home Shrine" by Julian Green, Oak Leaves #34). 

You might use this opportunity to meditate upon personal and group needs. If the Omen of your rite has 
already told you what Blessings will be received, you can contemplate how they relate to your needs. 

Placement 
Calling for the Blessings begins the second act of the ritual drama, the Return Flow. The Sending of Energy 

http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL34_web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/DotO
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/DotO
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/DotO
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


was achieved through the offerings, the direction of energy began to turn in the Omen, and now the energy 
begins to flow back toward the worshipper. The Calling follows after all the gifts have been made, and the 
Omen has been read. Messages communicated in the Omen are thus able to be woven into the the Calling for 
the Blessings. Immediately following the Calling comes the Hallowing of the Blessings, which will 
consecrate what has been called for. 

Techniques 
Your Calling technique will depend on your Omen technique. If you used the Omen question style "What 
blessings are offered to us?", then you will want to incorporate the omen reading into your Calling. For 
example, you may take the omen reading as the theme for the speech of your Calling. If you used the 
question style "Have our offerings been accepted?", then your Calling can be a more direct request for the 
Kindreds' return gift. 

If there is a particular gift you would like, such as good fortune for the grove's new meeting schedule or 
environmental efforts, you may request it succinctly now. Major petitions, such as healings or initiations, 
however, are best left for the Workings section, where they can be done with elaboration. 

Your Calling should communicate at least three things: 1) when the Blessings should be conferred (i.e. now), 
2) how they should be conferred (via the Blessing Cup), and 3) what is to be conferred. For 3), the desired 
Blessings can be specific, as described above, or they can be left unspecified as the more mysterious boon of 
the Kindreds, which can come at any time in any form. Regardless, it should be clear to all that the Blessing 
Cup represents the power of the Kindreds, to be received by the worshipper. 

In addition, the Calling often reminds participants of the ghosti relationship. Phrases such as "A gift calls for 
a gift" or "Aid me as I aid you" are often heard in Step Eleven. 

Gestures should call attention to the Blessing Cup, so that it is clear to all exactly where the Blessings will 
manifest. The cup itself should be filled with a beverage. The beverage is known in ADF as the Waters of 
Life. This is the literal meaning of the name of a commonly used ADF beverage: whiskey (Scottish Gaelic 
uisge-beatha, or Irish uisce beatha or fuisce). Whiskey is especially common for Celtic rites. Greek and 
Roman rites might use wine or grape juice. Norse rites might use mead. Plain, clear water is a powerful 
option. Groups should always take care to provide a non-alcoholic option. 

For those who like to use visualization, this is the time to clearly imagine the power and beneficence of the 
Kindreds visible in or through the portal of the Gates. 

Another technique you may consider is sharing the Blessings with those not present. One grove asks the 
Kindreds to shower the Blessings on absent grove members and grove friends. 

COoR   History 
From the beginning ADF liturgies hinged upon the Blessings. However, the first rites passed the cup four 
different times. The cup was passed round once for each of the three Kindred callings, and the consumed 
beverage represented power to help one worship well in the rite. The fourth and final passing of the cup 
came at the moment we now call the Blessings, and conveyed the Return-Flow power of the Kindreds, just 
as it does today. Thus the Blessings remains essentially the same, though we now pass the cup round only 
once. 

The 1987 liturgy called for three steps: Meditation upon Personal Needs, Repetition of Group Needs, and 
Induction of Receptivity. These provacative phrases offer food for thought when considering your Calling. 

Ancient and Modern 
The ancients were not at all shy about asking the gods for favors, and they expected to receive those favors in 
concrete ways. Exactly how, whether in ritual or after, is another question. For example, a sick person who 
prayed to Asclepius expected a healing dream, but this blessing might not come for a night or two. The 
mechanics of receiving the Blessings depended on culture and cult. In ADF, we symbolically summarize the 
reception of Blessings in ritual through the Blessing Cup. Of course, it may then take days or months for 
effects to manifest. 

As far as the visualization of divine energies charging the Blessing Cup, that is specifically modern. 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


There is another potential connection to ancient ways. Indo-European rites often featured a shared meal. The 
divine received their portion, while the worshippers partook of the meal as well. In this way, the bonding 
power of eating together, known to all cultures, conveyed communion and relationship with the divine. The 
Blessing Cup can be used in ADF rituals to represent a shared meal, if the Kindreds are offered their portions 
of the Blessings first before the cup is passed round. Indeed, if you are working with idea of the Three 
Kindreds as co-worshippers (see Step Seven), then it is quite appropriate to give them the portions they have 
earned. 

Examples 
Example 1. "A Hittite Ritual of Offering" by Michael J. Dangler, Oak Leaves #36 Spring 2007 (Hittite) 

Sun-goddess Arinna, Your children have brought you gifts. Now we call to you, goddess, and asking to know 
your love, seek to receive your blessings. 

Example 2. "Gleichennacht" by Anthony Thompson, Liturgists Yearbook 2006 (Germanic) 

DQ: Children of earth, we call for the blessing of the Ancient Ones. Together we cry… 

All: Shining Ones, give us the waters! 

DQ: We join our hearts, that each of us be blessed. Together we call... 

All: Shining Ones, give us the waters! 

DQ: And as we are blessed, let all the worlds be blessed. Together we pray… 

All: Shining Ones, give us the waters! 

DQ pours water from the Well into the blessing cup and says: 

We draw water from the well of wisdom, pouring the ale of inspiration. 

Example 3. "Whispering Lake Grove Samhain Ritual" by Raven and Carrion Mann, Liturgists 
Yearbook 2006 

Two pitchers will be filled and sat in the m idst of the hallows. The following words will be spoken over the 
pitchers. 

As in the ways of old we have given our gifts freely and as in the ways of old a gift is given unto us in return. 
We will drink deep of the Cup of Inspiration. May the blessings of health, wealth and wisdom be ours. 
Shining Ones your blessings upon us! All: Shining Ones your blessings upon us! We gather with you 
between Earth and Sky. We are proud to call ourselves your people. Once again, Shining Ones your blessings 
upon us! All: Shining Ones your blessings upon us! We have brought our offerings. We have made sacrifice. 
One last time, Shining Ones your blessings upon us! All: Shining Ones your blessings upon us! The pitchers 
are lifted saluting the fire, well and tree. 

Related Reading 
• "Waters of Life" by Sean Harbaugh, in Oak Leaves #38 

• "Axis Mundi: Updating Your Home Shrine" by Julian Green, Oak Leaves #34 

• "Re: A basic question regarding the Waters of Life"   by Ceisiwr Serith, posted to ADF-Liturgists - 
discusses Indo-European and Proto-Indo-European history of a ritual drink bestowing communion 
with the divine 

• "Pagans in Recovery"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• Ritual Chants   

• "Consecrating the Waters: Blessings from the Gods in Ritual" by Michael J. Dangler, forthcoming in 
Oak Leaves 

Self-test 
1. What are the Blessings and how may they relate to the Omen? 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/articles/philosophy/pagans-in-recovery.html
http://lists.netspace.org/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0706C&L=ADF-LITURGISTS&P=R210&I=-3&X=5CB6B17462776B45A6&Y=brandonmademedoit@gmail.com
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL34_web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL38_web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL36_final.pdf


2. Why is Calling for the Blessings an important step? 

3. Write Step Eleven for your own ritual. 

Step Twelve: Hallowing the Blessing 
COoR   Step 
11. Hallowing the Blessing 

Key Terms 
Hallowing 

Blessings 

Waters of Life 

Function 
The previous step calls for the Blessings, and this step realizes their arrival. To hallow is to make holy or 
sacred. The Blessings now come into the Blessing Cup and permeate the beverage within. The drink is 
imbued with holiness and sacral power. No longer mundane, the waters become the "Waters of Life" 
(although this term comes from whiskey, ADF uses it for any beverage hallowed in the Blessing Cup). 

The Waters of Life will shortly be consumed. The actual moment of consumption is unspecified in the 
COoR, since it takes time for large groups to pass the cup round and the situation will dictate exactly how it 
is done. Suffice to say consumption falls somewhere between the Hallowing and the Affirmation, but never 
before the Hallowing. For our purposes, we will discuss consumption under Affirmation. 

Placement 
The Hallowing falls appropriately after the Calling and before the Affirmation. Together, these three 
comprise the Blessings. 

Techniques 
While the Calling is an act of communication, the Hallowing is more an act of magic. Therefore, your 
Hallowing technique may appropriately be symbolic, dramatic, and powerful. A prayer or chant may be said 
over the cup, a symbol may be traced in the air around it, the runes or ogham of the Omen may be arranged 
round the cup or dipped into the beverage, or the cup may simply be raised aloft in solemn glory. The 
Hallowing should effect a ritual change in the beverage. It should express a change from mundane to sacred. 

Visualizers may see the blessings of the Kindreds flowing from the Gates into the Cup. The Cup may then 
radiate with brilliant, glowing power. 

COoR   History 
Hallowing the Blessings appeared in the first liturgy in 1984 as "Last Consecration and Sharing." The 
meaning and function remain essentially the same today. 

Ancient and Modern 
The Greeks had a special word, hosion, for that which is expressly prescribed or permitted by sacred law. 
The organs of the sacrifice tasted in ritual by the worshipper were not mundane but sacred, yet they were 
right for mortals to consume. That which is hosion is mete and right for people. That is the kind of 
sacredness that imbues the ADF Blessing Cup. Sacred means "set apart." When the offerings are sanctified in 
Step Eight, they go out of human hands. They are set apart for the gods. But when the Blessing Cup is 
sanctified, it comes into our hands. It is set apart for us. Like the Greeks, we find some holy things are mete 
and right for us. Thus there is continuity on this point between ancient and modern. 

As far as the visualization of divine energies charging the Blessing Cup, that is specifically modern. 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
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Examples 
*Example 1. "Whispering Lake Grove Samhain Ritual" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

HALLOWING OF THE WATERS 

Behold the Waters of Life! Shining Ones hear and bless us. Morrighan, Raven of Warrior’s Dreams, hallow 
these waters of life. Dagda, Great Good God, hallow these waters of life. Donn, Mighty Lord of the Dead, 
hallow these Waters of Life. The pitchers are lifted before the participants. Behold the Waters of Life! 

All: Behold the Waters of Life! 

Example 2. "Gleichennacht" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Germanic) 

DQ holds the blessing cup aloft and says: 

O Mighty, Noble and Shining Ones, we have given to you, and now we ask you to bless us in turn, as a gift 
calls for a gift. Hallow these waters, O holy powers. Grant us the blessing we seek. Let the wisdom, love and 
power of the Gods, Dead and Nature Spirits flow in this cup of Blessing. Seih den Lebenswassern da! (“zye 
den laybensvahsurn dah”) 

All: Behold, the Waters of Life! 

Example 3. "Opening Rite - Three Realms 2006" by Z.L. Bennett, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-
Celtic) 

- Hallowing/Receiving of the Blessing: Chant for the Blessing Cup (by ZL Bennett) 

(Preferably sung by three Bards, but it can be spoken as well as long as it is done so with careful phrasing. 
Before the Bards sing/charge the Cup, they should take a cauldron candle in one hand - order of candle to be 
taken should be the same as the order of hallowing above – and hold a portion of the blessing cup in the 
other hand. The idea here is to physically represent the gift (main offering ) for a gift (the blessing cup.) 

B1: Now bright the flow of giving turns, We come before All in love and hope, Avowed to honor, are your 
sons and daughters, Remember us here, and grant us the Waters. 

Spoken by Bard 1: Grant us the Waters. All: (spoken) Grant us the Waters. 

B2: Now cool the flame of wisdom alights In this cup which stirs our lives. Avowed to stand with our 
Shining Fathers, With boons to bear, yes, grant us the Waters. 

Spoken by Bard 2: Grant us the waters. All: (spoken) Grant us the Waters. 

B3: Now thrice we call as in days of old, In fellowship strong and offerings held high We claim with pride 
our tie to Great Mothers As we’ve opened our hearts, so grant us the waters! 

Spoken by Bard 3: Grant us the waters. All: (spoken) Grant us the Waters. 

B 1,2,& 3: Now we feel them rise and descend. To Imbue and swirl their blessings so sweet We accept in 
love the gifts that surround us. And we gladly partake of these waters before us. (O… (hummed phrase) – to 
toning) (After cup is imbued with energy) 

PD or dignitary: (takes cup from the Bards and holds up) These are the waters of life! 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

Self-test 
1. What is the difference between calling for the Blessings and Hallowing them? 

2. Write Step Twelve for your own ritual. 

http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/


Step Thirteen: Affirming the Blessing 
COoR   Step 
11. Affirming the Blessing 

Key Terms 
Blessings 

Function 
There are two main functions of Step Thirteen: confirmation and integration. We'll discuss confirmation first. 
It means the full acceptance of what the Kindreds give. There are two general styles of doing this, performed 
before or after consuming the Waters of Life, respectively. If before drinking, it is as if to say "Yes, I accept 
that which is offered to me." If you used the Omen question style "What Blessings are offered to us?" than 
you know what you are accepting, and it makes sense to use this option. The other option is after drinking, as 
if to say "I have drunk and it is within me." This could be used with either Omen question. 

The two styles share the same basic meaning, but the feeling is different. With the first style, the feeling is 
that of receiving, and you can feel the electricity of anticipation. With the second style, the feeling is that of 
having the Kindreds within you, and you can express the joy and beauty and jubilation of that. 

Now let's look at integration. To integrate the Blessings is to digest them, physically, mentally, and 
spiritually. So, it begins with the physical consumption of the beverage. At the same time, on the mental and 
spiritual levels, the worshipper may meditate on the feeling of communion, or contemplate the meaning of 
the Blessing for his or her life. In this way, the Blessings are fully diffused throughout the whole being of the 
devotee. Finally, some concluding words may be said to remind participants of the Blessings' relevance to 
the ritual, season, grove, or the world at present. The Blessings are thus integrated not only into the 
worshipper but into the total context of life. 

Confirmation and integration do not necessarily need to be done with separate phrases or actions, but 
attention should be given to both in designing Step Thirteen. 

Placement 
The Affirmation concludes the Blessings. Therefore it is preceded by the Calling and Hallowing of the 
Blessing, and followed by the next major section of the rite, that being either Workings or Thanking the 
Beings. 

Techniques 
While the Calling is communicative and the Hallowing magical, the Affirmation is emotive. You are 
expressing firm resolve to accept the gifts of the Kindreds, be they pleasant or challenging. You may also 
express the wonder of communion with the Kindreds. In accord with this emotive aspect, your Affirmation 
technique can rightly be filled with feeling. If Affirming before drinking, then short, punchy phrases work 
well. For example, "I accept the Blessings!" or "Give me the Waters of Life!" Groups may also use dialogues 
like: "Do you accept the Blessings?", "I do!" If Affirming after drinking, the phrase can be a little longer but 
should still express powerful emotion. You might say, "Hail the Kindreds, strong in me!" or "I have drunk 
from the Cup and I stand strong!" A chant or song after drinking can express the joy of communion. 

Gestures can also make for a powerful Affirmation. For example, taking the cup in your own hands before 
drinking can signal acceptance. Raising your arms toward the divine after drinking can likewise express 
communion. 

As for practical techniques of distributing the Waters to groups, there are several methods. One is to pass the 
Cup round, with each participant taking a sip. Another option, feasable for smaller groups, is to pour the 
Waters of Life into individual cups and make a toast together. For large groups, time constraints may dictate 
the Waters be aspersed over the participants instead of drunk. If it takes time to distribute the Waters, you can 
use a chant or song to keep everyone in the mood while waiting. "Power of the Spirits" is one such chant. 

Those who visualize can pay close attention the brilliant glow of the beverage as it passes their lips and 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/blessing/power-of-the-spirits.html
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comes to glow within them. Also, notice the change in energy in the grove as the Blessing Cup passes round. 
By the time all participants have drunk, the grove should be overflowing with energy. 

COoR   History 
The first liturgy in 1984 suggested drinking from the cup be followed by a song, with nuanced manipulation 
of energy through exhalation and inhalation. The 1991 liturgy listed three related steps: (24) Consecration 
Agreement; (26) Acceptance of Individual Blessings; and (27) Reinforcement of Group Bonding. These 
phrases may help when deciding how to do your Affirmation. 

Ancient and Modern 
Affirmation of boons received was very important in the ancient world, often calling for a separate rite 
entirely. For example, generals who won battles dedicated part of the spoils to the deity granting victory. 
Those cured of diseases dedicated votive images of the body part healed to a sanctuary. These actions 
expressed not only thanks but also, on a more basic level, affirmation of the efficacious power of the divine. 
In ADF we make an affirmation straight-away, within ritual, as a final summation of the Blessings. Later, as 
specific boons manifest in our lives, we may choose to affirm again, more elaborately, in the tradition of our 
ancestors. For the time-being, however, Step Thirteen serves to confirm the Blessings and round it out as a 
complete ritual unit. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Whispering Lake Grove Samhain Ritual" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

Now Good folk, do you wish to receive the blessings of our honored guests? _________. Then we shall 
drink deep the blessings of the Morrighan and the Dagda, of Donn and the Mighty Dead! 

The Waters are passed and all participants share the waters. As the waters are passed the following song is 
sung by all participants. 

In song 

Back to the River, back to the Sea 

Back to the Ocean, home to thee 

Back through my blood, back through my veins. 

Back to my heartbeat, all the same. 

(By Abbi Spinner) 

Repeat until the cups have been passed to all participants. 

Example 2. "Fontanalia" by Jenni Hunt, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Roman) 

The Great Ones have blessed us. With joy in our hearts, Let us carry the magic from our sacred Grove Into 
our lives and our work. Each time we offer to the Powers, They become stronger And more aware of our 
needs and our worship. 

Example 3. "Solitary Spring Equinox Ritual" by Amanda Lynne Orcutt, in Oak Leaves #37 (Hellenic) 

"Today I am blessed in this rite, in calling on you. In my life I am blessed in knowing you. As the Waters of 
Blessing flow through me, my body, my mind, and my spirit, they are filled with your very essence. Behold 
the Waters of Life!" 

Example 4. "Samhain Rite" by Cheryl Angst, Keith Baldwin, and David Wheeler, posted to ADF-
Liturgists 

Ritualist and Seer return the Waters to the altar. Bard moves to the altar. 

RITUALIST: Each time we offer to the gods and goddesses we grow closer to them. As we leave this grove 
today, let us take with us the blessings received and use them to brighten our lives. 
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Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to affirm the Blessing? 

2. Write Step Thirteen for your own ritual. 

Step Fourteen: Workings 
COoR   Step 
11. Workings (if any) 

Key Terms 
Workings 

Function 
If there is any special work to be done, such as a rite of passage, initiation, oath, healing, weather-working, 
or spell-casting, now is the time to do it. This step is set aside for more elaborate prayers and magical actions 
than other steps can accommodate. The workings need not necessarily bear directly on the nature of the rite. 
Naturally it would be good if rite and working suited each other. You'd have more power to call for rain if the 
main rite focused on a weather deity. But needs arise suddenly, and it is not always possible to wait for the 
perfect opportunity. Furthermore, one of the original intentions of calling to all three Kindreds in Step Seven 
is so that you would always have some power gathered for any purpose. Out of those Kindreds, at least some 
will be weather powers, and so you can always call for rain. Thus, you can do workings regardless of the 
nature of the overall rite. 

If there are no Workings, which may frequently be the case, then you may skip to the next step. The Sacrifice 
has empowered the Kindreds and the Blessings have empowered the participants; the rite is already full and 
complete without any Workings. It is in no way "wasted energy." 

Placement 
The Workings section is strategically placed at the point of optimum power. The worshipper is already 
thoroughly grounded and connected to the Cosmos, as well as supported by all three of the Kindreds. The 
Gate is already open, in case the Working must cover a long distance. And thanks to the Blessings, the 
worshipper is full of power, joy, and confidence. In short, by this point the devotee is at peak potential. You 
can then turn some of that potential to a specific use. 

Techniques 
The techniques you use depend entirely on the Working. Suffice to say that whatever technique you use, it 
should be a relatively complete ritual unit in and of itself, with a distinct beginning, middle, and ending. For 
more on specific kinds of workings, see the Related Reading section below. 

The length of the Workings section is variable. If the working is the main object of the rite, as for example in 
a handfasting or funeral, it might occupy the largest part of the ritual (keep in mind that such rites do not 
necessarily need to follow the COoR, unless they are also High Day rites). For High Day rites that are not 
specifically designed for your working, you should keep it to a reasonable length in proportion to the total 
rite. 

Also, if you are working in a group, you should coordinate beforehand what Workings will be done, and in 
what order. 
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COoR   History 
The Workings section first appeared in the 1987 liturgy, when it was listed as "Optional Activity: Spell 
Casting or Rite of Passage." 

Ancient and Modern 
Worship and magic were not clearly distinguished in ancient times. The two were bound up with each other. 
In the same way, today our magic is most powerful when performed in the midst of worship. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Sonoran Sunrise Grove" (Beltane) by Kirk Thomas, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Scottish) 

The Maypole Dance 

The Senior Druid of the Grove chooses a May King and a May Queen from the young people present. He 
crowns them, and they take up the first two ribbons of the Maypole. 

The People take up the remaining ribbons of the Maypole, alternating male and female, and dance deosil 
around the pole while the Bards sing, “Cup of Wonder”. 

Example 2. "Imbolc 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

Magical Working: Dedicant Oath 

AT: Now with the blessings of the gods flowing in us, let us turn to the Work at hand. Is there one present 
who would make an Oath as a Dedicant of Ár nDraíocht Féin? 

BC: There is. 

AT: Then what oath would you swear before the Gods and Folk? 

BC makes her Dedicant Oath. 

AT: Bíodh sé amhlaidh! 

All: Bíodh sé amhlaidh! (“bee shay ow-lee”) 

Example 3. "Gleichennacht 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

Workings 

AT: Now with the blessings of the gods flowing in us, let us turn to the Work at hand. Are there two present 
who seek to join our grove, to be honored as kin and welcome among the Folk? 

EM and BO: There are. 

AT: Are there any Folk who have good cause to object to this oath of joining? (pause) 

AT: Are you both members of Ár nDraíocht Féin? 

EM and BO: We are. 

AT: Are you aware of our ways and willing to swear an oath to the Folk? 

EM and BO: We are. 

AT: Do you swear to honor & support the members of the Grove as your true friends & family? 

EM and BO: We do. 

AT: Do you swear to uphold the laws and customs of the Grove as your own? 

EM and BO: We do. 

AT: Do you swear to protect and aid the members of the Grove in their times of need? 

EM and BO: We do. 

AT: Then join your waters with ours and repeat after me: (EM & BO pour waters into Well) 

We swear these things (repeat) to the Folk and the Kindreds, (repeat) by all we hold sacred. (repeat) And if 
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we break these oaths (repeat) may the sky fall down and crush us, (repeat) may the earth open up and 
swallow us, (repeat) and may the sea rise up and drown us. (repeat) 

AT: Now by Fire, by Well, by Tree, By Land, By Sky, By Sea, By Gods, By Dead, By Sidhe, In the presence 
of the Gods and Spirits, On behalf of our Folk, our Tribe, and our Family, I welcome you to Ocean’s Tide 
Protogrove, ADF! 

All: Brian and Erin, we welcome you among the Folk! 

Example 4. "Beltane 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

Magical Working: Protection 

AT: Now with the blessings of the gods flowing in us, let us turn to the Work at hand. Is there one present 
who would soon walk into the world as a soldier? 

BC: There is. 

AT: And do you seek the protection of the gods as you walk on this path? 

BC: I do. (walks to center, where the Folk surround her) 

AT: Then let the Folk ask this of the gods as one with a work of warding, saying with me… 

Let Bonnie be girded with the Two Powers, The Depths of the World’s Chaos, The Height of the World’s 
Order, With Bonnie between them, as the World Tree. 

Let Bonnie be girded with the power of the Magic Cauldron, With the inspiration of the Fire of Magic, With 
love to draw all good to her. 

Let Bonnie be girded with the power of the Spirits, The might of the Shining Ones, The wisdom of the 
Ancestors, The joy of the Elder Tribes, All meeting in her soul. 

Today Bonnie is girded with the elements of the World. The stars behind her eyes, Her thoughts the clouds, 
The sun her face, Cool moonlight her mind, Her breath the wind, The sea her blood, Her hair the green 
bounty, Her flesh the warm soil, Eternal stone her bones, All the world in Bonnie, and she is in all the world. 

Let Bonnie be girded With the Goddesses’ power to direct her, With the Gods’ wisdom to bear her up, Their 
eyes to watch over her, Their ears to hear her, Their voices to speak to her, Their hands to open her ways, 
From the snares of spirits, From peril by Land, From peril by Sea, From peril by Sky, From all who wish her 
harm, Far or near. 

Let these Powers be upon her and within her, To make her equal to any challenge, To come between her and 
all that threatens her body or spirit, That she may have the wisdom of the Wise, The love of the Loving, The 
power of the Powerful, That she be known, and with honor, in the Inner Realms. Know her, O Mighty, 
Noble, and Shining Ones, for her name is Bonnie Cyr. 

Power above her, Power below her, Power on her right hand, Power on her left hand, Power before her and 
behind. 

In every eye, In every ear, In every mouth, In every heart, This magic is established. 

Bonnie is girded with ninefold magic, The Fire, the Well, the Tree, The Land, the Sky, the Sea, The Gods, the 
Dead, the Sidhe. Dwell with her and in her, forever. So Be It! 

Related Reading 
• "The Cauldron Spell" by Ian Corrigan, in Oak Leaves #36 

• "Irish Funeral Service" by Kirk Thomas, in Oak Leaves #30 

• "The Hidden Land: A Celtic Magical Working" by Ian Corrigan, in Druids' Progress #13 

• "Working Magic with the Two Powers"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "Toward a Ceremonial Magic System for ADF"   by John Michael Greer 

• "Ecstatic Trance"   by Linda Costello 

• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 
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Self-test 
1. Why are workings done at this point in the ritual? 

2. Must a working relate to the nature of the ritual? Why or why not? 

3. Write a working for your own ritual, if you desire one. 

Step Fifteen: Thanking the Beings 
COoR   Step 
15. Thanking the Beings 

Key Terms 
Thanking the Beings 

Function 
The ritual drama reaches its climax in the Blessings, then in Step Fifteen begins to wind down the tension. It 
is not, however, merely the beginning of the end. Thanking the Beings is an important step, powerful in its 
own right, and should not be rushed or performed absent-mindedly. There are three reasons for this. The first 
should be obvious: it's simply rude to chase the guests away quickly or carelessly. The second reason is, 
every drama needs adequate denouement. The rite will feel rushed if all the time spent building up is not 
balanced by significant time spent winding down. And the final reason is, experiencing gratitude is a blessing 
in itself. Consider that when we feel thankful toward someone, we naturally want to behave better toward 
them. As Cicero put it, "Gratitude is not only the greatest of virtues, but the parent of all the others." In other 
words, gratitude can bring out the best in us. It can strengthen our desire to live according to the ways of the 
Kindreds. It is like a second Blessing, or perhaps an early realization of the Blessing. Taking time in ritual to 
fully experience and explore the blessing of gratitude can deepen and strengthen our relationship to the 
Kindreds and the world. Step Fifteen is thus nothing to be passed over lightly. 

In Thanking the Beings, you should address all the powers thus far involved in the rite: the deities of the 
occasion, the Three Kindreds, and any others called upon. You can save thanks for the Gatekeeper till Step 
Sixteen, after the Gates are closed, and thanks for the Earth Mother till Step Seventeen. 

Thanking the Beings has two functions. First, there is the expression and experience of gratitude, discussed 
above. Second, the step implies that the powers are now free to go, and need no longer tarry in the ritual 
space. So, it is a good way to close up shop, as it were, letting the guests be on their way. 

Note that the thanks expressed in this step is different from thanks for previous boons received, such as 
success at a new job, or recovery from an injury. Such thanks are better given in the Key Offerings or 
Workings. The thanks of Step Fifteen are specifically for services rendered in the current rite: the role they 
played, the Blessings they offered, and the gift of their presence. 

Placement 
Thanking the Beings initiates the follow-through or winding down of the rite. It comes after everything else 
has been done, when the worshipper is ready to part with the worshipped. It precedes the Closing of the 
Gates, since many of the powers are present via the Gates. Once they have been thanked and bid farewell, 
the Gates can be closed. 

Techniques 
Beings should be thanked in the reverse order of when they were invoked. In this way, ritual symmetry is 
achieved. The worshipper is led out of the ritual mindstate the same way it was entered, like Theseus 
following Ariadne's string out of the labyrinth. 

Thanking the Beings can be simply a verbal expression of gratitude. Some prefer to add a second material 
offering as well (in addition to that offered when the being was invoked), but this is not necessary. If the 
being performed any special role or manifested in an unexpected way, you may mention it. For example, if 
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the Morrigan brought a great gathering of cawing crows, you might thank her for it at this time. 

Bidding farewell to the deities is already implied in thanking them. If you wish to verbalize it though, a fine 
way to do it is the pan-Neopagan phrase "Stay if you will, go if you must." 

COoR   History 
Thanking the Beings is another section that has been constant throughout ADF liturgical history. From the 
1984 liturgy to the present COoR, it has never been forgotten. 

Ancient and Modern 
As mentioned in Step 13, the ancients went out of their way to express thanks for prayers answered. Trophies 
were set up, votive offerings were made. The importance of gratitude continues in our modern ADF rites. In 
line with modern sensibilities, we find it well and right to thank the powers for whatever roles they filled in 
our rites before we part ways. 

Examples 
Example 1. "A Ritual for Yule 2005" by Michael Riley, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Welsh) 

PD says: (Michael) 

We have called upon the Kindreds and they have answered! With joy in our hearts we carry their magic into 
our lives and work. Each time we offer to the powers they become stronger and more aware of our needs and 
worship. So as we prepare to depart let us give thanks to those who have aided us. 

(Thank yous by person which welcomed them) 

Cerridwen, Diolch i ti . . . We thank you 

Taliesin, Diolch i ti . . . We thank you 

Manawydan Ap Llyr, Diolch i ti . . . We thank you 

Shining Ones, Diolch i chi . . . We thank you 

Nature Spirits, Diolch i chi . . . We thank you 

Ancestors, Diolch i chi . . . We thank you 

Taliesin, once again, Diolch i ti . . . We thank you 

Rhiannon, Diolch i ti . . . We thank you 

Example 2. "Rite of the Equinox of Autumn, and Invitation to Demeter (Especially Designed for 
Solitaries)" by Brandon Newberg, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Hellenic) 

Approachable in Prayer Demeter, With this prayer, We ask but that you remember us, When next we need 
your help. Thank you being with us in this Grove. Stay if you will, go if you must. Thanks be to Demeter. 

Example 3. "Whispering Lake Grove Samhain Ritual" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

Donn, Mighty Lord of the Dead, we thank you for the wisdom and guidance you have offered us this night. 
May our Ancestors forever find hospitality within your house. (a final token is offered) May there be peace 
between us until we meet once again by the hearth’s fire. 

All: Donn, we thank you! 

Dagda, Great Good God, we thank you for the love and guidance you have offered us this night. May we 
have the courage to take of the cauldron of plenty as you share with us the secrets of rebirth. (a final token is 
offered) May there be peace between us until we meet once again by the hearth’s fire. 

All: Dagda, we thank you! 

Morrigan, Raven of Warrior’s Dreams, we thank you this night for your strength and courage through the 
cycles of life. (a final token is offered) May there be peace between us until we meet once again by the 
hearth’s fire. 
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All: Morrigan, we thank you! 

Mighty Kindred of land, sea and sky, Eldest, Wisest and Mightiest of the realms. May you continue to 
protect, guide and bless us as we walk this path. Kindred we thank you for the knowledge and blessings you 
have shared with us. (a final token is offered) May there be peace between us until we meet once again by 
the hearth’s fire. 

All: Kindred, we thank you! 

Lady Brighid, Great Mother of Song and Music. We thank you for your blessings of inspiration and 
eloquence. May there be peace between us until we meet once again by the hearth’s fire. 

All: Brighid, we thank you! 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to thank the beings? 

2. Write Step Fifteen for your own ritual. 

Step Sixteen: Closing the Gate(s) 
COoR   Step 
16. Closing the Gate(s) 

Key Terms 
The Gate(s) 

Gatekeeper 

Function 
Once all the beings present via the Gates have been thanked, it is time to close the Gates. The energetic 
nexus created by opening the gates is thereby neutralized; time and space return to normal, mundane 
capacity. A space sanctified to the divine is not left behind, so one need not worry about desecration of the 
space by later casual use. Of course, even after the Gates are closed we retain a connection to the Kindreds. 
They can always hear us, even as we go from the ritual into the world. 

In addition to de-consecrating the space, the Closing of the Gates also constitutes thanking and bidding 
farewell to the Gatekeeper. If you invoked the Gatekeeper and opened the Gates as one action, then you can 
do the same with closing and thanking. If you invoked the Gatekeeper and opened the Gates separately, then 
for the sake of symmetry you may as well close the Gates and thank the Gatekeeper separately as well. 

Placement 
The Closing of the Gate(s) occupies a position in the rite's ending analogous to their opening in the 
beginning. It comes after all the necessary beings have been thanked, and before the thanking of the Earth 
Mother. The Gates can be closed before the Earth Mother is thanked because she is always present beneath 
you; you don't need the Gates to speak to her. 

Note that the next step proceeds straight on to the Earth Mother. Step Five, (Re)Creating the Cosmos, has no 
analogue in the ritual ending. Why not? Perhaps it is because the Cosmic Order remains the same, regardless 
of ritual or mundane mindstates. So it does not need to be re-stated. If you do wish to have perfect symmetry, 
however, you can bring up a reminder of the Cosmos, in a way that affirms its eternal expression. 

Techniques 
As mentioned above, thanking (and bidding farewell) to the Gatekeeper is enough to effectively close the 
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Gates. However, many separate this into two steps: closing, then thanking. If you separated Step Six into 
invoking and opening the Gates, then you should separate Step Sixteen as well. 

If you used a gesture to open the Gates, you should use a similar gesture in reverse to close them. A spiral 
can turn the other way, an opened door can be shut, and so forth. Likewise, any visualization should be 
similar but reversed. The energy and tension of the rite should lower considerably as the Gates are closed. 

Recall that manipulating the Gates is a joint effort of worshipper and Gatekeeper. Your phrasing can reflect 
this mingling and merging of powers. 

COoR   History 
The opening and closing of the Gates have always been integral to ADF rites. 

Ancient and Modern 
As discussed in Step Six, the Gates are a modern phenomenon. The importance of finishing what you started 
is of course timeless. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Slavic Spring Ritual" by Z.L. Bennet, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Slavic) 

PD: We call on the Zori once more to close the gates. 

D1: Dear sisters three, glorious ones of the sky, Keepers of the portals of time and dimensions. Guardians of 
the Worlds and the veils between them. Thankful are we that you joined in our will, opening the threshold of 
Truth. Thankful are we that you kept vigil over our steps. And so we say, mi tebya blagodarim. We thank 
you! Now we ask, comely riders, that you return the veils to their place, (ladies with veils move about 
slowly) and join us in closing the gates once more. Let the Well, Fire, and Tree now be but reminders of the 
glory That dwell around and within us. Radiant Zori, Wondrous Ladies, Zakroite vrata! Let the Gates be 
Closed! (moving veils stop & are held high together) 

ALL: Let the Gates be Closed! 

Example 2. "Beltaine 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

BC: Now by the keeper of the gates and by our magic we end what we began. 

Let the Fire be flame, (gesture to Fire) 

Let the Well be water, (gesture to Well) 

Let all be as it was before. 

Dúntar na geataí! (DUN-tar na GAH-thay) 

All: Let the gates be closed! 

Example 3. "A Solitary Yule Ritual" by Kimberlie Edwards, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

P: Now by the keeper of the gates and by my magic I end what I began. 

Let the fire be flame, 

Let the well be water, 

Let all be as it was before. 

Let the gates be closed! 

Example 4. "Yule, Solitary Rite" by Michael J. Dangler, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook (Romano-Celtic) 

Close the way 

Close the way 

Lord Cernunnos 

Close the way 
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(make a Closing triskel over the Well; envision it as a gate to the Underworld) 

Close the way 

Close the way 

Lord Cernunnos 

Close the way 

(make a Closing triskel over the Fire; envision it as a gate to the Upperworld) 

Close the way 

Close the way 

Lord Cernunnos 

Close the way 

(make a Closing triskel over the tree; envision it as the crossroads of the Worlds) 

Let the Gates be Closed! 

Example 5. "Dionysos Rite, Sassafras Grove" by Earrach of Pittsburg, et al., 2004 Liturgists Yearbook 
(Hellenic) 

Diana 

As she winds up the thread 

With awed reverence, I call upon the pure and sacred Stars, The spirits of Celestial Realms, and daughters of 
Night. In whirling circles of eternal fires, the source of life, You have poured your light out upon the 
darkness, To make a path the Fates have shown unto the Wise, In Seven kingdoms run you with wandering 
flames, unwearied diamond truth forever piercing the Stygian veil, Hail joyful, dazzling, and ever wakeful 
fires, And on my desires shine with high regard, These sacred rites attend, and end our works devoted to your 
praise. 

(Orphic Hymn VI “To The Stars”) 

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to close the Gates? 

2. Write Step Six teen for your own ritual. 

Step Seventeen: Thanking the Earth Mother 
COoR   Step 
17. Thanking the Earth Mother 

Key Terms 
Earth Mother 

Sky Father 

Function 
Now the rite is almost over, but one being remains to be thanked: the Earth Mother. A traditional way to do 
this is to take any remaining offerings, and whatever remains in the Blessing Cup, and give them to the earth. 
This way, we give due honor to our home and support, and nothing goes to waste. 

This step serves two functions. First, it expresses gratitude to the Earth Mother for her support. Second, it 
uses up all the remaining offerings. 
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Placement 
Just as the rite began with the Earth Mother, so does it finish with her. Furthermore, there is no need for the 
Gates to be open since we are always in intimate contact with the earth. Thus, it comes after the closing of 
the Gates, just before the finish. 

Techniques 
The Earth Mother should be thanked under the same name as at the beginning of the rite. That is, if you 
invoked a specific goddess or land spirit, then that same being should be thanked. Likewise if you invoked a 
Sky Father. If you used the simpler name "Earth Mother" in Step Three, then do likewise in Step Seventeen. 

As for the remaining offerings and Blessings, liquids can be poured onto the ground and edibles left for 
animals (if environmentally sound, depending on your setting). Other biodegradable offerings can be buried 
or cast into water or pits. Alternatively, these things can be cast into the Fire. Non-biodegradable, non-
burnable things can be consecrated to the earth, and then disposed of according to appropriate local recycling 
and trash disposal methods. 

COoR   History 
This step first appeared as the "Libation" at the end of the 1987 liturgy. 

Ancient and Modern 
As mentioned in Step Three, the Earth Mother is a very old type, with innumerable local variations. The 
notion of Gaia as the total planet is modern. The prominence of the Earth Mother at the beginning and end of 
ADF rites owes to our Neopaganism as well as our increased concern for the environment in modern times. 

The Greeks concluded many rituals, especially feasts, with libations of wine. These consecrations were not 
specifically to earth powers, but nevertheless the action draws a parallel. 

Examples 
Example 1: "A Hittite Ritual of Offering" by Michael J. Dangler, Oak Leaves #36 Spring 2007 (Hittite) 

You who brought us forth, Mother Goddess, Shall receive all that we do not use. For supporting and 
upholding us, We thank you! 

Example 2. "Yule 2006" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

Mighty Tyr, Ancient Mystery of the Sky, may you continue to show us the way to courage and right. Bright 
Father of the Aesir, we thank you for your sacrifice. (a final token is offered) May there be peace between us 
until we meet once again by the hearth’s fire. 

All: Tyr, we thank you! 

Nerthus, Primal Mother of Earth, may you continue to grant us peace and plenty. Ancient Mother, we thank 
you for all life. (a final token is offered) May there be peace between us until we meet once again by the 
hearth’s fire. 

All: Nerthus, we thank you! 

We now return all that has gone unused to the Earth and the Sky, may they continue to support, surround and 
sustain us. 

All offerings that remain are burnt in the fire or scattered upon the Earth or burnt in the fire. 

Example 3. "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress 
#4 

To Thee we return this portion of Thy bounty, O our Mother, even as we must return unto Thee. 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• (also see Related Reading for Step Three) 

http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL36_final.pdf
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


Self-test 
1. What happens to leftover offerings at the end of a rite? 

2. Write Step Seventeen for your own ritual. 

Step Eighteen: Closing the Rite 
COoR   Step 
16. Closing the Rite 

Key Terms 

Function 
Just as effective ritual starts with a clear-cut beginning, so does it finish with a clear-cut ending. The function 
of the closing is to bring all participants completely back to the mundane world of experience. It is not, 
however, to cease all communication with the Kindreds. Even as the worshippers go from the rite, they take 
a part of the rite with them. The Kindreds are with us always, and Step Eighteen may express this. 

Placement 
Naturally the closing comprises the very last moment of ritual. 

Techniques 
If you began with a musical signal, then it is also appropriate to end with one. Snuffing candles and other 
such gestures of ending are effective as well. You may wish to include a final benediction--that is, a few 
words in parting such as: "Go in peace!" or "Merry do we part!" 

Last, the participants may leave the space. This was originally done with an orchestrated recessional. 
However, the ordered nature of it tended to prolong the ceremonial mood. Later, the 1991 liturgy suggested 
participants simply walk off in various directions, an action which more poignantly expresses the end of 
structured time and space. Another suggestion was to "implode" the space by having everyone come together 
in a group hug. Today, some still prefer the recessional. Recessional hymns are also available. 

COoR   History 
The Closing of the Rite as a clear-cut ending has been emphasized from the start. The 1987 liturgy defined it 
as deconsecration of time and space. In 1991 it received its greatest definition, consisting of four points: (34) 
Final Benediction; (35) Announcement of the End; (36) Dissoliving the Sigil (i.e. walking off in all 
directions); and (37) Musical Signal. 

Ancient and Modern 
Ancient rites ended in various ways appropriate to the situation. The wisdom of always finishing what you've 
started is, of course, timeless. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Yule 2006" by Raven and Carrion Mann, words by Wolf of Winter Night, 2006 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Norse) 

Final Benediction –Alaric 

"Beoð æt þa godas, þa idesa, þa ieldra ond þa ylfe. Ond wesað ge hal!" (Be with the gods, the mothers, the 
ancestors and the elves. And be ye whole!" 

Announcement of End -Alaric 

Musical Signal 

The Nine Knells Earrach & on site drummer 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


(followed by numerous songs and carols) 

Example 2. "Samhain Order of Service for Shining Lakes Grove" by Rob Henderson, 2005 Liturgists 
Yearbook (Irish) 

Recessional - Now the Rite Is At an End 

And now the rite is at an end, again we're parting ways May truth and honor be your friend and lucky be 
your days I'll hold you dearly in my heart, I'll hold you in my mind, And though our branches grow apart, our 
roots shall be entwined. 

Example 3. "Nemos Ognios PG" (Autumn Equinox) by Ceisiwr Serith, 2004 Liturgists Yearbook 
(Proto-Indo-European with Roman elements) 

With the hearthfire extinguished, the center of our sacred world is gone. With the flow of fiery water ceased, 
the sacred site dissolves about us. We will carry it in our hearts, though, nestled deep with the love of the 
gods. 

He pauses a moment and then says: 

We have offered to the Holy Ones, and they have accepted our sacrifices. 

The Fire Tender says: 

We have worshipped the Old Ones as it is right to do. 

The Priest says: 

We have done what the people before us have done. 

The Fire Tender says: 

May we always be mindful of those we have worshiped. May we always be mindful of them, worthy of 
worship. May this grove grow strong, under their watchful eyes. 

The Priest raises his hands in blessing, and says: 

On all who have worshiped here: 

All: Inspiration, power, peace. 

The Priest: On all who revere the Kindreds: 

All: Inspiration, power, peace. 

The Priest: On all who walk the ancient path: 

All: Inspiration, power, peace. 

The Priest says: 

With the gate closed, With the gods worshiped, We will walk in wisdom. 

The people recess, in the same order as they came in. 

Example 4. "Imbolc 2006" by Anthony Thompson, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

AT: We have done as our ancestors did and as our children will do and the Gods have answered! Let us go 
out into the world secure in the knowledge that our offerings have pleased the gods and that we go forth 
under their protection. The ritual is at a close. Bíodh sé amhlaidh! 

All: Bíodh sé amhlaidh! (“bee shay ow-lee”) 

Example 5. "Lupercalia MMDCCLIX" by Michael Riley, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Roman)* 

We have done as our ancestors have done, and as our children will do, and the Kindreds have answered. Let 
us end as we began . . . (3x3 chimes) 

Vade in pace et benedictio! Go now, children of the Earth, in peace and blessings. The ritual is at a close. 
Macte virtute esto! 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2005/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2004/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2005/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2005/


Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #8 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. Why is it important to have a clear-cut ending? 

2. Write Step Eighteen for your own ritual. 

Supplementary Step: The Two Powers 
Key Terms 
Two Powers / Two Currents 

Earth Power 

Sky Power 

Grounding 

Centering 

Merging 

Function 
The Two Powers meditation (also called the Two Currents) is an optional step commonly added to the COoR 
outline. It serves three functions: centering, grounding, and merging the participants into a group mind. 

Centering means finding your center, physically in your center of gravity and spiritually in your place of 
stillness and strength. 

Grounding means, first of all, finding physical and psychological stability in the earth. Secondly, it means 
connecting to the Earth and Sky as sources of energy. There is another Neopagan sense to the term, that of 
draining off excess energy into the ground, but this is not the sense used here. The Two Powers grounds for 
support and power. 

Merging means getting the participants thinking, feeling, and acting together as a group mind. This is clearly 
related to Establishing the Group Mind in Step One; indeed the Two Powers is often used at that point for 
that purpose. The image of intermingling tree roots and branches sums up well the merging function of the 
Two Powers. 

Through centering, grounding, and merging, the participants achieve calm, power, focus, and togetherness. 
They are thus mentally prepared for ritual. 

Toward the end of the rite, the Two Powers may be repeated in modified form. The closing meditation should 
do three things: reverse the imagery, ground the energy, and prepare the participants for a return to mundane 
time and space. First of all, it should reverse the imagery. This signals the subconscious to come out of the 
meditative state. If you extended tree roots and branches in the opening meditation, then retract those roots 
and branches in the closing. If you gathered swirling earth energies from below and bright sky energies from 
above, then let those energies return to their origins. If you like, you may keep a small portion of those 
energies--just what you need for yourself--and return the rest. In addition to reversing the imagery, the 
energy should be grounded. Now we are using the term "ground" in the other Neopagan sense, that of 
draining off excess energy. This is often done at the same time and in the same way as reversing the 
imagery--the two purposes go well together. If the imagery does not fit grounding, then be sure to add in 
grounding as another step. If extra grounding is needed, eating something after the ritual should do the trick. 
Last, the meditation should prepare the participants to come back to the mundane world. This can be done, 
for example, by asking them to open their eyes, and reminding them to carry with them into the world 
whatever necessary from the meditation. 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf


Placement 
The Two Powers has no defined place in the COoR order. It should come somewhere toward the beginning, 
before any major acts of worship or magic, such as Opening the Gates or reaching out to the Kindreds. Two 
particularly appropriate times are Step One, as part of Establishing the Group Mind, or in Step Three, 
following the Honoring of the Earth Mother. Alternatively, the meditation can be done just before the rite 
starts, as part of the preliminary preparations. 

Techniques 
There are innumerable variations on the Two Powers, but the basic structure is as follows. First, connect to 
the power of land and water deep under the earth, drawing that power into you. Next, connect to the sky 
power of air, wind, and sun, moon, or stars. Draw that power into you. Finally, let those energies mingle 
within you and among the altar, space, and participants, forming a powerful balance. Then continue with the 
rite. At the end of the rite, return those energies to their origins in earth and sky, keeping what you need for 
yourself. Prepare to return to mundane space and time, empowered by ritual. 

The Two Powers is usually conducted as a guided meditation employing calm, focus, and visualization. 
Numerous scripts are available online and in publications (see Related Reading below). Another possibility 
is to chant or sing a song to the same effect as the meditation. The technique you use should reflect the tone, 
feeling, and mindstate you want for your ritual. 

You can tailor your Two Powers to the season, time of day, and even weather of your rite. The Solitary Druid 
by Robert Ellison provides scripts customized for each high day. 

Solitaries have several options. One is to record themselves reading the script, and play that back in ritual as 
a guide. Another is to memorize the basic sequence of images and perform the visualizations without an 
auditory aid. When considering "merging with the grove," keep in mind that a solitary is never really alone in 
ritual. There are any number of nature spirits, patron deities, and local powers that may join in ritual. You can 
"merge" with these beings, if it feels appropriate. 

Total time spent in the Two Powers meditation should not exceed ten minutes for groups. Participants tend to 
get antsy. Five to ten minutes is a good length. Solitaries can spend as much time as they feel necessary and 
productive. 

Large groups may find meditation difficult. The larger the group, the more likely there will be a few people 
not paying attention, rudely chatting, or wandering off to the toilet. In such situations, a Two Powers-themed 
song, chant, or prayer may be more appropriate. 

COoR   History 
The first liturgy in 1984 employed a Tree Meditation. Participants visualized grounding their roots in the 
earth, extending their branches to the sky, and finally intermingling their roots and branches with each other. 
However, some people had difficulty with the idea of turning into trees and then walking around. In 1991, 
the liturgy listed a "Grove Meditation," reflecting experimentation with other images to get the same effect. 
When the Dedicant Program appeared in 1997, the Tree Meditation was abstracted into the Two Powers 
meditation that predominates today. 

Ancient and Modern 
Grounding and centering is a technique developed by Neopagans. The ancient Indo-Europeans recognized 
deities of sky and earth, however, and our modern meditation draws on these ancient motifs. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Solitary Spring Equinox Ritual" by Amanda Lynne Orcutt, in Oak Leaves #37 (Hellenic) 

"Planting myself into the earth, I push my roots down. Reaching the soil, dark, rich, and nourishing, they 
search for sustaining water. I dive down deeply, touching the cool waters below, the primordial seas of matter 
and chaos. I draw this energy up, through my roots, into my body. It fills me, my body, my mind, my spirit, 
until I am overflowing." 

-Pause to deepen this connection. 

http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL37_web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


"Reaching outward, into the sky, my branches grow long and strong. My leaves bud and open to the light of 
the sun, moon, and stars. From far reaching heavens shines the light of creation upon me. I draw this energy 
down, through my leaves and branches, into my body. It fills me, my body, my mind, my spirit, until I am 
overflowing." 

-Again pause to deepen this connection. 

"These two powers within me mingle and meld. Becoming mine, combining with my own energy, I am filled 
with the creative and destructive forces of nature. May these energies and that of the spirit in all things serve 
me well this day and in those days to come." 

-Pause to feel the energies within and flowing forth from the self into the rite. 

-Then, at the end of the rite, to release the Two Powers: 

"Now into the sky from me flows the powers of creation. Into the earth flows the powers of chaos. Into 
normal time and space I return, into the realm of man and earth, but within me remains the blessings of the 
Kindreds!" 

Example 2. "Samhain 2006" by Raven and Carrion Mann, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Irish-Celtic) 

Closing your eyes, take a few deep cleansing breaths. Breathing in through your nose and out through your 
mouth. In through your nose and out through your mouth. As you breathe, lay aside the worries, troubles and 
woes of the mundane world. (pause 4 count) 

We now stand between Earth and Sky. Feel your feet firmly resting upon the Earth. Know that below us 
flows the primal waters. Cold, dark and chaotic; filled with the potential of all life. 

Allow the primal waters to enter your being. Feel the coolness of the waters as they pool within your belly, 
within your heart and finally, within your head. (pause 8 count) 

Reaching high into the sky above, Feel the illuminating radiance of the Heavens. Know that above us burns 
the primal fires, Warm, light and ordered; filled with the spark of all life. 

Allow the primal fire to enter your being. Feel the warmth of the fires as they illuminate your mind, your 
heart and finally your spirit. (pause 8 count) 

Feel the primal powers of Earth and Sky as they surge through you, lending strength and energy to your 
being. (pause 8 count) As we open our eyes, know that we assemble as one folk to worship with a common 
purpose. 

All: May our worship be true. May our actions be just. May our love be pure. Blessings, honor and worship 
to the Holy Ones. 

Example 3. "The Two Powers: An Alternative for Large Rites" by Kirk Thomas, Oak Leaves #31 
(general) 

The following is a possible alternative to the trance induction for use in large rites: 

Priest says: (Opening Prayer) 

O Waters of the Earth, deep and dark, Arise, primeval powers, fill us now With all your wondrous 
possibilities, That through the Earth our Mother we may ground and join as one. O Fires of the sky, O 
blinding light, Descend and crystallize within us all That spark of order on which life depends, That through 
the Sky our Father we may shine and share as one. 

Priest says: (Centering) 

For just a moment let us close our eyes and feel the life which courses through us all. 

(pause) 

The beating of our hearts is at the center of our core. Like sparkling blood, the coursing of the waters and the 
light of life Now mix and swirl and energize us all. 

(A single drummer begins an appropriate pattern) 

Priest says: (Litany) 

Chaos of the Earth, now fill us! 

http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL31_final.pdf
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/


People say: Chaos of the Earth, now fill us! 

Priest says: Order of the Heavens, mold us! 

People say: Order of the Heavens, mold us! 

Priest says: Join the powers deep within us! 

People say: Join the powers deep within us! 

Priest says: With the merging of these powers let us join as one! 

Bard: (Unity) 

The bard begins intoning and the people join in. The drumming continues. The Bard intones through the 
main English vowels, a e i o u, ending with "So be it" in the appropriate language. Or, a Unity song could be 
sung here, such as, "Unity In The Three Realms". 

Related Reading 
• "Two Powers Meditation"   by Ian Corrigan - with links to audio and other versions 

• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• "Two Powers Active Meditation" by Tommy Watson, Oak Leaves #36 

• "Making a Natural Connection Through Breath" by Bert "Toad" Kelher, Oak Leaves #34 

• "The Two Powers"   by Kirk Thomas -- a call-and-response alternative for large-group rites 

• "An Advanced Two Powers Attunement"   by Paradox 

• "Working Magic with the Two Powers"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "Bungee Cord Two Powers" by Bert Kelher, in Oak Leaves #38 

• "Basic Meditation"   by Brenda Stumpp 

• "Letting the World Slip Away"   by Ladytoad 

• "Connecting with the Natural World"   by Ladytoad 

• "A Trance Journey to the Three Worlds"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "Garanus Meditation"   by Michael J. Dangler 

• "Meditation for the Type A Personality"   by Jenni Hunt 

• "Have a look at this..."   by Ian Corrigan, posted to ADF-Liturgists - a more basic introduction-to-
trance meditation, which might be used a stepping stone toward the Two Powers 

• The Solitary Druid  , by Robert Lee (Skip) Ellison 

Self-test 
1. What is the purpose of including a Two Powers meditation in a ritual? 

2. Write a Two Powers meditation for your own ritual. 

Supplementary Step: The Outsiders 
Key Terms 
Outsiders / Outdwellers 

Function 
This is another optional step in common use. 

The Outsiders, or "Outdwellers" as they are also called, represent powers counter-productive to the rite. They 
may be enemies of the gods, like the giants of the Norse or the Titans of the Greeks. Or they may simply be 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0806526750/qid=1127065007/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1?v=glance&s=books
http://lists.adf.org/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0705c&L=adf-liturgists&P=7712
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/meditation-for-type-a.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/garanus-meditation.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/trance-journey-to-the-three-worlds.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/connecting-with-the-natural-world.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/letting-the-world-slip-away.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/basic-meditation.html
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL38_web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/articles/working/two-powers-magic.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/advanced-two-powers.html
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http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL34_web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL36_final.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/rituals/meditations/two-powers.html


at odds with the current ritual purpose. For example, Artemis may not approve of certain rites to Aphrodite. 
Either way, these powers represent energies hostile to the ritual. 

There is a further dimension to the Outsiders. In addition to the beings already mentioned, there may be 
hostile powers within. Now is the time to set aside cynicism, doubt, and pettiness. Wandering thoughts can 
also be banished. In this way, nothing is left to inhibit the goal of your ritual. 

In ADF we do not ward against hostile powers, as in ceremonial magick. Rather, we make our peace with 
them. By giving them an offering, we establish a ghosti relationship in which they are obligated to respect 
our wishes. The word "appeasement" may be appropriate. 

Placement 
The Outsiders offering has appeared in numerous places. The original position was immediately after 
Opening the Gates. It is also appropriate as part of the Purification in Step Two. Many have begun offering to 
the Outsiders before ritual even starts, as part of the preliminary preparations. That way, hostile energies 
need not be mentioned within ritual. 

Techniques 
The Outsiders can be addressed much like any other power, but you should do it away from the altar. 
Preferably it should be done outside the ritual space or at its boundary. 

Your attitude toward the Outsiders will determine the tone of your offering. If you view them as honorable 
powers not currently productive to the rite, then you can use a tone of deference and respect. If you view 
them as enemies or dispicable creatures, you can appropriately use a more forceful tone. 

Most leave an offering, such as beer or ale, at the perimeter of the ritual space, and speak simple words to the 
effect of "Here, take this and leave us in peace." Some view the Outsiders as somewhat child-like (imagine 
the disruptive energy of short attention spans), and prefer to leave offerings like soda pop or candy. There is 
no consensus on the nature of the Outsiders, so it is up to you to decide the best way to treat them. 

A less common technique is to post a guardian against the Outsiders. Rather than offering to the Outsiders 
themselves, a gift is made to a defender, such as Thor, in exchange for protection. 

COoR   History 
The Outsiders first entered the ADF liturgy in 1991, at the same time that cosmological considerations 
became important. In a polytheological Cosmos, there will always be powers at odds with each other. In 
order to make the cosmic picture complete, some address must be made to those other powers. This was the 
reasoning behind the Outsiders offering. 

Ancient and Modern 
Most Indo-European cultures told stories of beings hostile to the gods. The Irish had the Fir Bolg and 
Fomorians, the Norse the Giants, the Greeks the Titans, and the Vedics the Asuras. Our Outsiders motif 
recalls those ancient beings. 

The idea of setting aside a part of oneself, such as disruptive or doubtful tendencies, is modern. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Puanepsia" by Venus Clark, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Hellenic) 

P3 takes the khernips [waters of purification] to the edge of the temenos and pours the water onto the ground 
outside as a libation to the Outsiders, which includes the Ancestors for this particular ritual. 

“You unspeakable ones, accept this as your due. As a gift calls for a gift, let there be peace between us.” 

Example 2. "A Solitary Yule Ritual" by Kimbelie Edwards, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

You who come from the outer dark, 

You who stood against the gods and man, 

You who are cold of heart and cruel of mind, 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2005/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/
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Take this and trouble not my work. 

P makes an offering 

Example 3. "Raven's Cry Grove Yule Ritual" by Don (Modig) Hopkins, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook 
(Norse) 

PD: “We will now treat with the Outdwellers” 

“Mighty Thor, protector of the Gods, Wielder of the mighty hammer Mjolnir. We come together in this place 
To worship in the old ways. We would ask you to protect this space, To dispatch all etins, trolls, and enemies 
of Asgard, Until our rite is finished. We offer you Mead so you may not thirst. And light this flame to help 
you keep your vigil.” 

Så må det bli 

Example 4. "Outdwellers", by Wren, Oak Leaves #31 (Irish) 

Balor and all Kin of chaos, be welcomed and warmed by my fire. For it is with You, I leave my doubts and 
fears behind. But trouble me not in my workings, Lest I be forced to caste this stone. (display stone) And 
turn the Baleful Eye upon You. 

Example 5. "Solitary Spring Equinox Ritual" by Amanda Lynne Orcutt, in Oak Leaves #37 (Hellenic) 

"For those of you whose purposes 

Are not akin with mine 

For any of the energies 

Who would work against my rhyme 

I acknowledge that your purpose here 

Is cause for perseverence 

But today instead I ask of you 

To give of your forbearance 

Take this offering I give 

And turn the other cheek 

Turn away and take with you 

Whatever makes me weak!" 

-Place the offering of peppers outside the ritual space. 

Related Reading 
• "The Outsiders"   by Kit 

• "Changes in the Druid Liturgy" by Isaac Bonewits, Druids' Progress #8 

• "New Complexities in Indo-European Caste Systems and Cosmologies" by Isaac Bonewits, Druids' 
Progress #8 

• "Outdwellers and Snakes" by Laura Cunningham, Oak Leaves #31 

• "Puck, My Favorite Outsider" by Lady DragonStar, Oak Leaves #29 

• "Moebius Strip: The Outside is the Inside is the Same Side" by Edwin Chapman, Oak Leaves #29 

Self-test 
1. What is the point of offering to the Outsiders? 
2. Write an Outsiders offering for your own ritual.
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2. Supplementary Step: The Piacular Offering 
Key Terms 
Piacular Offering 

Function 
This step is less common in ADF. It is mentioned here so that you will know what it is when you encounter 
it. 

The Piacular Offering is essentially a further gift, after the Key Offerings, that says, "If we made any 
mistakes or mis-steps in this ritual, please overlook them and treat our rite as if performed perfectly." ADF is 
not generally a religion where the gods are easily offended. On the whole, we have found them happy just to 
be receiving offerings again. Still, it's not hard to make a faux pas through nervousness or naivete. You might 
forget a certain offering, or call a deity by the wrong name. Chances are the powers will be more amused 
than angry. But should you feel it necessary, a Piacular Offering will smooth it over. If nothing else, it will 
put your anxious mind at ease so you can get on with the ritual. 

Placement 
The Piacular Offering usually comes after all the Key Offerings but before the Prayer of Sacrifice. 

Techniques 
A small material offering, accompanied by a prayer imploring forgiveness for any mis-steps, will suffice. 

COoR   History 
The Piacular Offering has never been an official part of the COoR. It is a step added by groves that feel it 
necessary or useful. 

Ancient and Modern 
Piacular offerings were much more important in ages past. The Romans and Vedics found them quite 
important during ritualistic stages of their religions. The Vedic religion at one point became so focused on 
correct ritual that terrible punishments befell priests that mis-spoke their lines (or befell their wives). In ADF, 
we have no desire to revive such rigid ritualism. 

Examples 
Example 1. "Puanepsia" by Venus Clark, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Hellenic) 

Final libations are made to Apollo 

P1: “Bright Apollo, 

If anything that we have done here has offended you, If anything we have done here has been incomplete, If 
anything we have done here has not been done in the proper manner, accept this final offering in 
recompense.” 

Example 2. "Pantheacon 2006 ADF Unity Rite" by Meredith McDonald, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook 
(Irish-Celtic) 

Great ones! If our words have been in error; If our actions have offended; If we have forgotten homage; 
Accept this sacrifice. 

Related Reading 
"A Grove Blessing Rite - Part 5" by Sonoran Sunrise Grove - video showing a Piacular Offering 

Self-test 
1. What is the point of making a Piacular Offering? 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/videos/blessingrite/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/index.html
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/index.html
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


2. Write a Piacular Offering for your own ritual, if you want one. 

Supplementary Step: The Appeal for Inspiration 
Key Terms 
Appeal for Inspiration 

Bardic Deity 

Function 
This optional step is quite common today. 

ADF ritual involves a lot of speaking, acting, and dramatic gesture. Thus it is well-worth it to seek divine 
guidance in these endeavors. The Appeal for Inspiration requests an appropriate being to inspire the 
participants with eloquence, grace, wisdom, and so forth. It is another way of gathering power for the best 
possible worship. 

It may be worth noting that this step calls for a change that is internal to the worshipper. In contrast to other 
addresses to the beings, which may be entirely external, this one asks for the being's influence to act or speak 
through you. 

Placement 
The original place of the Appeal for Inspiration was immediately afte the Opening of the Gates. Later, many 
began placing it toward the beginning, so that the whole rite would be blessed with eloquence. Indeed, it fits 
well as part of the Opening Prayer in Step One. 

Techniques 
As with the Gatekeeper, there is no one deity that is THE inspirer for a given hearth culture. Good candidates 
are those associated with song, poetry, arts and crafts, eloquent speech, or wisdom. For example, Brigit is a 
good choice for Irish rites, Bragi or Saga for Norse, and the Muses for Hellenic. 

Your request may be accompanied by a material offering if you wish. On the other hand, since these powers 
are particularly concerned with the arts, a non-material offering such as a song, chant, or eloquent prayer 
would be just as appropriate. 

COoR   History 
The Appeal for Inspiration appeared early on in the 1987 liturgy as "Invoking the Matron/Patron of Bards." 
At that time, most raising and tuning of energy was done through artistic praise offerings. Thus, it was 
important to seek the favor of a deity in charge of bardic activities. Today, the Appeal for Inspiration is no 
longer specifically mentioned in the COoR, but it remains a common and helpful step. 

Ancient and Modern 
In ancient days appealing for inspiration was a common act, especially for bards and poets. For example, 
Homer and Hesiod began their great works with invocations of the Muses. ADF's Appeal for Inspiration 
parallels in ritual such ancient invocations. 

Examples 
Example 1. "A Solitary Rite for Imbolc" by Kim Edwards, 2006 Liturgists Yearbook (Norse) 

Oh Saga! The bleak times are almost over, And renewal is upon us. Another page begins. In your words we 
trust. 

Oh Bragi! Poet of Poets, Your words inspire. Allow our words to glow Like the flame of the fire. 

P makes an offering and says: Saga, Bragi, accept my sacrifice. 

Example 2. "A Ritual for Yule 2005" by Michael Riley, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook (Welsh) 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2005/index.html
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2006/index.html
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


Druid calls to Taliesin asking for the gift of poetic inspiration: 

Taliesin, fount of Inspiration, Maker of poetry, Maker of magic, Maker of song, With you as my mentor I 
need fear no shyness, With you as my mentor I need fear no dull thoughts, With you as my mentor I need 
fear no empty words. I am triple-blessed, O shining voice of the harp, and I your child ask you to alight in 
my heart, Alight in my head, and alight in my voice, That I may give praise to the powers with good skill. 
druid makes an offering and says: Taliesin, accept our sacrifice. 

ALL: Taliesin, accept our sacrifice! 

Example 3. "Raven's Cry Grove Yule Ritual" by Don (Modig) Hopkins, 2005 Liturgists Yearbook 
(Norse) 

PD: “We will now make a call for poetic inspiration.” 

“Odin, All father, You who hung on the tree for 9 days For prophesy. You who gave an eye to the well For 
wisdom. You who drank of Kvasir’s mead For inspiration. Lend us your powers this night That we may 
speak well and true.” 

Så må det bli 

Related Reading 
• "Step by Step through a Druid Worship Ceremony" by Isaac Bonewits, Druid's Progress #4 

• Ritual Chants   

Self-test 
1. What is the point of the Appeal for Inspiration? 

2. Write an Appeal for Inspiration for your own ritual. 

Epilogue: Pagan Spirituality 
By now you should be thoroughly familiar with the parts of the COoR and how they fit together. You should 
have a basic appreciation for the history of the COoR and its relationship to ancient Indo-European practices. 
Finally, you should be able to compose and perform a rite of your own. 

Yet this is not the end of the road, but only the beginning. Ritual takes a lifetime to master. The more you use 
the COoR, the more refined nuances will appear. You may find insights that bear not only on ritual but on 
life as well. In closing, let's discuss some of these deeper implications. Here are a few themes to start you 
thinking. 

First of all, ADF rites place the earth first. One of the earliest offerings goes to the Earth Mother. Indeed, 
environment and ecology are primary concerns for living in this day and age. And the importance of your 
local area cannot be stressed enough. You can hardly go wrong if you always begin with where you are. 

Second, the symbols in COoR rites progress from basic to complex. The Two Powers meditation, if used, 
starts the rite off with the simplest possible break-down of spiritual energy: a dyad of earth and sky, or water 
and fire. The rite then increases one level of complexity, as triads appear in the Cosmos, Gates, and 
Kindreds. These build upon each other, forming a multi-dimensional complex. Finally, we reach a pinnacle 
of complexity as we zoom in on individual, named Deities of the Occasion. The abstract gives way to the 
concrete, and we discover beings every bit as unique as ourselves. We see that holiness pervades both the 
abstract and the concrete, the philosophical and the personal. 

Yet the focus is on the concrete and personal. Our gods have distinct personalities and preferences; to get to 
know them is sacred. This is the opposite of classical monotheistic conceptions of an infinitely simple god, 
unified, complete, and perfect in every way. Polytheistic conceptions exalt uniqueness and difference. 

This is true of the worshipper as well: ADF is not a religion where the ego must be eradicated. Rather, the 
unique, individual self is valued within a larger context. For just as ritual spends much time developing the 
cosmic picture, so too must we develop perspective on life. To know our place in the world is also sacred. 
The individual is surrounded by awareness of the whole. 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/rituals/chants/
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/2005/index.html


What's more, the parts of the whole are bound together in relationship. This may be the most central theme of 
ADF rites. Ghosti, the guest-host relationship, describes how beings great and small are involved in 
mutually-supportive relationships. We support the gods, the gods support us. We support the Cosmos, the 
Cosmos supports us. The individual is not only related to the whole, but inter-dependent with it. All things 
have a part to play, and a way to contribute. 

The way to do this is summed up in the phrase do ut des, "I give, so that you may give." Giving is 
paramount. It is easy in our age of urbanization and anonymity to feel that nothing we do matters. We learn 
to take and not give back, because what we have to offer seems feeble and insignificant in the big picture. 
But ADF ritual shows that small gifts can support gods. Similarly, when we give our time and effort to our 
community, ecosystem, government, and so forth, it does make a difference. By giving, we do our part in the 
grand scheme of things. 

Furthermore, we can expect rewards for our efforts. Our piety is not selfless altruism. Rather, it is a system of 
mutual support. It is a give and take, for no part of the whole, god nor man, can afford to only give or only 
take. All is inter-dependent. 

For this reason, it is all-important for us to recognize and accept the Waters of Life when it comes our way. 
Just as in ritual we call for, hallow, and affirm the Blessings, so too is it necessary to fully embrace the good 
things in life. This means not only the big windfalls of fortune, but also the simple things that are always 
there. We are supported by the earth beneath us, the sky above us, and all the many and varied things 
between. Prospering in the world is holy and right. And remembering to give thanks is helpful and healthy 
for us in the long run. 

Finally, the omen teaches us that we can communicate with the divine. The voices of the Kindreds are all 
around us, not just in ritual. We need only pay attention. 

These few themes are just food for thought. There is no end to the insights that can be drawn from the 
symbols and relationships in ADF ritual. 

As a final note, here is an image from John Michael Greer's book "A World Full of Gods." It suggests a 
potential model for pagan mysticism. 

You may be familiar with the "Mount Analog" metaphor: there are many paths up the mountain, but they all 
lead to the same peak. Greer suggests a different image for polytheists: a village in a valley surrounded by 
various mountains to climb. Each peak is different, and offers unique views back on the village. In the same 
way, you can explore various different relationships with deities, getting ever stronger as you ascend their 
mountain. And when you feel you have gone as far as you need to go up one mountain, you are free to return 
to the village, and even to climb another. Ultimately each different path adds perspective on the whole. There 
are many mountains, but all are part of the same world. 

Through ritual, we can ascend to new heights and new perspectives. The Core Order of Ritual is gear to help 
us get there. 

Related Reading 
• "Taking It All Home"   by Kami Landy - what to do after the rite, developing spirituality 

• A World Full of Gods  , by John Michael Greer - polytheistic theology 

• "Evolution of the Soul" by Mad Sweeney in Druids' Progress #13 - spirituality 

• "Where's the Belief? Piety in the DP"   by Michael J. Dangler - belief vs. practice 

• "Make Offerings!"   by Kirk Thomas - how to attract a patron 

• "How I Found My Patron"   by Modig 

• "Discussing Pagan Theology"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "The Case for Choosing a Pantheon"   by Ian Corrigan 

• "Welcome to D.R.U.I.D."   - ADF Scholars Guild database of recommended scholarly works 

http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/scholars/DRUID/index.html
http://www.adf.org/articles/gods-and-spirits/general/case-for-choosing-a-pantheon.html
http://www.adf.org/articles/cosmology/discussing-pagan-theology.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/articles/modig-patron.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/articles/make-offerings.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/articles/wheres-the-belief.html
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-13-web.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/World-Full-Gods-Inquiry-Polytheism/dp/0976568101
http://www.adf.org/articles/identity/taking-it-all-home.html


Appendix A: Comparisons of COoR   Versions 
Here are comparative charts of the major COoR versions. For clarity of presentation, only the steps are 
listed; phase divisions, sub-steps, and explanations are omitted. Where necessary, clarifications or summaries 
of omitted material are given in brackets. To see the complete outlines in their original forms, click on the 
year. 

Comparative Chart of Successive Versions of the COoR, 1983-1991 

1984 1987 1991 
    (A) Briefing 
    (B) Individual Meditations & Prayers 
    (C) Lighting the Sacred Fire(s) 
    (D) Pouring the Sacred Waters 
    (E) Consecrating the Sacred Pole 
    (F) Consecrating the Altar & Tools 
A. Announcing of rite 
(clearcut beginning) 

Clearcut Beginning: 
Consecration of Time   

B. Consecration of Space and 
Time     

    (1) Musical Signal 
    (2) Opening Prayer 
    (3) The Processional / Sigil Marking 
    (4) Purification(s) of Participants 
    (5) Purification(s) of Site 
    (6) Honoring the Earth Mother 
C. The Tree Meditation Tree Meditation (7) The Grove Meditation 
    (8) Unity Chant/Song 

    (9) Stating Ritual Purpose & Historical 
Precedent 

D. Specification of the deity 
or deities to be focused upon 

Specification of Ritual 
Focus and Deities of the 
Occasion 

(10) Naming Deity(ies) of the 
Occasion & Reasons for Choice 

    (11) Planting the Cosmic Tree / 
Honoring the Sacred Pole [meditation] 

E. Invocation of the Gate 
Keeper Invoking the Gate Keeper (12) Evoking the Gatekeeper / 

Defining the Ritual Center 

    (13) Evoking the Fire & Water Deities 
& Linking to Center 

  Invoking the Matron/Patron 
of Bards 

(14) Invoking the Bardic Deity(ies) or 
Spirit(s) 

    (15) Acknowledgement of the 
Outsiders 

F. Triad Invocations [Three 
Kindreds] 

Triad Invocations, 
Consecrations and Sharings 
[Three Kindreds] 

(16) Filling Out the Cosmic Picture 
[Three Kindreds, Three Worlds, Three 
Realms, Helpful Beings, etc.] 

    (17) Settling & Focusing 
G. The Sacrifice   (18) Descriptive Invocation of 

http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-8-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-4-web.pdf
http://archives.adf.org/publications/druids_progress/druids-progress-2-web.pdf
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR
http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


Deity(ies) of the Occasion 

  Praise Offerings Primary Power Raising (19)Praise 
Offerings, Dance, Libations, etc. 

  Prayer of Sacrifice (20) The Sacrifice 
  Seeking the Omen (21) Seeking the Omen of Return 

  
(Possible Repititions of 
Praise/Sacrifice/Omen 
Seeking) 

  

H. The Return Preparation for the Return   

  Meditation upon Personal 
Needs 

(22) Meditation upon Personal and 
Group Needs 

  Repitition of Group Needs   
  Induction of Receptivity (23) Induction of Receptivity 
    (24) Consecration Agreement 

  Final Consecration and 
Sharing (25) Consecration and Sharing 

  Reception of Individual 
Blessings 

(26) Acceptance of Individual 
Blessings 

  Reinforcement of Group 
Bonding (27) Reinforcement of Group Bonding 

I. Using the Energies 
Returned (worship, rite of 
passage and/or spell casting) 

Optional Activity: Spell 
Casting or Rite of Passage (28) Spell Casting / Rite of Passage 

  Affirmation of Success: 
Following Through   

  Recovery   

  Thanking of Entities 
Invoked 

(29) Thanking of Deities Invited in 
Reverse Order 

    (30) Thanking the Gatekeeper & 
Closing the Gates 

    (31) Affirmation of Past/Future 
Continuity & Success 

J. Closing Reversing the Tree 
Meditation 

(32) Unmerging, Regrounding & 
Recentering: Meditation 

  Libation (33) Draining Off Excess Power: The 
Restoration 

  Clearcut Ending: 
Deconsecration of Space   

  Clearcut Ending: 
Deconsecration of Time   

    (34) Final Benediction 
    (35) Announcement of End 
    (36) Dissolving the Sigil 
    (37) Musical Signal 

Comparative Chart of Successive Versions of the COoR, 1992-present 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/COoR


1997 2003* 2006 

  Preparation [incl. preliminary 
entrancement]   

1. [Procession] Procession 1. Initating the Rite 
    2. Purification 
2. [Earth Mother offering, 
Outdwellers address] 

Opening Prayers [incl. Earth 
Mother offering] 3. Honoring the Earth Mother 

3. Two Powers Meditation     
4. [Statement of Purpose] Statement of Purpose 4. Statement of Purpose 

5,6, & 7. [Three Gates] The Sacred Center [Three 
Gates] 

5. (Re)Creating the Cosmos 
[Three Gates, Three Worlds, 
Three Realms, etc.] 

8. [Three Worlds, Three Realms] 
Completing The Cosmology 
[Three Worlds, Three Realms, 
etc.] 

  

9. [Offering to and Invocation of 
the Gatekeeper, Opening the 
Gate] 

Opening The Gate 6. Opening the Gate(s) - Must 
include a Gatekeeper 

10. Offerings to and Invocations 
of Three Kindreds] 

General Offerings To And 
Invocations Of The Spirits 7. Inviting the Three Kindreds 

11. Key Offerings Honoring the Deities of the 
Rite 8. Key Offerings 

  Personal Offerings   
12. Prayer of Sacrifice The Prayer Of Sacrifice 9. Prayer of Sacrifice 
13. [Omen of Return] The Omen [Omen of Return] 10. Omen 

14. [Blessings] Calling For The Blessing 11. Calling (asking) for the 
Blessings 

  Hallowing The Waters 12. Hallowing the Blessing 
  Affirmation Of The Blessing 13. Affirmation of the Blessing 
15. [Magical work or special 
meditation] Works 14. Workings (if any) 

16. [Thanking the Beings, 
Closing the Gates, Thanking the 
Earth Mother] 

Final Affirmation   

  Thanking The Beings 15. Thanking the Beings 
  Closing The Gates 16. Closing the Gate(s) 
  Thanking The Earth Mother 17. Thanking the Earth Mother 
17. [Reversing the Two Powers, 
Recessional] Statement of Ending 18. Closing the Rite 

    Items that ADF Rituals Do Not 
Include [1-7] 

*Here, 2003 refers to the "The Core Order of ADF Ritual", not the simultaneously published "An Ar 
nDraiocht Fein Order of Ritual As Practiced In Many Groves In The Early 21st Century" 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/core-order.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/dedicant-manual.pdf#page=58
http://archives.adf.org/publications/oak_leaves/OL03_web.pdf#page=22


Resources for Further Study 
Here is a compilation of further resources on topics related to ritual. 

Rituals and Devotionals 
There are many rituals posted on the ADF web site. The links below will guide you to the best places to look 
for them. 

• Liturgist Yearbooks   

• Liturgy and Rituals   

• Kin pages   

• ADF-Liturgists list archives   - members often post rituals for discussion and critique, so try searching 

• The Dedicant Path Manual   - includes devotionals and rituals 

• "A Ritual Opener"   by Ceisiwr Serith - a simple prayer to open a ritual 

Videos of Rituals 
It can be very helpful to see rituals as they are actually performed. The link below will take you to some 
rituals you can watch. 

• Ritual Videos   

Books 
• The Solitary Druid  , by Robert Lee (Skip) Ellison 

• A Book of Pagan Prayer  , by Ceisiwr Serith 

• More books   

Articles on Various Topics 
• Oak leaves and Druids' Progress issues   - many great articles 

ADF Basics 

• "The Beginning of Ar nDraiocht Fein"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• "The Origins of ADF"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• "Why Do We Druid?"   by Earrach of Pittsburgh 

• Chapter Seven: Home Offerings   in Dedicant Manual 

• "ADF Frequently Asked Questions"   by Anthony Thompson 

ADF and Other Paths 

• "ADF and OBOD"   by John Michael Greer 

• "ADF Druidism and Wicca"   by Michel J. Dangler 

• "Druidry Vs. Wicca: A Balanced Comparison"   by Bard Dafydd 

Altar/Shrine 

• "Chapter Four: Home Shrine"   in Dedicant Manual 

• "Three Bowls and a Stick"   in Dedicant Manual 

• "Dorm Room Druidism"   by Michael J. Dangler 

Designing and Preparing for a Ritual 

• "The Basic Principles of Liturgical Design"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• "The Intentions of Druidic Ritual"   by Ian Corrigan 

http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/intentions.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/basicpr.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/articles/dorm-room-druidism.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/articles/3-bowls.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/manual/chap-4.html
http://www.adf.org/members/groves/docs/general/ADF_Druidry_and_Wicca.doc
http://www.adf.org/about/druidism-wicca.html
http://www.adf.org/about/adf-and-obod.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/explanations/ritual-faq.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/manual/chap-7.html
http://www.adf.org/articles/identity/why-druid.html
http://www.adf.org/articles/identity/origins.html
http://www.adf.org/articles/identity/beginadf.html
http://www.adf.org/members/publications/
http://www.adf.org/training/resources/member-books.html
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1578632552/arndraiocfeinadr/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0806526750/qid=1127065007/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1?v=glance&s=books
http://www.adf.org/rituals/videos/index.html
http://www.adf.org/rituals/general/ritopener.html
http://www.adf.org/members/training/dp/manual/
http://lists.netspace.org/archives/adf-liturgists.html
http://www.adf.org/members/kins/
http://www.adf.org/rituals/
http://www.adf.org/members/guilds/liturgists/yearbooks/


• "Goals of Group Ritual"   by Arnold Brooks 

• "Sacrifice, the Indo-Europeans, and ADF" by Ceisiwr Serith, Oak Leaves #16 

• "Preparing for a Druid Ritual"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• "A Cosmological Pre-ritual Briefing"   by Kirk Thomas 

• "Druidic Ritual: A Briefing for Newcomers"   

• "A Druidic Ritual Primer"   by Arnold Brooks 

• "Timing: An Essential Element in Things Magical"   by Earrach of Pittsburgh 

• "Magical Skills in Druidic Ritual"   by Ian Corrigan 

Other Presentations and Explanations of Orders of Ritual 

• "The ADF Standard Liturgical Outline", Membership Guide, 4th Edition, 2000 

• "An Explanation of the ADF Liturgy" by Ian Corrigan, Membership Guide, 4th Edition, 2000 

• "The Outline of Druidic Rites", Membership Guide, 4th Edition, 2000 

• "The Standard ADF Liturgy"   

• "Standard Liturgical Outline"   

• "The Core Order of Ritual Versus As Practiced"   

• "Step by Step Through a Druid Worship Ceremony"   by Isaac Bonewits 

• "An Explanation of the ADF Liturgy"   by Ian Corrigan, in ADF Membership Guide 

• Liturgical Debates   - stimulating questions in the liturgy. 

Theology 

• "Core Ideas in Druid Theology"   

Appendix C: How to Adapt Rites for ADF Solitaries 
by Brandon Newberg (this article first appeared in Oak Leaves #37) 

There are quite a few rites available to solitaries today.* But despite the number, not all are as workable for 
solitaries as might be hoped. 

In light of this, here is a short primer for adapting rites for solitary use. This is intended for both grove 
members adapting their rites for others, and solitaries adapting grove rites for themselves. I’ve drawn mainly 
on my personal experiences as a solitary to put together a brief list of tips. But first, a few myths need 
banishing. 

Dispelling Myths 
Myth #1: Solitaries require “I” in place of “we.” Some may think adaptation mainly consists of changing 
plural pronouns to singular forms. This is not as important as it may seem. In fact, in my personal rites I 
usually change them back to the plurals. When I consider all the helping spirits, patrons, and local land 
spirits who may choose to participate in my “solitary” rite, it is never just “I.” A few others on the ADF-
Solitaries list have expressed similar sentiments. Certainly some feel more comfortable with singular 
pronouns. Yet the singular form is by no means necessary, and pronoun-changing should not be considered 
the primary concern in adaptation. 

Myth #2: Changing All Parts to “Druid 1” Makes It a Solitary Rite. Only in the most technical sense is 
this true. Just because a single person can theoretically speak all parts doesn’t mean it will be powerful for 
them to do so. More likely the result will be a wordy mush, difficult to memorize, and still more difficult to 
dramatize. Group rites often depend for their drama on the point-counterpoint of different speakers, and the 
interactive experience this creates. Changing all parts to a single speaker may be like flattening a 3-
dimensional globe onto a 2-dimensional map: it comes out distorted and not quite right. 
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Myth #3: Grove Members Can Provide for All the Solitary’s Needs. Grove Members can do a lot, but 
they can’t do everything. There has to be a certain amount of working together, and solitaries must bear the 
greater responsibility. This means grove members need not cry, “How bad are we, who don’t do enough for 
our solitaries!” And solitaries need not whine, “Why isn’t this all laid out on a platter for me?—groves must 
not care about solitaries.” Solitaries need to pioneer programs for themselves, and grove members need only 
facilitate that. 

Tips 
Now that those myths are out of the way, here are a few tips to make adaptations more effective. 

Tip #1: Make It Memorization-friendly. One of the most daunting tasks of the solitary is memorizing the 
material (the other option being reading it from note cards, a considerably-less lively option). Incorporating 
mnemonic devices into the script can vastly reduce memorization difficulties. 

For example, one of the simplest mnemonic devices is repetition. For example, in Skip’s book, The Solitary 
Druid, all the speeches thanking the beings follow a roughly similar formula. Repetition not only aids 
memorization, but also contributes a charm all its own. Those interested might compare the refined beauty of 
Sumerian literature, where repetition is the primary poetic device.** 

Another memorization aid is effective transition. One cannot under-estimate the mnemonic value of 
transitions. In a group setting, it’s clear enough that a new OoR section is beginning when a new person steps 
forward to speak. But in a solitary context, the different parts may all-too-easily run together. Transitions 
may be as simple as “Now the grove is established in the triple center; may the gatekeeper be invited,” or 
“The gates are open; let offerings flow to the Three Kindreds.” These forge strong links to aid memory, and 
provide calm reminders of the shifts in energy between parts.*** 

Finally, if you like a challenge, you can play with poetic devices. The history of oral tradition is the history 
of poetic device—it is certainly proven to help memorization. A not-too-difficult example is alliteration. Also 
called front-rhyme, this is the repetition of sounds at the beginning of words: “Now Beowulf bode in the 
Burg of the Scyldings, Leader beloved, and long he ruled.”**** Poetic devices link words together in 
memory, and add a nice aesthetic touch. 

Tip #2: Keep It Short, But Not So That It Obscures Vital Elements. Keeping a script to a reasonable 
length definitely helps memorization. Yet it can be overdone. For example, the temptation may be to 
condense all the thanking of beings into a single, brief, catch-all statement. But solitaries need drama as 
much as anyone else. This includes a proper denouement. Building up and winding down should be 
approximately equal in length. Appropriate use of mnemonic techniques can make a long script much easier 
to memorize than a short but mangled script. 

Tip #3: Consider the Brevity of a Solitary’s Key Offerings Section. In a group rite, any number of 
devotees may come forward with poems, songs, and macaroni sculptures fleshing out the character of the 
season or patrons. But in a solitary rite, there are the humble gifts of just one person. The offerings section 
may be over all too soon, and the unique spirit of the occasion overshadowed by the relatively lengthy 
establishing of the grove and winding down of the rite. For this reason, it may be well to make sure other 
parts, such as the opening prayer, clearly evoke the unique nature and spirit of the rite. Special activities may 
also be inserted into the key offerings section under “seasonal customs.” 

Tip #4: Consider the Logistics. Take a look at the list of tools and offerings. Can one person carry all that to 
the ritual site, assuming no car? One of the great things about solitary rites is that you can do them in places 
groups can’t easily reach, such as deep in the woods or on top of a mountain. Being able to carry everything 
in one trip let’s solitaries really get adventurous. 

Logistics can be a problem from another perspective as well. If the solitary in question is elderly or 
differently-abled, excessive tools and offerings may become a burden. “Packing light” reduces this stress. 

Into the Future 
These myths and tips highlight some basic considerations in adapting rituals for solitary use. I hope that with 
these, the task may be a little easier. Not only that, but I hope that rituals of all kinds will get better and 
better. Many of the tips above apply nearly as well to grove use as that of solitaries. It will really be 
interesting when techniques developed for solitaries start influencing grove rites! But that’s another article 

http://www.adf.org/cgi-bin/adf/wiki/view/Main/OoR


entirely… 

Finally, it should be noted that many solitaries are indeed using the ritual resources already available and 
having powerful experiences. More than half of ADF is solitary, and that figure would not be so if current 
resources weren’t doing something right. So, this primer is offered in the spirit of ADF’s motto: Why not  
excellence? 

* For example, see the web site’s public rituals section, and on the members’ side, see the Liturgist 
Yearbooks. Also, see “The Solitary Druid” by Robert Lee (Skip) Ellison. 

** For example, see Diane Wolkstein’s Inanna: Queen of Heaven and Earth (Harper, 1983). 

* I’ve developed a personal liturgical style that makes use of both these techniques; an example can be 
viewed here. 

** These are lines I.1-2 from Seamus Heaney’s translation of Beowulf (New York: Norton & Co., 2000). 

COoR   Poetry 
One of the best ways to learn the COoR is to have fun with it. Sometimes turning it into a rhyme or poem 
helps to memorize it. Here are a couple of poems inspired by the COoR. Enjoy. 

"ADF Ritual Order Poem" by Grace, posted to ADF-Dedicants (you can also listen to this as an mp3 here) 

Our order for our ritual 

Initiate the Rite includes – 

A bell, a musical symbol 

An opening prayer, perhaps 

Walk round for a processional 

Relax, establish the group mind 

Purification must take place 

Before Opening of the Gates 

Honor the Earth, our mother dear 

State the purpose of being here 

Re-Create the cosmos around 

Sacred Center, fire, well and tree 

Open the Gates, Gatekeeper hear! 

Invite Ancestors, Gods, Nature 

Offer to all, espec’lly these: 

Invite those of the occasion 

And after them, praise offerings 

Prayer, sacrifice or off’ring, 

An Omen to hear what they say 

And ask for the blessings they give 

Hallow the blessing, life waters 

The folk receive waters of life 

Work what you will, Customs and fun 

And in reverse, thank the beings 

Close the Gates, Gatekeeper, thank you! 
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Give thanks to Earth, our mother dear 

Go now in Peace, the Rite is done! 

"Sean's Poetic ADF Ritual" by Sean, posted to ADF-Liturgists 

O Outdwellers, you who do malice, 

Take this offering of beer, 

Trouble not my work this day, 

As my sacred work is done here. 

(Beer is offered to Outdwellers) 

O Kindred, I will meet you soon, 

In the Sacred Center we will be, 

Woven together in the cosmos, 

And together magic we will see. 

(Bell is chimed nine times) 

O Earth Mother I praise thee, 

You who bring me bounty and kindness, 

I offer these oats this day, 

A sacrifice of respect to your greatness. 

(Oats are offered to the Earth) 

O great Bard Taliesin, 

You who held the attention of kings, 

Grant me inspiration in my Rite, 

Infuse me with what the awen brings. 

(Scented Oil is offered into the fire) 

O hear me as I take my oath, 

To continue leaning on my Path, 

As I join together with the Kindred, 

Swearing as a druid on their behalf. 

O Waters that flow 'neath me, 

The place where my Ancestors dwell, 

This dark home of the sea, 

Flow within me, O Sacred Well! 

(Silver is offered to the well) 

O Fires of the World Above, 

Give onto me inspiration and desire, 

Home of the Gods and Mighty Ones, 

Burn with me, O Sacred Fire! 

(Oil is offered to the fire) 

O Tree that connects the worlds, 

The Three Realms that I want to see, 
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Limbs to the Sky, and roots down below, 

Grow within me, O Sacred Tree! 

(Bile is censed and asperged) 

O Manannan, Keeper of the Gates, 

Ward and protect me on my way, 

O Manannan, Sea King, Keeper of the Realms, 

Accept my sacrifice today! 

(Whiskey is offered to the fire) 

Let the Well open as a Gate! 

Let the Fire open as a Gate! 

Let the Tree connect the worlds! 

Let the Gates be open! 

O Ancestors, hear me please, 

Let my sacrifice to you suffice. 

Keepers of wisdom, ancient dead, 

Ancestors, accept my sacrifice! 

(Water is given to the well) 

O Nature Spirits, hear me please, 

Let my sacrifice to you suffice, 

Spirits of Land, Sea, and Sky, 

Nature Spirits, accept my sacrifice! 

(Grain is offered to the Earth) 

O Gods and Goddesses, hear me please, 

Let my sacrifice to you suffice, 

Mighty Ones, Bright Ones, Brave Warriors, 

Gods and Goddesses, accept my sacrifice! 

(Whiskey is offered to the fire) 

O Bright Ones, Nature Spirits, and Ancestors, 

Together with all your energy, 

We join this power into one, 

Great sacrifice to you All! 

(Raise whiskey and bread) 

O Mighty Kindred, accept my sacrifice! 

That my love to you strengthens the energy, 

That we together show the universe, 

The fertility and wonder of our synergy. 

(Whiskey and bread is given to the fire) 

O Kindred, if for any reason I offended you, 

Please know my mind and heart are pure, 



Accept my offering as recompense, 

So I know I offended you not. 

(Whiskey is offered to the fire) 

O Kindred, as I seek your words and wisdom, 

Through the cards that lay, 

The three that I draw, 

Let the cards speak your truth today. 

(The omen is taken with a three-card tarot draw) 

O Kindred, as I lift this cup up high, 

Fill it O Kindred with your essence, 

Fill the cup with your power and magic, 

Hallow these Waters with your blessings! 

(Raises the cup) 

O Ancestors, I ask, give me the Waters! 

O Nature Spirits, I ask, give me the Waters! 

O Shining Ones, I ask, give me the Waters! 

Behold the Waters of Life! 

(The Sacred Waters are consumed) 

(The Work as needed) 

O Bright Ones, I thank you! 

O Nature Spirits, I thank you! 

O Ancestors, I thank you! 

Taliesin, Great Bard, I thank you! 

O Kindred, let the Fire be flame! 

Let the Well be water! 

Let the Sacred Tree remain with me, 

Let the Gates be closed! 

O Earth Mother, I thank you! 

For your sacred wisdom today, 

I will uphold your nobility, 

And walk along your sacred way. 

(Bell is rang nine times) 

The Rite is ended. 

Appendix E: A Ritual Graphic Organizer  
• ADFRiteGraphicOrganizer.doc  

http://www.adf.org/members/wiki/Main/GraphicOrganizer/ADFRiteGraphicOrganizer.doc
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